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Abstract: This dissertation addresses two aspects of climate change impacts on 

water resources in the Cordillera Blanca mountain range in Ancash, Peru: glacial lake 

outburst floods (GLOFs) and water availability. Peru is one of the countries most 

impacted by climate change, largely due to the abundance of glaciers that play an integral 

role in the water resources systems of the Peruvian Andes and the coastal region. A 

warming climate has resulted in the accelerated retreat of many of these glaciers in recent 

decades. The two greatest impacts of climate change on water security in the Cordillera 

Blanca are GLOFs and water scarcity during the dry season. This dissertation studies 

both of these facets of water security in the Cordillera Blanca, Peru.  

As new glacial lakes emerge and existing lakes continue to grow, they pose an 

increasing risk of GLOFs that can be catastrophic to the communities living downstream. 

In this work, particular emphasis is placed on the upper watershed processes that 

typically comprise a GLOF event. Dynamics of avalanche-generated impulse waves are 

investigated through three-dimensional hydrodynamic lake simulations of potential 

GLOF scenarios at Lake Palcacocha, Peru. At Artesonraju Glacier, an emerging lake has 

recently formed and continues to grow as the glacier retreats. Future lake volumes are 

projected from ground penetrating radar measurements of ice thickness. With these 

projections of future lake conditions, possible future hazard conditions are studied at 
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Artesonraju, and a new analytical method is presented for calculating approximate 

overtopping volumes from avalanche-generated waves.  

Climate change impacts on water availability have been studied through the 

analysis of approximately 50 years of precipitation data from a weather station in the 

Cordillera Blanca. These data have been analyzed for trends and changes in variability in 

precipitation patterns. As a foundation for climate-resilient development, precipitation 

trends and changes in variability have been linked to possible impacts on agricultural 

projects. The results of the precipitation data analysis were compared to studies of local 

perceptions of climate change, and it was concluded that people’s perceptions of change 

in precipitation patterns often do not reflect the trends observed in the gauged data.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Peru is one of the countries most impacted by climate change, largely due to the 

abundance of glaciers that play an integral role in the water resources systems of the 

Peruvian Andes and the coastal region. Peru is home to over 70% of the world’s tropical 

glaciers, many of which are located in the Cordillera Blanca mountain range in the 

Ancash Department1 (Kaser and Osmaston 2002). Tropical glaciers are an essential 

component of the water resources systems in the mountainous regions where they are 

located, and the contiguous lowland coastal areas have large agricultural economies and 

populations dependent on glacial melt to meet their water resources needs. A warming 

climate has resulted in the accelerated retreat of many of these glaciers in recent decades 

(Rabatel et al., 2013). The glaciers in the Cordillera Blanca play a particularly dominant 

role since they act as a buffer to store water and release it consistently throughout the dry 

season, and since most of the electricity in the region comes from hydropower produced 

from glacial runoff (Bradley et al., 2006). A more immediate and hazardous effect of 

glacial retreat is the flood risk from glacial lakes that are forming at the termini of 

glaciers in the Cordillera Blanca. As new lakes emerge and existing lakes continue to 

grow in area and volume, they pose an increasing risk of glacial lake outburst floods 

(GLOFs) that can be catastrophic to the communities living downstream. A number of 

GLOFs have occurred in the Cordillera Blanca that have resulted in great loss of life and 

property, including a catastrophic GLOF in 1941 from Lake Palcacocha that destroyed 

much of the city of Huaraz and killed ~1,800 people (Wegner, 2014). This dissertation 

aims to study the impact of climate change in glacial watersheds of the Cordillera Blanca 

                                                
1 Departments are Peruvian administrative regions. 
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and the effects that these changes are having on nearby populations, thus providing the 

foundation for climate-resilient development.  

Peru is no stranger to the impacts of climate change, and the government has been 

implementing lake safety systems in the lakes of the Cordillera Blanca since the threat of 

GLOFs began to emerge in the mid 1900’s (Carey, 2010). However, the Peruvian 

government still lacks the necessary tools to incorporate climate change and its impacts 

into policy and planning measures. Although some of the impacts of climate change in 

the Peruvian Andes are very well known, the current understanding of the exact nature of 

climate change and its impacts is still very limited. One major difficulty is that climate 

change is by definition a non-stationary process, making future projections difficult and 

uncertain. Nonetheless, an attempt must be made to provide the people of Ancash with 

the information and tools to plan for resilient development in the face of climate change, 

moving away from a reactive mode where changes are addressed as they come.  

Although this dissertation is in large part forward looking, the basis of this work 

is deeply rooted in the past. Knowledge of past GLOF events and climate records can 

inform our understanding of the interconnected nature of high mountain glacial 

watershed systems, the impacts of climate change on these systems and the risks for 

downstream communities. The current state of knowledge must govern our analysis of 

climate change impacts, and an assessment of the present condition of water resources 

systems provides a suitable baseline. But, the purpose of scientific research is to advance 

the state of knowledge and improve our understanding of how the world works. We must 

take advantage of this forward-thinking perspective to assist the people of Ancash in 

adapting to climate change so that they do not remain fixed in the past. This can be done 

by using advancements in our knowledge of climate change impacts to improve planning 

practices and proactively prepare for the future. A planning mentality that is rooted in the 
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past without also looking towards the future can have negative consequences. For 

example, the lake safety system that was implemented at Lake Palcacocha in the 1970’s 

was designed for the size of the lake at the time and did not account for potential lake 

growth. If the present knowledge of climate change existed at the time, perhaps this could 

have been foreseen; this was not the case, and now the lake is approximately 17 times 

larger than it was in 1974, rendering the existing lake safety system inadequate for the 

current lake dimensions. Now that we know something of the impact of climate change 

and the important role of climate change impacts on the natural systems of the Cordillera 

Blanca, action must be taken to study these impacts and use this knowledge to develop a 

plan of action for adaptive and resilient development.  

The objective of this dissertation is to assess the impact of climate change on high 

mountain glacial watershed systems in the Cordillera Blanca with a focus on water 

security issues. This analysis considers two specific issues: GLOF hazard assessment and 

water resources availability. Chapters 2 and 3 address the need for new methods to assess 

GLOF hazard, and Chapter 4 looks at methods for climate data analysis that may be 

relevant to public investment projects. Although each has a slightly different focus, all 

three of these chapters are oriented towards improving local understanding of climate 

change impacts on high mountain glacial watershed systems with an emphasis on 

producing data and tools that could be useful within the development context to promote 

the resilience of the local populations to climate change.  
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1.1 BACKGROUND 

1.1.1 MOTIVATION 

This dissertation is motivated primarily by two factors: 1) the impacts of climate 

change that have been observed in the Cordillera Blanca, and 2) the movement to 

promote climate-resilient development and build “green infrastructure.” The first point is 

one that is a frequent topic of discussion in Peru, as the impacts of climate change have 

already begun to affect the security and livelihoods of the local population. Depending on 

where they live, different sectors of the population in the Sierra of Ancash are concerned 

about distinct climate change impacts. People who live in the cities tend to be more 

concerned about GLOFs, as the cities are built along the edge of rivers, and they are more 

likely to be in the path of destruction if a GLOF were to occur.  People who live in rural 

areas more often live on higher ground where the threat of a GLOF is less prevalent; 

however, their livelihoods frequently depend on agriculture, so they are typically more 

concerned about water availability for their crops.  

The second point motivating this work is related to the local climate change 

impacts that have been observed, but it is also part of a greater movement in society that 

seeks to make development more sustainable by incorporating climate change analysis 

into evaluations of development activities. This work has been primarily funded by 

development projects of the United States Agency for International Development 

(USAID), so the importance of linking scientific research with development goals has 

been ever present. USAID has developed protocols for climate-resilient development that 

are summarized in Section 1.1.2, and the Peruvian government has recently begun to 

require the incorporation of climate change vulnerability analysis in all public investment 

project (PIP) proposals, part of their initiative to promote “green infrastructure”. 

However, to be able to counteract or mitigate the effects of climate change for more 
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sustainable development, more knowledge is needed about local climate change 

processes and impacts. At present, there is very little quantitative knowledge about the 

local impacts of climate change; to be able to manage these impacts, we must first 

improve our understanding of the physical nature of climate change in the region. This 

dissertation aims to begin to fill this knowledge gap so that decision makers may be 

better equipped to combat the effects of climate change and achieve their goals of 

sustainable development. The following sub-sections introduce the study area and some 

basic concepts that are integral to this dissertation.  

 

1.1.1 Study Area 

The geographic study area for this dissertation is the Sierra of the Ancash 

Department of Peru. The Sierra of Ancash includes three glaciated mountain ranges: the 

Cordillera Blanca, the Cordillera Huayhuash, and the Cordillera Huallanca (Figure 1.1). 

The largest of these is the Cordillera Blanca that contains many of the highest peaks in 

the Americas. Glacial runoff from the peaks of the Cordillera Blanca contributes a crucial 

portion of the dry season flow in the Santa River and its tributaries. The Santa River, the 

primary river in the Ancash Department, flows north through the valley called the 

Callejón de Huaylas from its source at Lake Conococha until it reaches the Cañon del 

Pato where it leaves the mountains and turns west towards the Pacific coast. As the Santa 

River flows through the Callejón de Huaylas, it is bordered by the Cordillera Blanca to 

the east and the Cordillera Negra mountain range to the west. The major cities in this area 

are Huaraz (the most populous), Carhuaz and Caraz. The eastern side of the Cordillera 

Blanca, called the Conchucos zone, is typically wetter than the western side, and this 

zone drains towards the Marañon River, a tributary to the Amazon. The individual study 
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sites are marked in Figure 1.1 and include Lake Palcacocha (Chapter 2), Artesonraju 

Glacier (Chapter 3) and the weather station at Cachicadan (Chapter 4).  
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Figure 1.1- The Sierra of Ancash, study area for this dissertation 
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1.1.2 Climate-Resilient Development 

The methodology for climate change vulnerability analysis developed by USAID 

(2014) is considered as part of the context for this work. USAID’s methodology is very 

general and provides almost no technical guidance, so one contribution of this work is to 

provide tools for technical analysis of climate change and vulnerability that can be 

applied in decision-making processes within the political framework of the region. The 

process of the USAID (2014) framework is outlined below with the following suggested 

steps for undertaking climate-resilient development projects:  

 
 
1) Scope 

1.1. Frame the planning process 
1.1.1. Identify development goals 
1.1.2. Identify inputs and enabling conditions 

1.2. Identify climate and non-climate stressors 
1.2.1.  Climate stressors: variability and climate change 

2) Assess: What contributes to the vulnerability of inputs? 
3) Design 

3.1. Identify adaptation options 
3.2. Select evaluation criteria 
3.3. Evaluate options 
3.4. Select a course of action 

4) Implement and manage 
5) Evaluate and adjust 
 

Within this framework, the analysis of this dissertation focuses on:  

a) Identification of climate stressors and  

b) Identification of the impacts of climate stressors on inputs to development 

goals (or public investment projects) 
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The ways in which the steps of the USAID method outlined above have been 

incorporated into this dissertation and enhanced with more detailed technical analyses are 

described below.  

 

• Preliminary analysis: climate change trends and projections 

 

This is an additional step that is proposed as part of this dissertation. The focus of 

climate-resilient development is necessarily climate change, so an indispensable 

precursor to any vulnerability analysis is a stock-taking of available data and local 

knowledge about climate change. This should include analysis of historical data 

for trends and use of the best available projections from regional or global climate 

models.  

 

• 1.1.2 Identify inputs 

 

This step involves identifying the key resources and how they are used. The case 

study in this work focuses on water as a key resource.  

 

• 1.2.1 Identify climate stressors 

 

The most obvious variables affected by climate change are temperature and 

precipitation, but there can be secondary consequences that must also be 

considered. Chapter 4 of this dissertation focuses on identifying changes in 

precipitation patterns that may be stressors for agricultural projects. Chapters 2 
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and 3 address one specific secondary consequence of climate change (glacier 

retreat) and the impacts of this on downstream communities.  

 

• 2. Assess 

 

This is the step that is least defined in the USAID framework but is crucial to 

climate change vulnerability assessment. This step is addressed in Chapter 4 

through discussions about what changes in precipitation patterns might mean in 

terms of their impacts on agricultural projects. The examples of practical 

application presented in Chapter 4 are meant to illustrate how this step might be 

carried out within this framework for climate-resilient development. Because very 

few guidelines are given on how to undertake this assessment, a major 

contribution of this dissertation is the application of scientific analysis to this 

process.  

 

• 3.1 Identify adaptation options 

 

Within this step, USAID identifies one adaptation option as “improving access to 

science analysis for decision-making” that includes data availability, predictions 

and analysis tools as well as the ability to access and use this information 

(USAID, 2014). However, one could argue that improving access to science and 

analysis should be an overall objective rather than one particular adaptation 

option. The work presented in this dissertation is an effort to do just this.  
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The USAID framework emphasizes that development goals should be the drivers 

of change. Within this framework, climate change should be considered primarily 

through ways to make the activities proposed to meet development goals more 

sustainable. Projects can have adaptation as their primary objective. However, many 

projects that have development as their primary objective can also be adaptation projects 

if they are robust to many potential scenarios of climate change. The climate change data 

analysis presented in Chapter 4 is meant to assist this second type of project. With 

improved understanding of the changes that are happening, projects can be adapted to be 

more sustainable under a range of potential climate outcomes.  

 

1.1.3 High Mountain Glacial Watershed Systems 

The evolution of glacial lakes and the resulting increase in flood risk is a very 

complicated process with many varying components. The different components of the 

glacial watershed system and their interconnected relationships make it difficult to gain a 

comprehensive understanding of the system as a whole. The glacial watershed system is 

influenced by many factors, including a changing climate, glacier hydrology and 

thermodynamics, glacier lake mass balance, lake dynamics, and slope stability (see 

Figure 1.2 for a schematic of all of the system components and their linkages). All of 

these factors contribute to the risk faced by downstream communities from GLOFs.  

The most common GLOF triggers are landslides, avalanches, or ice calving into a 

lake (Emmer and Vilímek, 2013; Emmer and Cochachin, 2013; Awal et al., 2010; 

Bajracharya et al., 2007b; Richardson and Reynolds, 2000; Costa and Schuster, 1988). 

These avalanche events can cause large waves that propagate across the lake and may 

overtop the terminal moraine. The steps of a typical chain of processes for a GLOF event 
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are the following: (1) large avalanche masses reaching nearby lakes, (2) wave generation, 

propagation, and runup across lakes, (3) terminal moraine overtopping and/or moraine 

breaching, (4) flood propagation along downstream valleys; and (5) inundation of 

riverine populated areas (Worni et al., 2014; Westoby et al., 2014b). Most studies 

simulating the GLOF process chain have modeled each of these individual processes 

separately with the results from one step in the process chain being used as inputs to 

subsequent steps (e.g. Schneider et al., 2014; Westoby et al., 2014b, Worni et al., 2014).  

This dissertation focuses on individual processes of the upper portions of the 

glacial watershed system rather than analyzing the entire system in detail. This research 

uses a process-based approach to incorporate knowledge gained by studying individual 

components of the system (in this work, primarily the lake dynamics) to obtain a more 

complete understanding of the glacial watershed system as a whole.  
 

 

Figure 1.2- Process schematic of the components of glacial watershed systems that 
contribute to GLOF risk. Key data needed to assess GLOF risk are depicted 
as red squares, and the blue circles represent key processes. 
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1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

This dissertation addresses two aspects of water security, GLOF hazard and water 

availability, and is founded on two principles:  

1) The impacts of climate change on water resources in the Cordillera Blanca 

can be better understood by studying individual components and processes 

that comprise the high mountain glacial watershed systems of the region.  

2) The research findings from studying these components can be applied 

broadly to influence methodologies for the analysis of vulnerability of 

water resources and infrastructure to climate change.  

 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 focus on hazards by looking at the impact of climate 

change on glacier retreat and GLOF hazard. For this purpose, two case study sites were 

selected because they are representative of the characteristics that make lakes susceptible 

to outburst flooding. The focus of this part of the dissertation is on the upper portion of 

the glacial watershed system, from the glaciers to the lake-damming terminal moraines. 

These two case study sites (shown in Figure 1.1) are introduced below.  

• Lake Palcacocha was used to study the lake hydrodynamics of avalanche-

induced waves that are often part of GLOF events.  

• Artesonraju Glacier was used to study the emergence and growth of 

glacial lakes that may become dangerous in the future.  
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The objectives of this part of the dissertation include:  

a) Gaining a better understanding of the dynamics of avalanche-generated 

waves in glacial lakes and how these waves influence GLOF hazard 

(Chapter 2) 

b) Understanding the role of emerging glacial lakes with future hazard 

conditions in these variable systems under climate change (Chapter 3) 

 

Chapter 4 focuses on water availability and the links between scientific research 

and development. This is done through analysis of precipitation data with an emphasis on 

relating historic trends and variability to their implications for agricultural projects. There 

has been very little analysis of historic climate data in the Sierra of Ancash, and the 

objective of Chapter 4 is to develop standard protocols for climate data analysis that can 

be applied in the assessment of vulnerability to climate change for new development 

projects. Peru’s Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF) is now requiring that all public 

investment project proposals include climate change in the risk and vulnerability 

assessment of projects (MEF, 2015). However, quantitative information on climate 

change and its impacts is almost non-existent, and access to historical climate data is very 

limited. If climate change is to be an integral part of policy and decision-making in Peru, 

there is an evident need to improve our understanding of climate change impacts from a 

scientific perspective in a way that this knowledge can be transferred to decision-makers. 

This work emphasizes the linkage between scientific research and its application for 

long-term planning and adaptation measures. With this part of the dissertation, we hope 

to move towards bridging the gap between scientific research and development by 
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adapting research to fit the needs of the people, thus promoting climate-resilient 

development. The methods used to reach this objective are based on the following ideas:  

• The need for high-level science to understand physical processes and improve 

technical understanding 

• Use of advancements in scientific understanding to develop simple analysis tools  

These must be simple enough that non-experts can use them and apply them 

broadly.  

• Promotion of decision-making practices that compensate for limited information 

by allowing for high levels of uncertainty (making use of the best available data) 

• Presentation of information in a way that is useful to decision-makers 

 

The ultimate goal of this work is to help local entities understand their changing 

water resources landscape and equip them with the tools to adapt and protect the lives, 

property and livelihoods of the people who may be affected. While this work focuses on 

the technical aspects of climate change vulnerability analysis, it has been done in close 

cooperation with stakeholders and other collaborators who are working on the 

accompanying social and political processes in adaptation initiatives. It has been 

important to understand the sociopolitical context of the case study region to ensure that 

the work meets the needs of the people and is adapted to the local modus operandi.  

In summary, the objective of this dissertation is to advance understanding of 

climate change impacts on water security in the Sierra of Ancash, including flood risk 

and water supply. 
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1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

This research is motivated by a desire to understand the impact of climate change 

on water resources systems in glacierized catchments of the Sierra of Ancash and the 

effects of these changes on populations that are a part of the high mountain glacier 

ecosystem. The broader goal of the research is to study the individual components of high 

mountain glacial watershed systems and link these components to gain an improved 

understanding of how the system behaves as a whole; this includes analyses of the short-

term processes that occur during a GLOF event as well as the long-term processes and 

changes that occur as the glacial watershed systems evolve with a warming climate. The 

research questions for this dissertation are divided into two categories: GLOF hazard 

assessment (Chapters 2 and 3) and Linking Scientific Research and Climate-Resilient 

Development (Chapter 4).  

 

1.3.1 GLOF Hazard Assessment 

Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the assessment of GLOF hazard and aim to answer 

research questions that focus on individual aspects of selected glacial watershed systems. 

The first two questions are related to the development of methods to assess current hazard 

levels and evaluate potential mitigation solutions in the context of the Lake Palcacocha 

case study (Chapter 2). The third question relates to forecasting future lake conditions 

and determining hazard levels based on those forecasts in the context of Artesonraju 

Glacier and the evolving glacial lake there (Chapter 3). This presents a unique 

opportunity to identify a potential problem and identify possible solutions before the lake 

becomes dangerous.  
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Research Question #1: What would the lake dynamics be during a GLOF event, and how 

would they influence the outflow hydrograph and GLOF hazard?  

 

This research question has been addressed through hydrodynamic modeling of the impact 

of an avalanche into Lake Palcacocha, wave generation and propagation, and the 

subsequent moraine overtopping. Three scenarios of varying size avalanches have been 

analyzed. Outflow hydrographs from each scenario were used as inputs to a downstream 

inundation model (not part of this dissertation) (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). The 

results of the downstream inundation modeling (using the results of the lake modeling as 

inputs) were used to determine if Lake Palcacocha is potentially dangerous under the 

current conditions.  

 

 

Research Question #2: What impact would lowering the lake level have on the magnitude 

of a GLOF event, and how can a “safe” lake level be determined?  

 

To answer this question, several lake lowering scenarios were simulated with the lake 

model. The results from these simulations were input into the downstream inundation 

model (in Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016) to determine the effect of lake level reduction 

on hazard levels in Huaraz due to an outburst flood at Lake Palcacocha.  
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Research Question #3: What will emerging glacial lakes look like in the future, and how 

can we determine the level of hazard that they may pose?  

 

This question has been evaluated through the use of geophysical surveys of the 

Artesonraju Glacier to project the future volume of the emerging lake when it reaches its 

fullest extent. This future lake projection was then used for a simplified analysis of a 

potential GLOF process chain, resulting in estimates of potential overtopping volumes 

from the fully formed lake at Artesonraju. A new analytical method for calculating 

overtopping volumes has been presented as a possible proxy for 3D simulations of the 

lake dynamics.  

 

1.3.2 Linking Scientific Research and Climate-Resilient Development 

Chapter 4 focuses on climate data analysis within the context of climate change 

vulnerability assessment for public investment projects, seeking to link scientific research 

with society to promote climate change adaptation. Most of the existing work on climate 

change vulnerability analysis seems to focus on general concepts rather than specific 

technical analyses. The major contribution of this work is to provide a concrete 

framework for the technical analysis of climate change impacts though specific methods 

for analyzing climate data in the context of policy and management decisions. Therefore, 

Research Question #4 relates to the need to breach the gap between science and society:  
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Research Question #4: How can the gap between science and policy in the context of 

climate change and adaptation in Ancash be breached by simplifying methodologies for 

vulnerability analysis without losing validity of results? 

 

This was addressed through comparisons of local perceptions of climate change 

with analysis of historic data. It was hypothesized that local perceptions accurately reflect 

the trends in gauged climate data. To assess the validity of people’s perceptions of 

change and evaluate the potential for climate change perceptions to be used in lieu of 

gauged data, precipitation data from the Cachicadan weather station (shown in Figure 

1.1) were compared to results from a study of perceptions of climate change (Vergara 

Rodriguez, 2011). To facilitate this analysis, a specific research question (Research 

Question #5) and five specific hypotheses have been formulated for Chapter 4 to 

characterize precipitation patterns and trends. The hypotheses in Chapter 4 are based on 

the results from the study of local people’s perceptions of climate change in Vergara 

Rodriguez (2011).  

 

Research Question #5: Have the character and reliability of the rainy season changed in 

recent decades? 

 

The research questions related to each chapter of this dissertation have influenced 

the methodological approach, and the hope is that the inferences drawn from the results 

will help inform our understanding of high mountain glacial watershed systems in the 

Sierra of Ancash. There is a great need to produce new information about these systems 

as well as to develop innovative methodologies that help us to evaluate the impacts of 

climate change on water security. The research presented in this dissertation is intended 
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not only to advance the state of knowledge about climate change and water security in the 

Sierra of Ancash, but also to promote climate-resilient development. It is conceivable that 

the conclusions drawn from this research can be used to produce practical tools for 

climate change vulnerability analysis in the context of development in Peru.  
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Chapter 2:  Lake Hydrodynamics of Avalanche-Generated Waves at 
Lake Palcacocha 

Glacial Lake Outburst Floods (GLOFs) are typically comprised of a chain of 

processes, including an initial trigger event and a sequence of events influenced by the 

trigger event.  The case study of a potential GLOF at Lake Palcacocha, Peru, looks at a 

specific chain of events that could possibly be triggered by an avalanche. The processes 

involved in the GLOF simulation at Lake Palcacocha (illustrated in Figure 2.1) include: 

(1) avalanches above the lake; (2) lake dynamics resulting from the avalanche impact, 

including wave generation, propagation, and run-up; (3) terminal moraine overtopping 

and dynamic moraine erosion possibly leading to breaching; (4) flood propagation along 

downstream valleys; and (5) inundation of populated areas. Each of the steps in this 

process chain has been simulated individually with the results of each process feeding 

into simulations of subsequent steps in the process chain, finally leading to inundation 

intensities and hazard maps in the city of Huaraz (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016)2.  

This chapter focuses on simulations of avalanche-induced impulse wave 

generation, propagation, run-up and overtopping of the terminal (lake-damming) moraine 

with the objective of answering the first two research questions for Part I. These research 

questions are addressed through hydrodynamic lake modeling of Lake Palcacocha. Lake 

Palcacocha is important because of its location above the city of Huaraz with over 

100,000 inhabitants and its potentially dangerous nature due to overhanging ice, a glacier 

above with steep slopes, and a full lake with relatively little freeboard.  

                                                
2 The results of the simulation of each process in the GLOF chain of events can be found in:  

Somos-Valenzuela, M. A., Chisolm, R. E., Rivas, D. S., Portocarrero, C., & McKinney, D. C. (2016). 
Modeling a glacial lake outburst flood process chain: the case of Lake Palcacocha and Huaraz, 
Peru. Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 20, 2519-2543. DOI:10.5194/hess-20-2519-2016, 2016.  

My contribution to this paper was simulation of the lake dynamics, writing, and editing.  
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Figure 2.1- Schematic diagram of the processes to be modeled that are components of a 
potential GLOF event at Lake Palcacocha (background image from Google, 
2013) 

Research Question #1: What would the lake dynamics be during a GLOF event, and how 

would they influence the outflow hydrograph and GLOF hazard? 

The first research question pertains to the hazard of Lake Palcacocha under 

current conditions. The results of the modeling provide projections of what would happen 

in the lake during a GLOF event, and the primary output from the simulations are 
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overtopping hydrographs that can be used as inputs to simulate the downstream impacts 

of a GLOF. Analysis of lake hydrodynamics from three-dimensional simulations can help 

gain a better understanding of the characteristics of avalanche-generated waves. This 

allows us to draw conclusions about what factors are most important and should be 

considered in future GLOF simulations. From this analysis, questions may be answered 

such as whether or not 3D simulations are necessary and how well empirical methods of 

calculating wave characteristics compare with the results of 3D simulations. The 

hypothesis motivating this comparison is that the empirical equations may be acceptable 

for the wave characteristics in the middle of the lake but not for run-up or overtopping 

calculations. Three-dimensional lake models are not always feasible for GLOF hazard 

assessment, so analysis of the wave dynamics in the lake can help identify what 

simplified methods are appropriate and when more complex modeling methods are 

necessary.  

 

Research Question #2: What impact would lowering the lake level have on the magnitude 

of a GLOF event, and how can a “safe” lake level be determined?  

Analysis of mitigation scenarios helps to understand the effect of lowering the 

lake level on the outflow hydrographs and downstream inundation. The overtopping 

hydrographs from the current lake level and lake-lowering scenarios have been used to 

predict the inundation extent in the city of Huaraz and the available response time 

(Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). The evaluation of different scenarios of lowering the 

lake level is key to developing a long-term mitigation strategy that would protect both life 

and property. Although this work does not include a risk assessment, the analyses of the 

physical processes that are the central focus of this research are a necessary foundation to 

any analysis of risk and vulnerability. 
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2.1 BACKGROUND 

2.1.1 Lake Palcacocha 

GLOFs have been a problem in the Cordillera Blanca for many years (Carey, 

2010; Reynolds, 2003). The most significant event was when Lake Palcacocha burst in 

1941, destroying much of the city of Huaraz and killing approximately 1800 people 

(Carey, 2010; Wegner, 2014). This event received much notice from national and 

international media and put the issue of GLOFs at the forefront of national attention. 

After the 1941 Huaraz flood, the Peruvian government instituted initiatives to reduce the 

GLOF risk in the Cordillera Blanca through monitoring glaciers and glacial lakes and 

implementing lake safety systems. These safety systems typically consist of tunnels to 

control lake levels, reinforced dams or a combination of the two. Scientists and engineers 

in Peru have several decades of experience managing glacial lakes in the Cordillera 

Blanca and mitigating GLOF risk (Carey, 2010; Portocarrero, 2014), but current lake 

management practices are based on studies that were performed decades ago and have 

not been updated to account for changes that have occurred since then, primarily 

increased water storage in glacial lakes. In this work, Lake Palcacocha (Figure 2.2) is 

used as a case study to investigate the impact of an avalanche event on the lake dynamics 

and the ensuing flood hydrograph.  
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Figure 2.2- Location of Lake Palcacocha within the Cordillera Blanca, Peru (from 
Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016) 

 

Lake Palcacocha is situated in the Quilcay watershed above the city of Huaraz. It 

is approximately 20 km from Huaraz at an elevation of approximately 4562 masl. Above 

the lake are the Palcaraju and Pucaranra glaciers. The steep overhanging ice of the glacier 

terminus that is in contact with the lake makes it extremely prone to avalanche-generated 

waves. Additionally, the large volume of water contained in the lake provides a serious 

threat to downstream areas. The lake is surrounded on three sides by glacial moraines. 
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The lateral moraines are very tall with steep slopes; the southern lateral moraine is prone 

to landslides into the lake, and a slide from this moraine in 2003 caused minor damage 

from a wave that barely overtopped a portion of the terminal moraine (Vilimek et al., 

2005). The original lake-damming terminal moraine was mostly eroded during the 1941 

GLOF, and the lake is currently dammed by a smaller moraine that lies about 300 m back 

from the 1941 breach. A tunnel to maintain a constant lake level of 4562 m (8 m of 

freeboard) was constructed in 1974 (Reynolds, 2003), and two sections of the terminal 

moraine have been reinforced with concrete to protect them from erosion (see Figure 2.3 

for photos of the terminal moraine complex).  

 

Figure 2.3- Terminal moraine complex at Lake Palcacocha 
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Before the 1941 GLOF that drained most of lake, Palcacocha contained an 

approximate volume of 10-12 million m3 (INDECI, 2011). After the 1941 event, the lake 

was left with only 0.5 million m3 of water. In recent years, the lake has grown very 

rapidly as the glacial tongue has retreated. Rivas et al. (2015) illustrate the growth of the 

lake through time with satellite imagery. Based on a bathymetric survey performed in 

2009, the storage volume of the lake was approximately 17 million m3 (UGRH, 2009). 

The lake has since retreated approximately 200 m more, and siphons are currently being 

used to lower the lake an additional 3-5 m; therefore, the current lake volume is not 

known precisely.  

A few studies have investigated the potential GLOF hazard at Lake Palcacocha. 

Vilimek et al. (2005) discussed influence of glacial retreat on hazards at Palcacocha and 

studied the moraine composition and the potential for landslides from the lateral 

moraines; they also found seepage at the moraine dam. Emmer and Vilimek (2013) used 

a generalized methodology for GLOF hazard assessment at Lake Palcacocha and 5 other 

lakes in the Cordillera Blanca; of the 6 lakes evaluated, Palcacocha had the highest 

hazard level. Emmer and Vilimek (2014) examined mechanisms of the 1941 and 2003 

GLOFs at Lake Palcacocha and compared them to other historic GLOFs in the Cordillera 

Blanca. Emmer et al. (2016) evaluated the effectiveness of lake safety systems in the 

Cordillera Blanca and found that the system at Lake Palcacocha resulted in a minimal 

decrease in GLOF susceptibility. The University of Texas at Austin has studied each step 

of a potential GLOF process chain in detail. Rivas et al. (2015) modeled a full moraine 

collapse using empirical equations and DAMBRK hydraulic simulations, and Somos-

Valenzuela et al. (2016) give the results of simulations of each process in the potential 

GLOF chain of events. The lake model in this chapter is part of the work presented in 

Somos-Valenzuela et al. (2016).  
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The potential threat that Lake Palcacocha poses to the residents of Huaraz has 

been known for several years. Peruvian government institutions have produced several 

official reports about the situation (INDECI, 2011; ANA, 2013; INDECI, 2015; 

Valderrama et al., 2013; Espinoza, 2013), and a state of emergency was declared in 2010 

(Diario la Republica, 2010; INDECI, 2011). The results of the lake modeling in this 

chapter and the other results in Somos-Valenzuela et al. (2016) have been presented to 

local authorities and decision-makers in Huaraz. Ongoing discussions about the GLOF 

modeling at Lake Palcacocha and hazard mapping in Huaraz have helped local authorities 

to understand the potential threat to Huaraz. As a result, a technical working group, 

comprised of local technical experts and international specialists, has been formed to 

address the situation. This group has developed a project proposal for an early warning 

system, terms of reference for additional studies needed to assess the conditions at Lake 

Palcococha, and a preliminary map of hazard due to a GLOF for the city of Huaraz. This 

technical working group has also begun to discuss potential actions to permanently 

decrease the GLOF hazard, including lowering the level of Lake Palcacocha.  

 

2.1.2 Literature Review 

Glacial Lake Outburst Floods 

Glacier lake outburst floods (GLOFs) are common in many parts of the world, 

and moraine-dammed lakes such as those present in the Cordillera Blanca are particularly 

susceptible to outburst flooding. Climate change and accelerated glacial retreat have been 

increasing the GLOF hazard posed by glacial lakes in the Cordillera Blanca since the end 

of the Little Ice Age in the late 1800’s (Carey, 2010). GLOFs can be highly destructive 

because the peak discharges can be several orders of magnitude larger than typical 
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outflows from glacial lakes (Benn and Evans, 2010). Some basic methods for evaluating 

the potential for glacial hazards have been established (e.g., Haeberli et al., 1989; Huggel 

et al., 2004; Clague and Evans, 2000), and the primary characteristics that signify a 

potentially hazardous glacial lake are the presence of overhanging ice and the likelihood 

of slope failure in the lake-damming terminal moraine. Understanding of the physical 

processes that can trigger a GLOF event is still limited. Therefore, it is difficult to 

determine a precise probability that an event may happen, and current probability 

estimates are only qualitative (e.g., high, medium or low probability of occurrence).  

A number of GLOFs have occurred in the Cordillera Blanca in recent history, and 

several studies have looked at the events after they happened and attempted to reconstruct 

the GLOF characteristics. Worni et al. (2014) and Westoby et al. (2014a) give overviews 

of typical modeling approaches for the type of GLOF process chain considered here. 

Some researchers have simulated GLOFs with models of the individual processes that 

comprise a GLOF (e.g., Klimes et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2014; Westoby et al., 

2014b; Worni et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015), but most have used two-dimensional or 

empirical simulations of the wave generation and progagation that likely are not 

effectively representing the physical processes. One difficulty for most sites where 

GLOFs are a concern is the lack of data about real events, so the potential hazard and 

impacts of a GLOF must be estimated from an analysis of the physical conditions and 

modeling the basic physical processes without relying on empirical calibrations. 

Predicting the impacts of an event that has not yet happened and that inherently carries 

much uncertainty about many of the event parameters is a significant challenge, but it is 

one that must be undertaken if we hope to make any progress in glacial hazard 

assessment in the Cordillera Blanca.  
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The final piece of the puzzle for adaptation to the changing landscape of GLOF 

hazards is the undertaking of mitigation measures to reduce risk. Lake safety systems 

intended to reduce GLOF risk include the construction of tunnels to control lake levels 

and reinforced dikes (Portocarrero, 2014; Reynolds, 1992; Reynolds et al., 1998; 

Reynolds, 2003). Although the methods for controlling glacial lakes to mitigate GLOF 

risk have been well-established, there has been very little discussion about accounting for 

the increased hazard brought about by climate change in the design of lake safety 

systems.  

 

Impulse Waves Generated from Avalanches and Landslides 

One of the most common trigger mechanisms for GLOF events in the Cordillera 

Blanca is an avalanche falling into the glacial lake (Emmer and Vilimek, 2013; Emmer 

and Cochachin, 2013), generating waves that are similar to waves generated from 

landslides into bodies of water. The dynamics of landslide-generated waves are very 

complex. To complicate matters further, it is very difficult to obtain field measurements 

of landslide-generated waves, and most of the data from real-life events are estimates 

based on residual evidence in the field. Many of the physical principles governing the 

mechanics of wave generation and propagation can be found in Dean and Dalrymple 

(1991).  

Much of the work in this area has been focused on empirical models that replicate 

the wave characteristics (eg. Kamphuis and Bowering, 1970; Slingerland and Voight, 

1979 and 1982; Fritz et al., 2004; Heller and Hager, 2010). Many of these empirical 

models are based on laboratory simulations using simplified setups (Heller et al., 2016). 

There have been a few studies that perform numerical simulations of wave generation 

and propagation of landslide generated waves, but most are still limited to simplified 
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cases and two-dimensional simulations (eg. Rzadkierwicz et al., 1997; Biscarini, 2010; 

Cremonesi et al., 2011; Ghozlani et al., 2013; Zweifel et al., 2007; Ataie-Ashtiani et al., 

2011). The 2D shallow water equations do a poor job of representing the reality of wave 

generation and propagation because vertical accelerations cannot be neglected for slide-

generated waves (Heinrich, 1992; Zweifel, et al. 2006). Recent developments in 

numerical simulations of landslide-generated waves include simulation of multi-phase 

flows, including a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes Volume of Fluid model (Abadie et 

al., 2010), a two-phase debris flow model (Kafle et al., 2016), and the application of 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) models (Heller et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016) 

to simulate wave generation and propagation from slide impacts, but these studies still 

focus on simplified setups and geometries rather than real-world scenarios. Few scientists 

have looked at the issue of wave runup (eg. Synolakis, 1987 and 1991; Muller, 1995; Liu, 

et al. 2005; Etemad-Shahidi et al., 2016; Capel, 2015; Romano et al., 2015), and most use 

empirical formulas or simplified approaches for wave runup calculations, making 

assumptions about the lake geometry that may not be realistic (e.g., constant water depth 

and a regularly sloped dam).  

Although models of real events are limited by the lack of validation data, there is 

clearly a need to move away from simplified cases such as sliding blocks or wedges and 

progress towards modeling cases that more closely resemble geometries and 

circumstances in the field. In addition, as technology progress, the computational expense 

of three-dimensional simulations becomes less problematic, and use of 3D numerical 

modeling can help overcome some of the limitations of 2D simulations.  

Some of the problems associated with using a numerical fluid model to represent 

avalanche-generated impulse waves include: uncertainty in the make-up of avalanche 

material (eg. ratio of snow, ice and rock, density, viscosity) and representation of the 
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mixing and transfer of momentum when the avalanche material falls into the lake. The 

approach used in this dissertation was to model the mixing by representing both the lake 

and the avalanche as water (justified by the similar densities of water and the rock-ice 

mixture of avalanches) and accounting for the transfer of energy from the avalanche to 

the wave generation in the lake by matching the momentum of the avalanche with the 

momentum of the fluid entering the lake in the FLOW-3D simulations.  

 

2.2 METHODS 

Impulse waves resulting from the impact of an avalanche with the lake were 

simulated with a three-dimensional (3D) hydrodynamic model, FLOW-3D (Flow 

Science, 2012), with the objective of studying the wave generation and lake dynamics for 

avalanche-generated waves. A fully three-dimensional non-hydrostatic model was chosen 

to give as realistic a simulation environment as possible. Although two-dimensional 

shallow water models have been applied to simulations of avalanche-generated impulse 

waves (e.g., Heinrich, 1992; Zweifel et al. 2006), the size and characteristics of the waves 

indicate that a 3D model may be more appropriate because of highly variable water 

depths (i.e., wave heights) and significant vertical accelerations. Additional motivation 

for employing a 3D hydrodynamic model is the variable lakebed geometry of Palcacocha 

with a sharp discontinuity near the terminal moraine that significantly affects wave 

propagation and run-up in the lake. Lake Palcacocha is very deep near the glacier with 

depths up to 72 m, but the last several hundred meters adjacent to the terminal moraine 

are very shallow with depths mostly less than 10 m (Figure 2.4). Analytical calculations 

of wave run-up and overtopping typically consider regular or simplified lake geometries 

(e.g., uniform water depth and constant slope of the terminal moraine) that do not 

necessarily hold true in natural reservoirs (Synolakis, 1987, 1991; Muller, 1995; Liu et 
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al., 2005), making a hydrodynamic simulation necessary to represent the potential 

overtopping of the terminal moraine.  

 

Figure 2.4- Longitudinal profile of Lake Palcacocha and its terminal moraine (factor of 
vertical exaggeration of 5) (from Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). 

 

The 3D hydrodynamic model simulated the formation, propagation, run-up and 

moraine overtopping of an avalanche-generated impulse wave in Lake Palcacocha. 

Although the ultimate interest of the lake modeling is the downstream impact due to the 

outflow from the overtopping wave, the wave generation and propagation were studied to 

gain insights about how this type of wave behaves and what model elements are needed 

to accurately reproduce avalanche-generated waves of the magnitude typically seen in 

GLOFs. The primary output from the model is a discharge hydrograph of the overtopping 

wave, if there is any; these hydrographs were used as inputs to a downstream inundation 

model (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016).   

The following sub-sections present the methodology for the Lake Palcacocha 

hydrodynamic simulations, including the model parameters and sensitivity analysis of 

those parameters (Section 2.2.1), the methods for representing the impact of the 
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avalanche with the lake (Section 2.2.2), the methods for studying wave characteristics in 

the lake (Section 2.2.3), and the avalanche and lake-lowering scenarios that were 

simulated (Section 2.2.4). In the analysis of the results, the sensitivity analysis is 

presented first (Section 2.3.1), followed by an analysis of the inflow for two different 

boundary condition methods (Section 2.3.2) and examination of the wave characteristics 

in the lake (Section 2.3.3) and the outflow hydrographs (Section 2.3.4). Finally, the 

mitigation scenarios are investigated, both for the impact of lake-lowering on the outflow 

hydrograph and the effects on downstream inundation (Section 2.3.5).  

 

2.2.1 Model Grid, Simulation Parameters and Sensitivity Analysis 

A fully three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic numerical scheme was employed in 

the FLOW-3D simulations using a re-normalization group (RNG) turbulence model with 

a dynamically computed mixing length. The grid size was chosen to be a balance 

between accuracy and computational efficiency.  

 

Sensitivity to Turbulence Model 

The sensitivity of the simulations to the turbulence model was tested by running 

repeat simulations of one scenario (large avalanche source, current lake level) for 

different turbulence model options in FLOW-3D. Each of these simulations was 

compared to the baseline model run with the RNG-dynamically computed mixing length. 

This turbulence model was chosen for all model runs because the appropriate value for 

the mixing length was unknown due to the highly variable nature of the flow, both 

spatially and temporally. Because there was no obvious length scale to use for a mixing 
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length, the RNG-dynamically computed mixing length model seemed like an appropriate 

choice.  

The repeat simulations for the additional turbulence models were compared to the 

baseline model (RNG with constant mixing length) by calculating the percent difference 

in maximum wave height, peak overtopping flow rate, and total overtopping volume. 

Additionally, the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the results of the baseline 

turbulence model and each additional turbulence model was calculated for the outflow 

hydrographs and the flow depth at each time step. The turbulence models include:  

(1) RNG Model with a Dynamically Computed Mixing Length (baseline 

model) 

(2) k-epsilon Model 

(3) Laminar Flow 

(4) Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 

(5) Prandtl Mixing Length Model 

(6) RNG Model with a Constant Mixing Length 

(7) 1-equation Model with a Constant Mixing Length 

 

The RNG (1), k-epsilon (2), Prandtl mixing length (5) and one-equation (7) 

turbulence models are Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) eddy viscosity models 

that operate similarly (Moser, 2009). The Prandtl mixing length (5) and one-equation (7) 

models are the simplest of the eddy viscosity models employed in this study. The k-

epsilon model (2) is a two-equation model that has a number of constants that use 

standardly defined values in the model. The RNG model (1) is a variant of the k-epsilon 

model where instead of using standard values for the undetermined constants, they are 

“derived” using renormalized group theory (Yakhot and Orszag, 1986). In FLOW-3D, 
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the constant mixing length defined in these two-equation models is a maximum length 

scale that limits the dissipation of energy, ensuring that dissipation in the models is not 

underrepresented (Isfahani and Brethour, 2009). The difference between this approach 

and the RNG dynamically computed mixing length model is that the RNG-dynamically 

computed mixing length model (1) does not use a constant mixing length that the other 

models use but computes a mixing length dynamically based on the actual flow 

conditions. This is particularly useful for the current application at Lake Palcacocha 

because there is no obvious choice of a length scale that should be used to define the 

mixing length.   

The laminar (3) and LES (4) models function differently from the RANS eddy 

viscosity models discussed above. The laminar model (3) ignores turbulence and 

simulates the flow as entirely laminar. As turbulence tends to dissipate energy, it is 

expected that the laminar model will under-represent dissipation, although some 

numerical dissipation may occur in the laminar model. The LES model (4) simulates only 

the largest scales of turbulence by using a filter to remove the smaller scales; the effects 

of the smaller turbulence scales are accounted for within the model. The assumption is 

that the smallest scales of turbulence will be nearly homogeneous and isotropic; however, 

whether or not this assumption holds true depends on the filter size (Moser, 2009). The 

filter size used to separate the large turbulence scales from the small ones is often linked 

to the model grid size, and additional numerical errors can be introduced due to the filter 

width. The accuracy of an LES model depends on enough knowledge of the flow 

conditions so that the filter scale can be defined to allow for most of the large-scale 

turbulence to be resolved within the model itself rather than in the sub-grid representation 

of the small-scale turbulence (Pope, 2000). This goes beyond the scope of this work, and 

the LES model is included only as an additional point of comparison. The results from 
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the LES model should be viewed in light of these limitations and considering that the grid 

size was not determined according to the scale of turbulence that should be resolved in 

the model.  

 

Sensitivity to Grid Size 

The regular mesh consists of grid cells 6 m x 5.33 m x 6.5 m in the x, y and z-

directions respectively, spanning distances of 2400 m (x-direction), 800 m (y-direction), 

and 650 m (z-direction). This grid size was used for all simulation scenarios except 

simulations that were run with a coarser mesh to assess the sensitivity of the simulation 

results to grid cell size.  For the grid size sensitivity analysis, a coarse grid simulation 

(doubling the original cell grid size) was run for the large avalanche source scenario at 

the current lake level. The grid cell sizes for each of these simulations are given in Table 

2.1.  

 

Table 2.1- Model grid parameters for the regular mesh (used for all simulation scenarios) 
and coarse grid simulation (used for sensitivity analysis). 

 Cell Size:  
x-direction (m) 

Cell Size:  
y-direction (m) 

Cell Size:  
z-direction (m) 

Regular Mesh 6 5.33 6.5 
Coarse Grid 
Simulation 

12 10.67 13 

 

For the coarse grid simulation results, the water depth was extrapolated to the 

finer grid by dividing the coarse grid cells into the equivalent number of cells in the 

regular mesh, and the water depth from each x-y grid cell of the coarse grid was given to 

each of the corresponding fine grid cells. To compare the coarse grid results to regular 
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model mesh, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) was calculated for the fluid depths at 

each time step. Additionally, the percent difference in peak overtopping flow rate and 

total overtopping volume and the RMSE of the outflow hydrograph were calculated for 

each coarse grid simulation.  

 

2.2.2 Boundary Conditions: Representing Avalanche Impact 

The problem of reproducing an avalanche-generated impulse wave in a 

hydrodynamic model is not an easy one because of the complicated dynamics of mixing 

and dissipation of energy that occur at the point of impact. The results of avalanche 

simulations (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2014) performed in the Rapid Mass Movements 

(RAMMS) model (Christen et al., 2010; Bartelt et al., 2013) were used as inputs to the 

lake model because the avalanche entering the lake is the trigger for wave generation. 

Two different methods of representing the transfer of mass and momentum to the lake 

from the avalanche were used to determine how sensitive the results of the lake model are 

to the boundary conditions. Although they cannot provide a comprehensive uncertainty 

analysis, the variability in the results between the two boundary condition methods can 

give an approximation of the uncertainty associated with the avalanche impact and wave 

generation. Each method uses a different means for simulating the transfer of mass and 

momentum from the avalanche to the lake upon impact, but both initiate the simulation of 

the wave generation and propagation.  
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The two methods for simulating the avalanche boundary conditions are: 

Avalanche Source 

This method consists of representing the impact of the avalanche with the lake as 

a volume of water equivalent to the avalanche volume that flows into the lake from the 

terrain above. Worni et al. (2014) and Fah (2005) approach the problem in a similar way, 

simulating water instead of avalanche material. The density of the mixture of snow, rock 

and ice present in an avalanche is very close to the density of water (Schneider et al., 

2014).  

Although the viscosities of the two fluids are different, this approximation of 

substituting water for the avalanche fluid is handled through adjustments in the model 

that compensate for any reduction in the dissipation of energy due to the lower viscosity 

of water. To accomplish this, the results of the RAMMS avalanche model (Somos-

Valenzuela et al., 2014) were used as calibration parameters; in FLOW-3D, the depth of 

the avalanche fluid volume and height above the lake at which it is released were 

iteratively adjusted until the velocities and depths of the avalanche fluid entering the lake 

matched the characteristics of the avalanche modeled in RAMMS. As long as the mass 

and momentum of the material hitting the lake in FLOW-3D are similar to that of the 

RAMMS-simulated avalanche, the initial displacement wave should behave similarly as 

well; the water in the lake is pushed by the incoming avalanche, but the avalanche 

material does not reach the moraine, and the displaced wave is what propagates across 

the lake. Differences may arise for reflected waves since the avalanche material might 

settle in a different way over the lake’s bed according to the avalanche properties (water 

representing avalanche material is more free to flow in the lake than actual rock-ice 

avalanche material), but these differences are probably minimal. 
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Mass-momentum Source 

The second method for representing boundary conditions, a mass-momentum 

source, involves constructing hydrographs from the avalanche simulations that 

approximate the volumetric flow rate of the avalanche entering the lake. An approximate 

hydrograph was created from the results of the RAMMS model (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 

2014) by taking the depth and velocity at various points (approximately 10-15) along the 

edge of the lake for each time step. The average depth and velocity was then calculated 

for each time step, and the flow rate was calculated by multiplying the average depth, 

velocity, and the approximate avalanche width for each time step. Because the RAMMS 

simulations were not run long enough for the entire avalanche to enter the lake, these 

approximate hydrographs were modified so that the total inflow volume equals the 

avalanche volume.  

The resulting hydrographs were used as the inflow at the boundary of the lake 

model and represent the input of mass and momentum that generates an impulse wave. 

This was done using the mass-momentum source function in FLOW-3D with the 

boundary condition defined by the hydrograph and cross-sectional area where the flow 

enters the lake. The depth and width of the cross-sectional area for the mass-momentum 

source were set so that the depths and velocities of the flow from the source area matched 

those of the avalanche model.   

 

The two types of boundary conditions were compared by looking at their inflow 

hydrographs at the point of impact with the lake. This is a way to visualize the 

differences between the two methods at the inflow boundary of the lake; however, the 

most significant implications of each boundary condition method arise in the differences 
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in the resulting overtopping waves and hydrographs. Therefore, results from both 

boundary condition methods are presented at each step of analysis.  

 

2.2.3 Wave Characteristics 

There are five main phases for an avalanche-generated impulse wave such as the 

ones simulated in Lake Palcacocha: 1) the wave generation from the impact of the 

avalanche with the lake, 2) the propagation of the wave along the length of the lake, 3) 

the run-up that begins when the wave reaches the shallow portion of the lake, 4) the 

overtopping of the terminal moraine, and 5) the reflected wave from the portion of the 

wave that does not overtop the moraine. This section focuses on analysis of the wave 

characteristics within the lake, including the propagation and run-up phases; the 

overtopping hydrograph characteristics are presented separately in Section 2.3.4. The 

characterization of the separate processes of wave generation (Section 2.3.2), wave 

propagation and run-up (this section), and overtopping (Section 2.3.4) is important 

because empirical methods have been developed to model the wave generation, but the 

wave propagation often cannot be easily described by simple empirical equations, 

especially for glacial lakes, such as Lake Palcacocha, that are of varying depth. The wave 

generation is dependent primarily on the characteristics of the avalanche and the lake 

depth at the point of impact whereas the wave propagation is dependent on the initial 

wave characteristics and the lake bathymetry and surrounding topography. A better 

understanding of the processes of wave propagation and generation may allow for a 

simplified modeling process using the empirical method developed by Heller and Hager 

(2010) to determine the initial wave characteristics and then using those conditions to 

initiate a hydrodynamic model of the wave propagation and moraine overtopping.  
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To study the wave characteristics, the maximum wave height in the lake and the 

height of the wave above the moraine crest were computed. The maximum wave height 

as a function of distance along the lake was calculated to assess how the wave changes as 

it propagates across the lake. The main purpose of calculating the maximum wave height 

is for comparison with the empirical method of Heller and Hager (2010). At this point, 

the difficulty of model validation and quantifying uncertainty must be mentioned. This 

work is an attempt to model an event that has not yet occurred, and very little data are 

available from similar events in the past that can be used to calibrate or validate model 

results. The 2010 GLOF event at Lake 513 in the Cordillera Blanca of Peru can be used 

to see if the model results seem reasonable; however, that event occurred at a lake with 

different characteristics and there is a lot of discrepancy among the estimates of the 

magnitude of the avalanche, wave height and overtopping volume (Carey et al., 2012; 

Valderrama and Vilca, 2012; Schneider et al., 2014). Therefore, the results of the 

empirical model (Heller and Hager, 2010) are used as a point of comparison with the 

hydrodynamic lake modeling at Palcacocha.  

The Heller and Hager (2010) method for calculating maximum wave 

characteristics is an empirical method that is based on field measurements and laboratory 

experiments and can be used for comparison with hydrodynamic model results; if the 

characteristics of the impulse wave in both the hydrodynamic model and empirical model 

are of the same order, we can have more confidence in the model results. However, the 

Heller and Hager method is only an approximation based on simplified representations of 

lake dimensions and avalanche characteristics. There are acceptable ranges of values for 

certain variables such as relative slide density, relative slide volume, relative slide width, 

and Froude number for which the equations hold true. For the case of calculating the 

wave height in Lake Palcacocha, all of the variables fall within the acceptable ranges 
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except the relative slide width; therefore, the wave characteristics calculated according to 

this method can be reasonably relied upon for purposes of comparison with the 3D 

simulation results but only to get an idea of the approximate wave dimensions.  

 

2.2.4 Scenarios 

Two sets of scenarios were simulated in the lake model of Palcacocha: avalanche 

scenarios and lake-lowering scenarios. First, simulations were run with the current lake 

conditions to facilitate analysis of the current GLOF hazard level. Three avalanche 

scenarios were selected to represent the range of potential avalanche sizes that might 

impact the lake. The three scenarios representing a small, medium and large avalanche 

were simulated in the lake model using the results of the RAMMS avalanche model. The 

avalanche sizes range from 0.5-3 x 106 m3, and the characteristics for each scenario are 

given in Table 2.2. Although smaller avalanches are much more likely than larger ones, 

analyses of probabilities and return periods for each avalanche scenario are beyond the 

scope of this work. The methods for incorporating the avalanche characteristics and 

RAMMS simulation results from each scenario into the lake model are described in 

Section 2.1.2.  

 

Table 2.2- Avalanche characteristics in RAMMS (from Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016) 

 Avalanche Event 
Large Medium Small 

Avalanche size (106 m3) 3 1 0.5 
Maximum depth of avalanche material at lake entry (m) 20 15 6 
Maximum velocity of avalanche material at lake entry (m/s) 50 32 20 
Time to reach the lake (seconds) 33 36 39 
% of mass released that reaches the lake in 60 seconds  84 72 60 
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The second set of scenarios addresses the question of how the mitigation strategy 

of lowering the lake level might affect hazard levels. To answer the second research 

question, hydrodynamic modeling for Lake Palcacocha was performed with varying lake 

levels to study how the lake level influences the overtopping volume and GLOF risk and 

to determine what may be considered a “safe lake level.” The lake-lowering scenarios 

that were simulated include lowering the lake level by 15 m and 30 m from the current 

water surface elevation of 4562 msl. These scenarios were selected based on what has 

been proposed by local government technical specialists in Huaraz. Scenarios of lowering 

the lake greater than 30 m were not simulated because it is highly unlikely that the 

Peruvian government would attempt to lower the lake more than this amount.  

Each lake-lowering scenario was simulated with all three avalanche scenarios for 

a total of 9 scenarios (including the current lake level scenarios), and the overtopping 

volume and outflow hydrograph were calculated for each scenario. Each of the lake 

lowering scenarios was analyzed for reduction in peak overtopping flow rate and total 

overtopping volume. Although the focus of this work is on the lake hydrodynamics, the 

purpose of this research is to assess the potential for GLOFs to impact downstream 

populations. Therefore, flood intensities and hazard levels resulting from downstream 

inundation simulations (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2015) are shown to facilitate analysis of 

the potential for lake lowering to influence the GLOF hazard levels in Huaraz. The 

inundation intensities are defined based on a combination of the water depth and velocity 

for each grid cell in the downstream inundation model (Table 2.3). The flood intensities 

are then combined with the likelihood of each scenario to denote a hazard level for each 

grid cell (Table 2.4). To evaluate how lake-lowering may alter the GLOF impacts in the 

city of Huaraz, the flood intensities and hazard levels for each lake lowering scenario are 

compared with those for the current lake level.  
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The question of how to come up with a final hazard assessment for each lake-

lowering scenario arises when considering the downstream impacts, and it is not a simple 

issue to address. A “safe lake level” may be defined as a lake-lowering scenario for 

which the hydrodynamic model results show no overtopping of the terminal moraine for 

all avalanche scenarios. However, reducing the absolute risk to zero is rarely feasible or 

even possible. The lake-lowering scenarios selected for this work are unlikely to reduce 

the hazard for all avalanche scenarios to zero; therefore, the mitigation strategies must be 

analyzed for their relative impact on hazard levels in Huaraz. The definition of a “safe 

lake level” may be applied to each scenario (avalanche size + lake level), considering that 

the lake is safe if there is no overtopping and unsafe if the terminal moraine is 

overtopped. In reality, overtopping volumes less than 25,000 m3 may be contained within 

the river channel, so a scenario is defined as “safe” if the total overtopping volume is less 

than 25,000 m3. This definition is employed for the 9 scenarios simulated with the 

avalanche source; however, this is a simplified approach that does not account for any 

reduction in hazard for the mitigation scenarios that are “not safe” according to this 

definition. For this reason, the flood intensities in the city of Huaraz for each scenario are 

presented, but further analysis of risk in the city is beyond the scope of this work.  

The scenarios simulated at Lake Palcacocha are summarized below. All scenarios 

were simulated in the lake model with both the avalanche source and mass-momentum 

source boundary conditions. It was not feasible to simulate all of the scenarios for both 

boundary conditions in the downstream inundation model (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 

2015), so only the avalanche source simulations were continued downstream to Huaraz. 

The avalanche source results were chosen to input into the downstream inundation model 

because they resulted in higher peak flows and overtopping volumes. A conservative 

approach to hazard estimation requires that worst-case scenarios be used; because the 
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avalanche source simulations resulted in higher overtopping flows, they would result in 

more cautious hazard delineations.  

Avalanche scenarios: 

• Small (500,000 m3) 

• Medium (1,000,000 m3) 

• Large (3,000,000 m3) 

Lake-lowering scenarios:  

• 0 m 

• 15 m 

• 30 m 

Table 2.3- Flood Intensity Classification (from Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). 

Intensity 
Maximum Velocity (m/s) x 

Maximum Depth (m) 
  > 1.0 0.2 - 1.0 < 0.2 
 

Flood Intensity 

M
ax

im
um

 
D

ep
th

 (m
) > 1.0 High High High  High 

0.2 - 1.0 High Medium Low  Medium 

< 0.2 High Low Low  Low 

 

Table 2.4- Flood Hazard Classification (from Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). 

Hazard 

Likelihood   
High Medium Low   

Avalanche Size   
Small Medium Large  Hazard Level 

In
te

ns
ity

 

High High High High  High 
Medium High Medium Low  Medium 

Low Medium Low Low  Low 
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2.3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

For each scenario, FLOW-3D was used to model the avalanche-generated impulse 

wave, its propagation and the overtopping of the terminal moraine. The primary output 

from the model results are flow hydrographs generated for each scenario that are used as 

input to the downstream GLOF model. Overtopping wave discharge hydrographs were 

calculated at the moraine crest mid-way between the artificial dam and the 1941 breach 

(Figure 2.2). 

For the three avalanche events listed in Table 2.2, FLOW-3D simulations of the 

resulting wave generation, propagation and overtopping of the damming-moraine were 

first run with the lake at the current level of 4562 msl using the two boundary condition 

methods. Each simulation was then repeated for the two lake-lowering scenarios.  

 

2.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis: Grid Size and Turbulence Model  

The sensitivity analysis simulations for the turbulence model and grid size were 

all run for the large avalanche scenario with the avalanche source boundary condition.  

 

Sensitivity to Turbulence Model 

For the large avalanche source scenario, the results using each of the turbulence 

models discussed in Section 2.1.1 were compared to the baseline model (RNG model 

with a dynamically-computed mixing length). The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), 

shown in Figure 2.5, is a way to represent the average difference in fluid depth between 

the baseline model and each of the turbulence models. For all models, the highest RMSD 

values are for the time steps between 0 and 50 s when the water surface is most actively 

changing as the impulse wave is being generated and propagated across the lake. The 

laminar model and the LES model show the most deviation from the baseline model with 
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maximum RMSD values around 2.5 m. It is not surprising that the laminar model shows 

high deviations from the baseline model because this model inherently does not account 

for turbulence; the laminar model should be the least dissipative of all the models, and 

this is reflected in the peak flow rate, overtopping volume and maximum wave height 

(Table 2.5), which are all higher than the corresponding values from the baseline model. 

The LES model appears to be overly dissipative, giving the lowest values for all 

parameters used for comparison between the models. It is difficult to say why this is the 

case, but it could be due to inhomogeneity in the flow or numerical errors due to the filter 

scale.  

The k-epsilon, Prandtl mixing length and RNG constant mixing length models 

may be more appropriate for this type of simulation, and they could be considered to be 

more representative of the effect of the turbulence model on simulation results. These 

three models are all similar RANS eddy viscosity models, and the results from these 

models are more closely aligned with the results from the baseline model, indicating that 

they behave similarly; however, there are still differences in fluid depth between the 

models. All three of these turbulence models have maximum RMSD values around 1.8 

m, and the RMSD plateaus around 0.5 m by 200 seconds; after 200 s, the model begins to 

approach a steady state subsequent to the overtopping of the initial wave although there 

are still some disturbances from the reflected wave. The steady-state depth of the lake 

ranges from less than 10 m for the shallow portion to 72 m at the deepest part; even 

considering the increase in depth due to the maximum wave heights (approximately an 

additional 60 m), these differences in depth are not insignificant.  

The highly variable bathymetry and fluid depths present an additional challenge 

in defining an appropriate mixing length and therefore introduce another source of 

uncertainty; many of the turbulence models used in this analysis require the definition of 
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a mixing length that ensures that the dissipation of energy is not underrepresented in the 

model. However, due to the irregular lakebed and highly variable surface elevations, 

there is not an obvious choice for a length scale to use in estimating the mixing length. 

Even if they are closer to the baseline model results than other models, there is no way to 

say if the results from the constant mixing-length models are more or less accurate 

because of the uncertainty in the mixing length with these turbulence models that may 

contribute to error.  

Figure 2.5- Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of fluid depth from the baseline model 
results (RNG-dynamically computed mixing length) for each turbulence 
model as a function of time 

The overtopping hydrograph for each turbulence model is shown in Figure 2.6, 

and the RMSD of flow rate for each of the models are given in Table 2.5 along with 
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additional comparisons of the hydrographs, including the percent difference in flow rate 

and total overtopping volume. The largest differences in flow rate and overtopping 

volume come from the laminar and LES models with the laminar model producing higher 

flows and the LES model producing the lowest flow rates. The hydrographs from the 

other models closely match the overtopping hydrograph from the baseline model. The 

percent differences in peak flow rate from the eddy viscosity models range from around 

0.25% for the Prandtl mixing length model to around 3% for the k-epsilon model. The 

differences in total overtopping volume are a little higher, although all are less than 5%, 

and the differences in maximum wave height are much less significant for all but the LES 

model, with most models giving differences in maximum wave height less than 2%.  

The laminar model is the only model that gives higher flow rates and overtopping 

volumes than the baseline model, indicating that even if the turbulence model introduces 

uncertainty into the model results, the results of the baseline model are most likely 

conservative, giving possibly higher discharges. Considering all of the other sources of 

uncertainty in the models of the avalanche and wave generation, the turbulence model is 

one of the less-significant sources of uncertainty.  
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Table 2.5- Comparison of overtopping hydrograph characteristics between the baseline model (RNG-dynamically computed 
mixing length) and the other turbulence models tested 

Turbulence Model RMSD 
(m3/s)  

Peak Flow 
Rate 
(m3/s) 

% Difference: 
Peak Flow 
Rate 

Total Overtopping 
Volume (x 106 m3) 

% Difference: 
Overtopping 
Volume 

Maximum 
Wave 
Height (m) 

% Difference: 
Maximum 
Wave Height 

Baseline Model --- 78700 --- 2.38 --- 51.57 --- 
K-epsilon 726.0 76300 -3.05 2.27 -4.80 50.86 -1.38 
Laminar Flow 3385.5 83900 6.61 2.47 3.60 52.38 1.57 
LES 3046.7 72100 -8.39 2.13 -10.44 49.69 -3.64 
Prandtl Mixing 
Length 

815.9 78500 -0.25 2.29 -3.91 52.00 0.83 

RNG Constant 
Mixing Length 

1187.6 77600 -1.40 2.30 -3.60 51.48 -0.17 

1 Equation 
Constant Mixing 
Length 

1190.5 78000 -0.89 2.29 -4.02 51.99 0.80 
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Figure 2.6- Overtopping hydrographs for each of the turbulence models run with the large 
avalanche source  

 

Sensitivity to Grid Size 

It can be expected that the model results will improve with refinement of the grid 

mesh. The grid cell size used for the simulations of Lake Palcacocha was selected to 

allow for sufficient resolution of the topographic and bathymetric features as well as the 

dynamic wave features during the wave generation and overtopping phases while also 
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balancing time and computational resources. The grid size chosen for the regular mesh 

was nearly the finest grid that could be used to run the model in a reasonable amount of 

time on a desktop PC. To assess the impact of grid size on model results, a simulation 

was run with a coarser grid (grid cell sizes are given in Table 2.1).  

The root-mean-square error (RMSE) of fluid depth for the coarse grid simulation 

as compared to the results of the regular mesh is a good measure of the error introduced 

by changing the grid resolution (Figure 2.7). As with the turbulence models, the highest 

errors are in the first 50 seconds of the simulation time, during the wave generation, 

propagation and runup phases. However, there is a baseline level of error that comes 

simply from extrapolating the initial conditions to a coarser grid because the bathymetry 

and initial fluid depths cannot be represented as well in the coarse grid models. The 

RMSE at t=0 reflects this source of error. After about 50 seconds, the RMSE begins to 

level off at a relatively consistent level of approximately 1.5 m. This is about three times 

higher than the RMSD from the eddy viscosity turbulence models at the same point in 

time, indicating that increasing the grid size could introduce much more error than 

changing the turbulence model.  

When comparing the hydrograph from the coarse grid simulation with the 

hydrograph from the regular mesh (Figure 2.8), it is clear that the coarse grid simulation 

gives overestimates of the discharge from overtopping. The RMSE of discharge for the 

coarse grid simulation is approximately 3300 m3/s, not an insignificant amount, but less 

than the RMSD for the laminar flow model; the RMSE of discharge for the coarse grid 

model is still approximately three times the RMSD for the eddy viscosity turbulence 

models. The peak discharge from the coarse grid simulation is over 5% higher than the 

peak discharge from the regular grid size model (Table 2.6). The total overtopping 

volume is slightly higher for the coarse grid simulation, but the difference is less than 
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1%, so the coarse grid model may be better at estimating the total overtopping volume 

even if it does not get the wave dynamics and outflow hydrograph completely correct. 

Although the error resulting from using a coarser mesh is greater than the uncertainty 

from most of the turbulence models (apart from the laminar and LES models that are 

most likely not the best models to use for this problem), the uncertainty due to the grid 

size is still not a very large source of error. If computational time and resources are an 

issue, it may be possible to use a slightly larger grid size without compromising model 

results.  

Figure 2.7- Root-mean-square error (RMSE) of fluid depth for the coarse grid simulation 
as compared to the regular grid mesh used for all other simulations  
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Table 2.6- Overtopping hydrograph characteristics for coarse grid simulation as 
compared to the regular mesh for the large avalanche source scenario 

 RMSE 
(m3/s)  

Peak 
Overtopping 
Flow Rate (m3/s) 

% Difference: 
Peak Flow 
Rate 

Total 
Overtopping 
Volume (106 m3) 

% Difference: 
Overtopping 
Volume 

Regular Mesh --- 78700 --- 2.38 --- 
Coarse Grid 
Simulation 

3320.2 82900 5.34 2.41 0.98 

 

Figure 2.8- Overtopping hydrograph for the coarse grid simulation as compared with the 
hydrograph for the regular mesh for the large avalanche source scenario 
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2.3.2 Comparison of Boundary Conditions: Avalanche Source vs. Mass-momentum 
Source 

The two boundary condition methods for representing the impact of the avalanche 

with the lake and the subsequent wave generation are the avalanche source, defined as a 

fluid region representing the avalanche from which water is released to flow downhill 

into the lake, and the mass-momentum source, characterized by an inflow hydrograph 

injected through a pre-defined cross-sectional area. The inflow hydrographs of the two 

boundary condition methods, as measured at the point of impact of the avalanche with the 

lake, for all three avalanche scenarios are shown in Figure 2.9 along with the hydrograph 

from the RAMMS avalanche model (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2014).  

For all three avalanche scenarios, the peak inflow for the avalanche source was 

significantly higher than the flow rates for the mass-momentum source. The mass-

momentum source inflows are very close to those of the RAMMS model in each case 

because the boundary condition was defined to match the RAMMS avalanche 

hydrograph. The higher peak inflows for the avalanche source are probably because of 

the lower viscosity of water that allows the water to flow and spread out more quickly as 

compared to the mixture of materials in the avalanche; to compensate for this, the 

avalanche fluid release volume was more concentrated so that the fluid depths would not 

be too low, but the result is higher inflow rates over a shorter period of time. The peak 

inflow rates for the avalanche source range from nearly twice the peak flow rate of the 

RAMMS avalanche for the large scenario to over 5 times higher for the small scenario. 

Although the peak flow rates for the avalanche source are significantly higher than the 

peak flow from the RAMMS avalanche model, they are of much shorter duration. For the 

large scenario, peak discharge for the mass-momentum source at the point of overtopping 

of the terminal moraine (Table 2.9) is 14% less than the discharge for the avalanche 

source (compared to a difference of about 50% for the inflows). However, for the 
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medium and small scenarios, the difference in peak overtopping discharge between the 

two boundary condition models is more pronounced. The overtopping discharge for the 

medium mass-momentum source is 65% less than the discharge from the medium 

avalanche source; this difference is only slightly lower than the difference in peak inflow 

(~75%). The overtopping discharge for the small mass-momentum source is almost 91% 

less than the discharge for the small avalanche source; in comparison, the difference in 

peak inflow is around 80%. While the difference in overtopping volumes for the large 

avalanche and mass-momentum sources is only 9%, the total overtopping volume for the 

small mass-momentum source is over an order of magnitude less than the overtopping 

volume resulting from the small avalanche source (Table 2.9).  

There are a few irregularities in the inflow hydrographs that should be mentioned. 

First, the large avalanche source inflow hydrograph has a forked peak. This is likely due 

to the way in which the initial avalanche fluid volume was defined; the volume of fluid 

that was released was probably not gradual enough so that as the fluid region was 

allowed to flow into a more natural state, the graduated levels in the water surface of the 

initial fluid region did not coalesce into one continuous surface but rather had two areas 

of peak flow depth. This is a problem that results from releasing blocks of water just 

above the lake; the initial fluid volume is not realistic, but the idea is that the water will 

even out into a natural flow before it reaches the lake. The fluid cannot be released at a 

point that is too high or the velocities will be excessive, but to get a high enough volume 

and with accurate depths, it is difficult to get an even flow by the time the water reaches 

the lake. A second irregularity that deserves mention is a smaller peak in the inflow 

hydrographs from the avalanche source in the medium and small scenarios. This second 

peak is likely the result of flow entering the lake from the sides. This, as such, is not 

unrealistic, as there is inflow from the sides of the lake in the avalanche model. However, 
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due to the higher viscosity of the snow-rock-ice mixture of the avalanche, the inflow of 

the avalanche from the lateral moraines probably happens more gradually so that the 

abrupt inflow from the sides does not cause such a significant peak in the inflow 

hydrograph. Until models are developed that can easily and accurately represent two 

distinct fluids (in this case the mixture of snow, rock and ice of the avalanche and the 

water in the lake) combined with free surface flows, the limitations and irregularities of 

the model resulting from the representation of the avalanche fluid as water cannot be 

easily overcome.  

There is a significant source of uncertainty in the mass-momentum source method 

due to the fact that the avalanche models were not run for the full time it takes all of the 

avalanche flow to enter the lake. Because of this, it is impossible to know what the tails 

of the inflow hydrographs look like. For the large avalanche scenario, 82% of the 

avalanche enters the lake within the simulation time in RAMMS, so the inflow 

hydrograph used in the mass-momentum source is likely a closer match to the actual 

inflow hydrograph. This problem is most exaggerated for the small scenario where a 

much smaller percentage (60%) of the flow enters the lake within the time of the 

RAMMS model run. There are multiple small peaks in the small avalanche model, and 

the implications of this in the lake model are uncertain. Because of limited information 

about the avalanche inflow conditions from the avalanche model, it is very difficult to say 

what the level of uncertainty is in the lake model due to the incomplete avalanche inflow 

hydrographs.  
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Figure 2.9- Inflow hydrographs for the avalanche as it enters the lake for the avalanche source and mass-momentum source 
boundary conditions as compared to the hydrograph extracted from the RAMMS avalanche mode
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Although the avalanche source seems to have the most uncertainty, each of the 

boundary condition methods has its limitations. The complex nature of the interacting 

dynamic physical systems makes it extremely difficult to develop one comprehensive and 

precise method for simulating an avalanche-generated wave. The avalanche source has 

much higher peak inflow rates that may be unrealistically high, but it gives a better 

physical representation of the actual geometry of the terrain as the avalanche enters the 

lake. The avalanche source is also able to simulate the effects of avalanche material 

entering the sides of lake, whereas the mass-momentum source only simulates flow 

entering the lake from the end nearest to the glacier. The mass-momentum source better 

matches the peak flow rates from the avalanche model because that is how the method is 

designed; the flow rate of the avalanche inflow is a control parameter for the mass-

momentum source. However, the mass-momentum source enters the lake horizontally, 

rather than at the angle of the steep incline of the terrain above the lake. Therefore, the 

mass-momentum source is likely underestimating the momentum transfer between the 

avalanche and the lake, as the avalanche can gain more momentum as it enters the lake at 

a downward angle. Despite the limitations of each representation of the boundary 

conditions and the significant uncertainty in the simulation of the wave generation from 

avalanche impact, the two boundary condition methods are potentially representing a 

range of possible outcomes, and we could consider the results from the avalanche source 

and mass-momentum source, respectively, as upper and lower bounds on the lake model 

results.  
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2.3.3 Wave Characteristics 

Of the five phases for an avalanche-generated impulse wave presented in Section 

2.1.3, this section focuses on the wave propagation and run-up, studying the wave 

characteristics during these phases. The wave generation was explored in Section 2.3.2, 

and the overtopping is investigated in Section 2.3.4.  

As the avalanche impacts the lake, it generates a wave that propagates lengthwise 

along the lake towards the damming-moraine and attains its maximum height when it 

reaches the shallow portion at the western end of the lake (Figure 2.10). The 

characteristics for the waves generated for each avalanche scenario according to the 

Heller and Hager method are given in Table 2.7. Although the wave heights from FLOW-

3D (Table 2.8) are of the same order of magnitude as those calculated from the empirical 

method (Heller and Hager), the FLOW-3D wave heights are all larger, with the 

difference in wave height up to 14% (5.8 m) over the empirically calculated wave height 

for the large avalanche. Without field measurements of lake dynamics or overtopping 

hydrographs from GLOF events, it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions about 

the accuracy of the methods. However, the FLOW-3D simulations are able to reproduce 

the avalanche characteristics of the RAMMs model as the avalanche enters the lake and 

account for lake bathymetry, likely giving more accurate results than the empirical 

method. As expected, the FLOW-3D results show attenuation of the wave as it 

propagates along the lake; the maximum wave height is attenuated approximately 30% 

before it reaches the damming-moraine. Normally, there would be a significant increase 

in wave height with the run-up against the terminal moraine, but because of the high 

dissipation of energy on the western end of the lake where it becomes shallow, this effect 

is somewhat lessened.  
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Figure 2.10- Profile of the maximum wave height as a function of distance along the lake 
for the large avalanche source scenario 

 

Table 2.7- Characteristics of the impulse wave generated from each avalanche scenario 
calculated according to the Heller and Hager (2009) method 

 
Maximum wave 

height (m) 
Wavelength 

(m) 
Downstream distance to 

maximum wave height- xm (m) 
Large Event 42 793 392 

Medium Event 21 468 254 
Small Event 9 253 147 

 

Looking in more detail at the wave propagation in the large avalanche scenario 

(Figure 2.10), there are two peaks in the wave height. The initial peak is near the 

avalanche impact, corresponding to the empirical equations, and a higher peak occurs 

when the wave encounters the shallow portion of the lake. The Heller and Hager 

empirical equations calculate the wave characteristics in the lake after wave generation 

but do not account for run-up impacts on the wave characteristics. Therefore, the peak 

wave height in the deeper portion of the lake can be considered to be the closest 
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comparison to the empirical equations. The increase in wave height as the wave makes 

contact with the shallow end of the lake cannot be easily represented in the Heller and 

Hager method. This is the beginning of the run-up process that culminates in the 

overtopping of the moraine, where the wave gains height as the water depth decreases.  

There are some oscillations in the profile of the maximum wave height in Figure 

2.10, and when investigating these oscillations, it is important to remember that the 

profile in Figure 2.10 gives the wave height as a function of distance along the lake, not 

as a function of time. The maximum wave height was calculated just for the water in the 

center of the lake to eliminate the effects of run-up onto the lateral moraines along the 

sides of the lake, but the run-up on the sides of the lake still seem to be influencing the 

wave in the center of the lake. The oscillations in the maximum wave height as a function 

of distance are most likely due to splashing from the run-up on the sides that is reflected 

off the lateral moraines and returns to the lake at irregular intervals.  

Table 2.8- Maximum wave heights from the FLOW-3D model results as compared to the 
wave heights calculated according to the Heller and Hager (2009) method  

 Max. Wave Height, 
empirical equations*  
(m above initial free 
surface) 

Max. Wave Height, 
FLOW-3D simulations  
(m above initial free 
surface) 

Distance of Peak Wave, 
FLOW-3D simulations 
(m from avalanche 
impact) 

Large Avalanche 
Source 

42 47.8 1080 

Large Mass-Momentum 
Source 

42 46.4 1039 

Medium Avalanche 
Source 

21 30.1 318 

Medium Mass-
Momentum Source 

21  ** ** 

Small Avalanche 
Source 

9 19.6 108 

Small Mass-Momentum 
Source 

9 ** ** 

* Heller and Hager 2010 
** water surface elevation data were not available for the small and medium mass-momentum source scenarios 
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The run-up phase culminates with the overtopping of the lake-damming terminal 

moraine; the maximum wave heights above the crest of the drainage structure/artificial 

dam at the terminal moraine are given with the overtopping results in Table 2.8. The 

wave height above the moraine crest at the point of overtopping increases with lake 

lowering even though the total overtopping volumes and peak flow rates decrease. This 

may seem counterintuitive, but it can be explained by looking at how the lake dynamics 

are expected to change with lake lowering. First, as the water surface level is lowered, the 

total volume stored in the lake increases, thus the momentum transferred to the lake from 

the avalanches per unit volume should be higher. The avalanche characteristics do not 

change with the lake lowering scenarios but the total volume in the lake decreases with 

lake lowering, so the additional momentum relative to the lake volume can produce taller 

waves. Secondly, as the point of avalanche impact is at a lower elevation with lowered 

lake levels, there is more momentum in the avalanche fluid when it enters the lake. 

Although the increased overtopping wave heights for the lake lowering scenarios indicate 

that the waves may be larger when the lake is lowered, the amount of overtopping still 

decreases with lake lowering. This is most likely due to the lower initial water surface 

elevation; the lower free surface elevation means that more momentum is required for 

overtopping, and although the momentum transfer per unit volume to the lake from the 

avalanche is greater, more of this momentum is lost during the run-up and overtopping, 

and less water is actually able to pass over the crest of the terminal moraine.  

 

2.3.4 Overtopping Hydrographs and Volumes 

The wave run-up causes a significant amount of water to overtop the damming-

moraine; the total overtopping discharge volume for each scenario is given in Table 2.9, 
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and the overtopping hydrographs are shown in Figure 2.11. For the large avalanche 

source, current lake level scenario, the results differ slightly from the hydrographs used 

for the sensitivity analysis (presented in Section 2.3.1). The original definition of the 

avalanche fluid region was resulting in overly high fluid depths; therefore, a second large 

avalanche source simulation was run with a more graduated release area for the initial 

fluid region that resulted in depths and velocities at the point of impact with the lake that 

more closely match those from the avalanche model. However, the simulations used for 

sensitivity analysis had already been run, and due to time limitations with the software 

license, it was not possible to repeat these simulations with the newly defined large 

avalanche initial fluid region.  

Figure 2.11 shows that the large avalanche source results in an overtopping wave 

discharge hydrograph with a peak of about 63,000 m3/s approximately 60 s after the 

avalanche fluid is released and a smaller peak of 6,000 m3/s due to a reflected wave at 

about 200 s. The duration of the initial wave of the avalanche events is about 100 seconds 

(large avalanche), 70 seconds (medium avalanche), and 50 seconds (small avalanche). 

The total overtopping volume is 1.8 x 106 m3 for the large avalanche source, and the 

medium and small avalanche sources result in overtopping volumes of 0.5 x 106 m3 and 

0.15 x 106 m3 respectively; the mass-momentum source results in overtopping volumes of 

1.64 x 106 m3, 0.15 x 106 m3, and 0.014 x 106 m3 for the large, medium, and small 

avalanches respectively (Table 2.9). The overtopping volume for the large avalanche 

source is 60% of the avalanche volume, and for the medium and small avalanche sources, 

the overtopping volumes are 50% and 30% of the avalanche volumes respectively. The 

overtopping volume appears to decrease relative to the avalanche volume as the 

avalanche size decreases, indicating that the lake has much more capacity to dissipate 

smaller avalanche-generated waves, but a large wave is so large relative to the size of the 
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lake that the lake is overpowered, in a sense. Therefore, large avalanches may pose a 

greater threat of inundation relative to the magnitude of the event than smaller 

avalanches.  

The mass-momentum source consistently results in lower overtopping flow rates 

and volumes, but the differences between the mass-momentum source and the avalanche 

source are more pronounced for the small and medium scenarios. For the large mass-

momentum source, the peak overtopping flow rate is 14% less than the peak flow rate 

from the avalanche source, much less than the difference in peak inflow for the two types 

of boundary conditions; the peak inflow for the avalanche source was approximately 

twice the peak inflow for the mass-momentum source. The large mass-momentum source 

overtopping volume is 11% less than the avalanche source overtopping volume. For the 

medium mass-momentum source, the peak discharge and overtopping volume are 

respectively 65% and 70% less than the avalanche source, and the difference between the 

small avalanche source and mass-momentum source is 91% for both the peak discharge 

and overtopping volume. These differences for the medium and small scenarios are 

consistent with the more marked differences in the inflow hydrographs for the medium 

and small scenarios; the percent differences between the peak flow for the avalanche 

source and mass-momentum source for the overtopping flows do not deviate much from 

the differences in the inflow hydrographs. However, the more exaggerated differences 

between the avalanche source and mass-momentum source for the medium and small 

scenarios may be due more to weaknesses in the representation of the avalanche in the 

avalanche source model (discussed below) than in any fundamental differences between 

the various sizes of the avalanches.  

The inflow hydrographs for the medium and small avalanche sources are 

markedly different from the inflow hydrographs for the medium and small mass-
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momentum sources. This may be due to uncertainties in the conversion of the results of 

the RAMMS avalanche model to an inflow hydrograph, but it is likely that much of the 

difference is due to the shortcomings of the avalanche source model. The difficulties of 

getting a volume of water to behave exactly as the avalanche fluid would as it enters the 

lake despite the very different viscosities of the two fluids are discussed in Section 2.3.2, 

and these difficulties are compounded for the smaller scenarios that have lower avalanche 

depths and velocities entering the lake; because of this, the fluid must be released closer 

to the lake to get accurate depths and velocities, but this means that the fluid has less time 

to spread out as it flows into the lake, and so the inflow is more concentrated. The initial 

avalanche fluid region is defined manually through an iterative process, comparing the 

depths and velocities to the RAMMS avalanche parameters and then adjusting the heights 

and depths of the avalanche fluid region accordingly. The problems with the concentrated 

flow entering the lake (high peak inflows) could perhaps be improved with more 

iterations of the initial avalanche fluid region, but this is a manual process that is 

imprecise, at best, and the return on additional time invested in refining the initial 

avalanche fluid region becomes less with each iteration. This is a problem that is unlikely 

to be overcome without a model that can represent the mixing of two different fluids with 

free surface flow; most commercially available modeling software do not have this type 

of model that would allow for the avalanche region to flow as it naturally would with the 

characteristics of the avalanche fluid until it mixes with the water in the lake.  
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Table 2.9- Characteristics of Three Avalanche Events of Different Size as Simulated in 
RAMMS. Overtopping Volume, Flow Rate and Wave Height for Three 
Avalanche Events as Simulated in FLOW-3D for the Current Lake Level 
and Three Lake Mitigation Scenarios (after Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). 

 Avalanche Event 
Large Medium Small 

0 m lower – Avalanche Source 
Overtopping volume (106 m3) 1.8 0.50 0.15 
Overtopping peak flow rate (m3/s) 63,400 17,100 6,410 
Overtopping wave height above artificial dam (m) 21.7 12.0 7.1 

15 m lower – Avalanche Source 
Overtopping volume (106 m3) 1.6 0.2 0.02 
Overtopping peak flow rate (m3/s) 60,200 6,370 1,080 
Overtopping wave height above artificial dam (m) 38.4 27.5 25.1 

30 m lower – Avalanche Source 
Overtopping volume (m3) 1.3 0.05 0 
Overtopping peak flow rate (m3/s) 48,500 1,840 0 
Overtopping wave height above artificial dam (m) 60.8 42.5 0 

0 m lower – Mass-momentum Source 
Overtopping volume (106 m3) 1.64 0.15 0.014 
Overtopping peak flow rate (m3/s) 54,600 6,000 592 
Overtopping wave height above artificial dam (m) 15.9 * * 

15 m lower – Mass-momentum Source 
Overtopping volume (106 m3) 0.83 0.034 0 
Overtopping peak flow rate (m3/s) 25,700 1,510 0 
Overtopping wave height above artificial dam (m) 32.0 25.4 0 

30 m lower – Mass-momentum Source 
Overtopping volume (m3) 0.45 0 0 
Overtopping peak flow rate (m3/s) 15,100 0 0 
Overtopping wave height above artificial dam (m) 46.1 0 0 
* water surface elevation data were not available for the small and medium 0 m mass-momentum source scenarios 
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Figure 2.11- Overtopping wave discharge hydrographs for the three avalanche events and 
two types of boundary conditions with the lake at its current level.  

 

2.3.5 Lake-lowering Scenarios 

Two lake lowering or mitigation scenarios (with lake levels at 15 m and 30 m 

below the current water level) were simulated to determine the impact on the moraine 

overtopping. Simulations for all three avalanche sizes with both types of boundary 

conditions were repeated for each lake level, and the overtopping volume as well as the 

peak discharge of the wave are incrementally smaller as the lake is lowered (Table 2.9). 

The hydrographs for the overtopping discharge are shown in Figure 2.12. The 

overtopping volumes and peak flow rates decrease with incremental lowering of the lake, 

but the overtopping wave heights above the artificial dam increase. The reasons for this 

are discussed in Section 2.3.3.  

Although overtopping cannot be entirely prevented for the large avalanche events, 

even by lowering the lake up to 30 m, overtopping can be prevented by lake-lowering for 
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the smaller avalanche scenarios. The scenarios with no overtopping are the small 

avalanche source, 30 m lowering; the small mass-momentum source, 15 m and 30 m 

lowering; and the medium mass-momentum source, 30 m lowering. The overtopping 

volume for the medium avalanche source with 30 m lowering is reduced by 90% 

compared to the current level scenario. Overtopping is not avoided entirely for most of 

the 15 m lake-lowering scenarios; however, the overtopping flow rates and volumes are 

reduced by about 60% and 80% for the medium and small avalanche sources, 

respectively, for 15 m lake lowering. The lake lowering appears to have the least impact 

with the large avalanche scenario, as significant overtopping still occurs for all lake-

lowering scenarios for the large avalanche. However, the overtopping volume can be 

reduced by 28% for the avalanche source, 30 m lowering scenario and by up to 73% for 

the large mass-momentum source, 30 m lowering scenario. Any scenario that results in 

an overtopping volume less than 25,000 m3 may be considered “safe” as defined in 

Section 2.2.4, and the categorization of each scenario according to this definition is given 

in Table 2.10.  
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Figure 2.12- Overtopping hydrographs for lake lowering scenarios for a) large avalanche scenario, b) medium avalanche 
scenario, and c) small avalanche scenario 
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Table 2.10- Characterization of each simulation scenario as "safe" or "not safe" according 
to the minimum overtopping volume criterion. 

  
 

Lake-lowering Scenario 

  
 

Current 
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Large Avalanche Source Not Safe Not Safe Not Safe 
Large Mass-momentum Source Not Safe Not Safe Not Safe 
Medium Avalanche Source Not Safe Not Safe Not Safe 
Medium Mass-momentum Source Not Safe Not Safe Safe 
Small Avalanche Source Not Safe Safe Safe 
Small Mass-momentum Source Safe Safe Safe 

 

In examining the effect of lake lowering on flood volume, the question can be 

asked: Is the relationship linear? To investigate this relationship, the overtopping volume 

vs. lake lowering is plotted for the three avalanche scenarios in Figure 2.13. Although 

three data points (current level, 15 m lower and 30 m lower) cannot conclusively support 

the hypothesis of a linear relationship, the relationships in Figure 2.13 do appear to be 

linear. When linear regression equations are fitted to the data, the r2 value is greater than 

90% (with most greater than 95%) for all scenarios that do not reach the point of no 

overtopping. The slope of the relationship between lake level and overtopping volume is 

significantly different for each scenario and type of boundary condition, which suggests 

that each is unique. Therefore, the usefulness of a linear relationship between lake level 

and overtopping volume would be most suitable in investigating additional lake lowering 

scenarios that were not simulated. However, this must be done carefully because 

additional lowering was not simulated, and whether or not the linear relationship may 

continue to hold true for scenarios of extreme lake-lowering is unclear. If this relationship 
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is to be used, it is suggested that it only be applied for potential mitigation scenarios of 

lake lowering between 0 m and 30 m to estimate a potential overtopping volume.  
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Figure 2.13- Relationship in the overtopping volume vs. lake level that appears to be 
linear for a) large avalanche, b) medium avalanche, and c) small avalanche 
scenarios. 
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The final step in assessing the lake-lowering mitigation scenarios is to look at the 

impact downstream on inundation intensities and hazard levels. As discussed in Section 

2.1.4, only the avalanche source scenarios (and not the mass-momentum source) were 

simulated in the downstream inundation model because the avalanche source produced 

the most conservative results (highest flow rates and volumes) for a worst-case scenario 

hazard analysis. The resulting maps of inundation intensities are shown in Figure 2.14. 

For the large avalanche scenario, the total inundated area is reduced by 18% for 15 m 

lowering and 30% for the 30 m lowering; however, this does not completely represent the 

effect of lake lowering on hazard reduction. The reduction in area in the high-intensity 

flood zones for the large scenario is relatively higher than the reduction in total affected 

area, meaning that in the lake-lowering scenarios, a smaller percentage of the total 

inundated area is high-intensity.  

The hazard level is a combination of the inundation intensity and the probability 

for each scenario. Because the large avalanche scenario has such high intensity levels, 

those results predominate in the hazard definition (areas in each hazard zone are given in 

Table 2.11); the hazard map for each lake-lowering scenario largely corresponds to the 

inundation intensities for the large avalanche. Because of this, the hazard zones do not 

necessarily reflect the complete picture of the impacts of lake lowering in the city. For the 

medium and small avalanche scenarios (the more likely scenarios according to the 

inverse relationship between avalanche size and likelihood) the inundated area can be 

significantly reduced by lake lowering. For the small avalanche, both the 15 m and 30 m 

lake-lowering scenarios result in no inundation in the city; any overtopping that does 

occur for the 15 m small avalanche source scenario is attenuated as it moves downstream 

such that the flow can be contained within the river channel. In addition, most of the 

inundated area for the medium avalanche, 30 m lowering scenario falls into the low-
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intensity category, meaning that even if a significant area is flooded, the flood could be 

much less destructive. From the results in this work alone, it is difficult to reach any 

conclusions about the optimum lake-lowering scenario. Nonetheless, the results of the 

lake modeling do indicate that lowering the lake level can help mitigate the GLOF 

impacts downstream and reduce the hazard level in the city of Huaraz.  
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Figure 2.14- Flood intensity in Huaraz associated with a potential GLOF from Lake 
Palcacocha for scenarios of 0 m of lake lowering (current condition), 15 m 
lowering and 30 m lowering for small, medium and large avalanches (from 
Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016).  
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Table 2.11- Areas of Each Hazard Level Corresponding to the Current Lake level and 
Two Lake Mitigation Scenarios (from Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). 

Mitigation Low hazard area 
(km2) 

Med. hazard area 
(km2) 

High hazard area 
(km2) 

Total affected area 
(km2) 

0 m lower 0.52 0.05 1.43 2.01 
15 m lower 0.61 0.00 1.04 1.65 
30 m lower 0.61 0.00 0.79 1.40 

 

2.4 Discussion  

This chapter presents simulations of an avalanche-generated wave, one step in the 

hazard process chain that could lead to inundation of Huaraz from a GLOF originating at 

Lake Palcacocha. The lake hydrodynamic model presented here is an advancement 

beyond what has been previously reported for GLOF hazard process chain simulations. 

The use of a fully three-dimensional hydrodynamic model for simulating wave 

generation, propagation, run-up and overtopping of the damming-moraine allows 

predictive modeling of the process chain through better representation of the physical 

processes. Other studies (e.g., Schneider et al., 2014) have used a past event to calibrate 

the models and then used those calibrations for predictive modeling of other scenarios 

using the two-dimensional shallow water equations (SWE). When data for past events are 

not available, the three-dimensional model can help overcome the limitations of two-

dimensional SWE models. Better representation of the physical processes in the model 

(i.e., three-dimensional non-hydrostatic) makes the models useful for predictive purposes 

without a heavy reliance on calibration. Modeling for predictive purposes, such as that 

presented in here, is useful for analyzing potential GLOF impacts and mitigation 

strategies. 
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The general lack of field data regarding actual GLOF events leads to many 

unknowns about the processes, particularly processes related to avalanches, lake 

dynamics and moraine erosion. Previous simulations of GLOFs have focused on 

calibrating upper-watershed processes based on post-event observations (Schneider et al., 

2014), but there is very little information on avalanche characteristics or magnitude of 

avalanche-generated waves (Kafle et al., 2016) on which to base validation of these 

simulated processes. For that reason, it is necessary to represent these processes more 

fully in simulations and minimize the approximations used in modeling. In this work, this 

is partially achieved through the use of three-dimensional simulations of lake dynamics.  

To complement this work on three-dimensional lake modeling, another researcher 

in the group has run some two-dimensional SWE simulations with the BASEMENT 

model to determine if three-dimensional models are necessary for simulation of the wave 

dynamics in a dynamic erosion model of the lake-damming moraine (Somos-Valenzuela 

et al., 2016). Comparison of the results from a two-dimensional SWE model 

(BASEMENT) with the results presented here (FLOW-3D) indicate that the SWE 

approximation is not adequate to simulate waves generated by avalanches because of the 

large energy dissipation due to significant vertical accelerations (Somos-Valenzuela et 

al., 2016). The results from the BASEMENT simulations suggest that, without careful 

setting and adjustment of the model’s boundary conditions, two-dimensional models 

might produce unrealistic results for wave driven phenomena that underestimate the 

magnitude of an event. Reference simulations, like those from three-dimensional 

hydrodynamic models, may help to overcome limitations of the two-dimensional models 

and turn them into more flexible and efficient tools for erosion and breach failure 

assessment (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016).  
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The characteristics of the wave as it propagates across the lake are significant 

indicators of the magnitude of the event that is being simulated. The wave heights are 

quite large (up to almost 50 m tall), especially when compared with the initial depths of 

the lake that range from 72 m to less than 10 m. Such large waves as compared to the 

lake depths indicate that vertical accelerations are likely to be significant enough that 

they should not be neglected; this hypothesis is validated by the simulations in 

BASEMENT that show that 2D SWE simulations are not adequate for this type of 

application (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016).  

Another approach to using calibration to compensate for the limitations of 2D 

SWE models could be to use an empirical method for calculating wave characteristics, 

such as the Heller and Hager (2010) method, and then to use the wave characteristics to 

calibrate the hydrodynamic model so that the 2D SWE model more closely reflects the 

wave characteristics just before run-up, giving better overtopping results. To assess the 

potential for applying this type of approach if a fully three-dimensional model cannot be 

applied, the wave heights from the FLOW-3D simulations have been compared with the 

wave heights calculated with the Heller and Hager method. For the large avalanche 

scenario, both the avalanche source and mass-momentum source boundary conditions 

result in wave heights that are only 4.4-5.8 m higher than the wave height predicted by 

the empirical method. However, it is worth noting that the maximum wave height for the 

large avalanche source model occurs when the wave reaches the shallow portion of the 

lake and begins the run-up process, and the first wave peak in the deep portion of the lake 

is even closer to the height predicted by the Heller and Hager equations. The large 

differences between the empirical method and FLOW-3D wave heights for the medium 

and small scenarios may be due more to the shortcomings of the avalanche source model 

(as discussed in Section 2.2.2), and with the information available, it is difficult to say 
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which method is more accurate in predicting maximum wave heights. Nevertheless, the 

relatively close agreement between the empirical and hydrodynamic models for the large 

avalanche scenario indicates that the approach to using the empirical method as a 

calibration tool may be promising. However, 2D SWE models are still overly dissipative 

during the propagation and run-up phases, so the points of comparison between the 

hydrodynamic model and empirical equations should be chosen carefully if this tactic is 

to be employed. Further work is needed to thoroughly evaluate the feasibility of this type 

of modeling approach.   

The primary limitation of the lake hydrodynamic model arises from representing 

an avalanche entering the lake as a volume of water, rather than a combination of rock, 

ice and snow (Kafle et al., 2016). The wave model calibration method involves 

controlling the height (above the lake) and depth of the release area in order to influence 

the fluid depth and velocity in the model as the avalanche enters the lake. This helps to 

overcome the limitations of substituting water for the avalanche fluid mixture, but the 

water representation does not dissipate the energy in the same way as the true avalanche 

mixture, and the mixing of the avalanche fluid with the lake is not accurately represented 

in the model. In addition, it is impossible to completely replicate the avalanche 

characteristics in the lake hydrodynamic model in this way, and there are significant 

differences in the inflow hydrographs of the RAMMS avalanche model (similar to the 

mass-momentum source) and the avalanche source model in FLOW-3D. The 

discrepancies between the avalanche source and mass-momentum source models are 

more pronounced for the smaller scenarios, but there is no obvious solution to overcome 

this difficulty in the avalanche source model.  

Of all the sources of uncertainty in the lake model at Palcacocha (excluding 

uncertainties in other steps in the GLOF process chain that are not presented here), the 
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greatest uncertainty arises from the wave generation. Uncertainties due to the turbulence 

model and grid size are not negligible; but compared to the magnitude of uncertainty 

from the wave generation, these other sources of uncertainty are relatively insignificant. 

One way to attempt to portray the uncertainty in the wave generation is by using more 

than one method for representing the impact of the avalanche with the lake (the two 

methods for modeling the boundary conditions). Without any in-situ data from real 

events, it is impossible to quantify exactly the level of uncertainty, but given the range of 

overtopping flows and volumes from the two boundary condition methods, the 

uncertainty is considerable. Although there is no way to validate the results and say 

which type of boundary condition is more representative of the actual conditions likely to 

arise in an avalanche-triggered GLOF, it is possible that the avalanche sources are 

overestimating the momentum transfer while the mass-momentum sources are likely 

underestimating it. As discussed in the results section, the avalanche source could 

represent an upper bound for the simulation results while the mass-momentum source 

may be closer to a lower bound.  

An important issue to consider when assessing the uncertainty of the model 

results is how this uncertainty should be conveyed and represented in the decision-

making process. For GLOF hazards, worst-case scenarios should be presented so that the 

potential hazard is amply conveyed to the local populations and governing bodies. 

However, the results presented in this context should not be overly conservative to the 

point that they are unrealistic because it may cause people to take actions that are not 

cost-effective or to discount the results entirely because they are not satisfactorily 

representing the real hazard. In light of this, it is recommended to use the results from the 

large avalanche source simulations as the worst-case scenario. Given the significant 

differences between the small and medium avalanche source and mass-momentum source 
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simulations, results from both boundary condition methods should be provided for the 

small and medium avalanche scenarios if these scenarios and their likelihoods will be 

used in an economic or risk and vulnerability analysis of the mitigation alternatives.  

Considering the lake-lowering scenarios, the only “safe” scenarios according to 

the minimum overtopping volume criterion (25,000 m3) are the medium mass-momentum 

source with 30 m lowering, the small avalanche source with 15 m or 30 m lowering, and 

the small mass-momentum source for any lake level. All large avalanche scenarios and 

most of the medium scenarios resulted in significant overtopping, even with lake 

lowering. However, the definition of a “safe” scenario used here is not fully indicative of 

the effect of lake-lowering on hazard mitigation. For example, lake-lowering for the 

medium avalanche scenario can reduce the inundated area as well as the flood intensity 

level for the areas that are affected. This is significant because small and medium 

avalanches are much more likely than larger avalanches, so the real impact of lake-

lowering given the probability of occurrence of these events may be greater than is 

immediately apparent. For the large avalanche scenario, while lowering the lake by 30 m 

only slightly reduces the inundated area, many areas that were previously in the high-

intensity zone revert to the medium or low-intensity zones. It is clear that lowering the 

lake level can reduce flood intensities and hazard levels, but from the modeling results 

alone it is not possible to determine the optimum lake level. Further economic and 

vulnerability analyses are necessary to recommend an ideal mitigation alternative.   

Finally, it must be noted that the work presented in this chapter focuses 

exclusively on the lake hydrodynamics and does not consider the question of dynamic 

erosion of the terminal moraine due to overtopping flows. The potential erosion of the 

terminal moraine is an important factor to consider when assessing the hazard level of 

any lake with a moraine dam. For Lake Palcacocha, this was assessed through a separate 
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hydromorphodynamic model run in BASEMENT, and the conclusion was that despite 

significant potential for erosion, the moraine is unlikely to fail completely (a complete 

failure is defined as a breach of the moraine opening a direct drainage channel with the 

lake) (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). Simulations of erosion of the lake-damming 

moraine are much more computationally intensive than purely hydrodynamic simulations 

of the lake and are much more efficient with 2D SWE models than with three-

dimensional non-hydrostatic models. Three-dimensional simulations of the lake 

hydrodynamics, such as the work presented in this chapter, can help advance our 

understanding of how avalanche-induced waves behave in the lake. The wave 

characteristics observed in 3D simulations can be used to calibrate 2D models of moraine 

erosion, as described in Somos-Valenzuela et al. (2016). This work provides a significant 

advancement in the area of lake modeling for GLOF hazard assessment with 3D non-

hydrostatic simulations of avalanche-induced waves looking at multiple methods for 

representing wave generation.  
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Chapter 3:  Hazard Assessment of an Emerging Lake at Artesonraju 

This chapter explores the potential future hazard of an emerging lake at 

Artesonraju Glacier. Climate change is intrinsically a non-stationary process, so a 

forward-thinking approach to mitigating the impacts and hazards related to climate 

change should consider future conditions in addition to known current hazards. The 

Artesonraju Glacier, with an emerging lake at its terminus, is an ideal case study to look 

at how the hazard level might change in the future as the lake grows. This chapter seeks 

to address Research Question #3:  

 
 

Research Question #3: What will emerging glacial lakes look like in the future, and how 

can we determine the level of hazard that they may pose? 

This research question relates to the emergence and growth of glacial lakes and 

assessment of the evolving lake conditions and hazard levels. Because the lake at 

Artesonraju is just beginning to form, it presents an opportunity to make hypotheses 

about lake evolution and potential future impacts of climate change on glacial hazards. 

Within the context of climate resilient development and decision making in Peru, the 

motivation for looking ahead towards future hazard conditions rather than focusing 

exclusively on present conditions is to encourage decision makers to view climate 

change-related hazards as dynamic processes. Just because a hazard has been assessed at 

one point in time does not mean that the hazard level will always remain the same.  

This chapter also presents simple analysis tools that can be used to build local 

capacity for GLOF hazard assessment in Peru. This objective motivates us to seek simple 

methodologies that are not overly difficult to employ yet are robust enough to produce 
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results that can be relied upon for decision-making purposes. With this objective in mind, 

the methods presented in this chapter use existing technologies, such as ground 

penetrating radar, in new ways. New methods of analysis have also been developed to 

meet the need for simple analysis tools where no existing method is sufficient. Before 

embarking on an in-depth assessment of GLOF hazards and their potential impacts (such 

as the study at Lake Palcacocha presented in Chapter 2), it is often expedient to determine 

if a lake is likely to produce a GLOF that could affect populated areas. The methods 

presented in this chapter provide a first-order hazard assessment to replace in-depth 

modeling studies when approximations of GLOF hazards are acceptable. This is a first 

step towards the primary objective of Part II of this dissertation: linking scientific 

research with practical applications for decision makers. With these simple analysis tools 

developed to build local capacity to evaluate GLOF hazards, we are not proposing to 

develop high-level modeling capabilities, but rather simpler approaches that can be a 

reasonable first order proxy for high-level modeling studies. Artesonraju is an ideal site 

to study a changing hazard environment and apply innovative methodologies to predict 

future hazard levels and seek adaptation solutions before the lake becomes dangerous.  

Artesonraju is an interesting site with many characteristics that provide fodder for 

future research work. In addition to the interest in the emerging lake, Artesonraju is part 

of a series of glacial lakes. This work focuses on the upper watershed (the glacier and 

emerging lake). Although the scope of this work is limited to analysis of the emerging 

lake and the potential future conditions, there are many opportunities to continue this 

work at Artesonraju and further our understanding of the behavior of GLOF processes.  
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3.1 BACKGROUND 

3.1.1 Emerging Lake at Artesonraju Glacier 

Artesonraju Glacier is located in the Cordillera Blanca in the Paron watershed 

above the city of Caraz (Figure 3.1). The glacier ranges in elevation from 4684 to 5176 m 

amsl (above mean sea level) and spans an area of approximately 5.4 km2 (Racoviteanu, 

2007) (see Figure 3.2 for a map of the key features of the glacier). Snow and ice 

accumulate in the steeply sloped upper portions of the glacier. The tongue of the glacier 

is less steeply sloped and covers an area of approximately 0.5 km2. The glacier has a 

northward facing aspect, which means that because of its location in the Southern 

Hemisphere it receives more direct solar radiation. Artesonraju Glacier has a small 

emerging lake at its terminus that may become dangerous as the lake approaches its full 

extent. 
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Figure 3.1- Location of Artesonraju Glacier in the Cordillera Blanca, Peru (inset 
background image from Google, 2013; glacier outline from Racoviteanu, 
2007) 
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Figure 3.2- Artesonraju Glacier tongue with an inset showing the GLIMS outline for the 
whole glacier in the top right corner (images from Google, 2013; glacier 
outline from Racoviteanu, 2007) 

 

A small lake began to form at the terminus of Artesonraju Glacier around 2003 

and continues to grow as the glacier retreats. This lake is part of a system of three glacial 

lakes that includes Lake Paron, the largest glacial lake in the Cordillera Blanca, and Lake 

Artesoncocha, that has been known to produce outburst floods in the past (Lliboutry et 

al., 1977a) (see Figure 3.3). The discharge from the emerging lake at Artesonraju flows 

through Lake Artesoncocha and Lake Paron before discharging into the Paron River. If a 

GLOF were to occur at the emerging lake at Artesonraju Glacier, it would have to pass 

through this series of lakes (Lake Artesoncocha and Lake Paron) before reaching 

populated areas. The Paron River flows through a relatively steep canyon and eventually 

becomes the River Llullan that flows through the city of Caraz, approximately 15 km 
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from Lake Paron. A drainage system has been installed in Lake Paron now that controls 

the lake level to reduce the risk of flooding, but the operation of this drainage system 

does not take into account any changes that may happen in the upper lakes as a result of 

the retreat of Artesonraju Glacier. The drainage system at Lake Paron has been a source 

of controversy, and local communities took over control of the lake and operation of the 

drainage system in 2007. Since that time, the communities have been reluctant to 

relinquish control of the system and have at times allowed the lake level to exceed the 

level that was considered safe when the system was designed (Carey et al., 2012). If it is 

ultimately determined that the growth of the lake at Artesonraju may cause a GLOF that 

could produce discharge from Lake Paron, the topic must be approached very carefully 

with the local communities to explain the potential risk and the need to lower the lake 

level. 
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Figure 3.3- The glacial lake system of Artesonraju Glacier, Lake Artesoncocha, and Lake 
Paron 

Since the emerging lake at Artesonraju began to form around 2003, it has 

continued to grow as the glacier retreats. The progressive evolution of the lake can be 

seen in Figure 3.4, showing the lake outlines in different years, and the surface areas are 

given in Table 3.1. Figure 3.4 shows that the lake began to form in the southwest corner 

of the glacier tongue and is expanding to the northeast. Although most of the Artesonraju 

Glacier is clean ice, there are portions near the glacier boundary that have a layer of 

debris on top of the ice, and much of the southern boundary of the glacier extending 

towards the accumulation zone appears to have characteristics of rock glaciers. The 

debris layer appears to influence the formation of melt ponds and the expansion of the 

lake. In addition to the main body of water comprising the emerging lake, small melt 

ponds have formed on top of the debris layer at different points in time. A melt pond 

appeared near the lake to the north sometime before 2012 and continued to grow (the 
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larger outline of this melt pond in 2013 can be seen in Figure 3.4) until it eventually 

coalesced into the main lake by 2015. Although this pond has joined with the main lake, 

there are still islands of debris and ice in the lake that are remnants of the debris-covered 

ice that once separated this melt pond from the lake (see Figure 3.5). The smaller melt 

ponds that have formed on top of the debris extend away from the lake towards the north 

along the edge of the glacier tongue. Many of these melt ponds seem to be transient. The 

precise locations of these melt ponds appear to change from year to year, as some have 

appeared in the images for certain years but disappeared again in subsequent years. The 

drainage point for the lake is on the southern boundary (Figure 3.2). The lake outlet was 

previously farther west (when the lake first began to form) until the lake grew to reach 

the current outlet point. The lake outlet seems to have remained the same since at least 

2010. Although there has been northward expansion into areas with debris-covered ice, 

the more rapid direction of expansion appears to be towards the east. In this direction, the 

glacier ice near the lake is heavily crevassed (Figure 3.6). There is also overhanging ice 

from the glacier tongue (Figure 3.7), and the ice appears to be gradually calving into the 

lake, thus promoting lake expansion into the glacier tongue in the direction of the 

accumulation zone.  
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Figure 3.4- Outlines of the emerging lake at Artesonraju at four different points in time 
showing the lake growth and the formation of melt ponds through time. 
Outlines of the lake and melt ponds were delineated from Google Earth 
images (background image from Google, 2013).  

 

Table 3.1- Approximate surface area of the emerging lake at Artesonraju Glacier at four 
different points in time 

Year Surface Area of the Emerging Lake (m2) 
2003 1305 
2012 7,425 
2013 7,453 
2015 16,116 
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Figure 3.5- Debris covered ice to the north of the emerging lake and island boulders and 
debris in the middle of the lake at Artesonraju  
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Figure 3.6- Crevasses in the ice of the glacier tongue near the emerging lake at 
Artesonraju  
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Figure 3.7- Overhanging ice that appears to be calving into the emerging lake at 
Artesonraju. The clean ice along the vertical faces is an indicator that this 
overhanging ice is a calving front  

 

3.1.2 Literature Review 

Glacial Lake Formation and Future Lake Projections  

During the Little Ice Age (LIA), many of the world’s glaciers were advancing 

(Grove, 1979; Matthes, 1939). Since the LIA ended around the end of the 19th century, 

most glaciers have been retreating, causing the formation of many glacial lakes (Costa 

and Schuster, 1988). Most of the glacial lakes in the Cordillera Blanca, Peru are moraine-

dammed lakes. This type of lake typically forms in overdeepenings in glacier beds as 

glaciers retreat after colder climatic periods (e.g., the LIA) and leave behind end 
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moraines that retain water (Clague and Evans, 1994a; 1994b; Costa and Schuster, 1988; 

Frey et al., 2010; Haeberli and Linsbauer, 2013). Debris-covered glaciers can have a 

slightly different mechanism of formation, as it is common for supraglacial melt ponds to 

form when the surface slope is small (<2˚), and the ponds gradually grow and coalesce 

into a glacial lake (Reynolds, 2000; Watanabe et al., 1994; Watanabe et al., 2009; 

Quincey et al., 2007).  Large-scale models of future glacial retreat (e.g., Paul et al., 2007; 

Linsbauer et al., 2013) and methods for modeling bedrock topography and ice thickness 

(e.g., Farinotti et al., 2009; Linsbauer et al., 2009; Linsbauer et al., 2012) may be used to 

predict where future glacial lakes might form (e.g., Frey et al., 2010; Haeberli and 

Linsbauer, 2013). There are three key indicators of overdeepenings in the glacier bed: 1) 

abrupt transitions between steeply sloped area to areas with low slopes just below, 2) 

heavily crevassed areas immediately below areas with minimal crevassing, and 3) 

narrowing of the glacier as it flows downstream (Frey et al., 2010; Haeberli and 

Hohmann, 2008). Frey et al. (2010) propose a multi-level strategy with four steps of 

analysis for identifying overdeepened portions of glaciers where lakes may form. Frey et 

al. (2010) focus on the first two steps: identifying low-slope portions of glaciers from 

surface DEMs and identifying locations with overdeepening characteristics from satellite 

imagery. The third step involves more precise definitions of likely overdeepening 

locations from models of ice thickness such as the GlabTop model of Linsbauer et al. 

(2012); lake volumes can be estimated in this step, but these estimates carry a lot of 

uncertainty (Frey et al., 2010). In the final step of analysis, Frey et al. (2010) recommend 

using in-situ data collection (e.g. geophysical surveys or drillings) to confirm 

overdeepenings in the bedrock and get more precise estimates of future lake volumes, but 

this final step was not implemented in their study. GLOF hazards are influenced by 

rapidly changing glacial conditions, and there have been many calls for predictive 
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assessment of future lake conditions and potential GLOF hazard (Frey et al., 2010; 

Haeberli and Hohmann, 2008; Haeberli et al., 2010). So far, few studies have attempted 

to simulate future GLOFs, and most have focused on simulating downstream debris flow 

based on rough estimates of lake locations (Frey et al., 2010; Nussbaumer et al., 2014). 

Studies such as Frey et al. (2010) and Nussbaumer et al. (2014) can be helpful for 

determining if there is any possible threat to populated areas downstream but forgo 

assessment of the upper watershed processes that may help to determine if a GLOF is 

likely to happen in the first place.  

 

Ground Penetrating Radar 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is often used to characterize sub-surface 

features through the detection of electromagnetic radiation that is reflected at the 

interface between different materials below the surface.  GPR has been used for a wide 

variety of applications ranging from the measurement of ice sheet thicknesses in 

Greenland and Antarctica (for which the technique was first developed in the 1950’s) to 

groundwater detection in ice-free zones (Woodward and Burke, 2007; Reynolds, 2011). 

In Peru, Silva et al. (2010) used GPR to explore the composition of the moraine at Lake 

Palcacocha. While the technique has often been used in glaciological applications, it has 

rarely been applied to tropical glaciers. Peduzzi et al. (2010) and Salzmann et al. (2013) 

have used GPR to measure ice thickness of glaciers in Southern Peru, and Ramirez et al. 

(2001) have done the same in Bolivia.  

Ice thickness values extracted from GPR measurements can be extrapolated to 

create three-dimensional maps of the glacier bedrock topography (e.g., Binder et al., 

2009; Fischer, 2009; Fischer and Kuhn, 2013; Paul and Linsbauer, 2012; Saintenoy et al., 
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2013; Ramirez et al., 2001). This is typically done through interpolation techniques that 

assume a null ice thickness at the glacier boundary (Fischer, 2009; Saintenoy et al., 

2013). The most common interpolation methods are Kriging (Ramirez et al., 2001; 

Binder et al., 2009; Saintenoy et al., 2013) and the Topo2Raster tool in ArcGIS (Fischer, 

2009; Fischer and Kuhn, 2013). Errors can result from GPR ice thickness measurements 

and interpolation of GPR data that are difficult to quantify.  Many studies assume an error 

of 5% for GPR measurements of ice thickness (Gartner-Roer et al., 2014; Haeberli and 

Fisch, 1984; Yde et al., 2014; Fischer, 2009), but this error can be higher when there is 

not a clear basal reflection (Yde et al., 2014). In a detailed uncertainty analysis, Saintenoy 

et al. (2013) found that the total relative error was 11.9% of the ice volume, and errors 

from the ice velocity and use of non-migrated data were, respectively, 1.2% and 1.1% of 

the ice volume. The greatest errors in glacial bedrock maps interpolated from GPR 

measurements are in locations without ice thickness measurements (Fischer and Kuhn, 

2013; Saintenoy et al., 2013).  

The velocity of radar in glacier ice is used to convert the two-way travel times 

from GPR measurements to ice thicknesses. Many studies use a constant ice velocity, 

based on the assumption that the medium is homogeneous and isotropic. The ice velocity 

most commonly used for tropical glaciers is 0.16 m/ns (Peduzzi et al., 2010; Ramirez et 

al., 2001). The ice velocity can be more precisely determined for a particular site with a 

common midpoint (CMP) survey (Reynolds, 2011). Dix (1955) presents conceptual ideas 

used in CMP surveys and equations for calculating velocities. Neidell and Taner (1971) 

introduce the concepts of semblance and other coherence measures for determining radar 

velocities. Eisen et al. (2002) validate the CMP method by comparing it to dielectric 

profiling of ice cores; they find velocity differences between the two methods to be 2-8%. 

Methods for estimating errors in CMP velocities can include coherence analysis, Monte 
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Carlo simulation, and backshifting to account for wavelet bias (Barrett et al., 2007; Booth 

et al., 2010; Booth et al., 2011).  

 

Tsunami Runup Models 

An overview of the literature on avalanche or landslide-generated waves is given 

in Chapter 2 (Section 2.1.2), and the summary of previous work that is presented here 

focuses on research related to runup of tsunami waves with the intention of applying 

some of these principles to modeling the runup of avalanche-generated waves. Much 

research has been done in the field of tsunami wave runup. Early numerical simulations 

primarily used the Boussinesq equations (e.g., Pederson and Gjevik, 1983; Zelt, 1986; 

Kim et al., 1983; Hibberd and Peregrine, 1979; Heitner, 1969; Zelt, 1991; Shuto, 1972; 

Goto and Shuto, 1978; Goto, 1979; Goto, 1974; Liu et al., 1995). Other early research 

in tsunami runup focused on empirical runup relationships (e.g., Hall and Watts, 1953; 

Camfield and Street, 1969; Kishi and Saeki, 1966) and solitary wave theory (Stoker, 

1957; Synolakis 1987; Synolakis 1990). Some tsunami models have simulated 

propagation and runup separately due to the large differences in scale during these 

processes (e.g., Kowalik, 2003). Recent computational advancements have allowed for 

more sophisticated numerical models to simulate tsunami propagation and runup. 

Behrens and Dias (2015) provide a good review of current tsunami modeling methods. 

Finite difference models (e.g., Titov and Gonzalez, 1997; Imamura et al., 2006) and finite 

volume models (e.g., Dutykh et al., 2011; George and LeVeque, 2006; LeVeque et al., 

2011) have often been used for tsunami simulations. More general computational 

software such as Delft3D (Delft3D, 2014), OpenFOAM (OpenFOAM, 2016), and the 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) model (St-Germain et al., 2012; Xie et al., 
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2012) can also be used to simulate tsunami impact (Behrens and Dias, 2015). Models of 

tsunami runup are now often used for hazard assessment and early warning (e.g., 

Behrens, 2010; Synolakis et al., 2008).  

The motivation for considering tsunami runup literature in the context of GLOF 

hazard assessment is driven by the need for a simpler method for representing the wave 

dynamics within GLOF process chain modeling. It has been shown that 2D SWE models 

are insufficient for simulating avalanche-generated impulse waves (Heinrich, 1992; 

Zweifel et al., 2006; Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016). Therefore, solitary wave theory and 

analytical approaches to tsunami runup have been explored as a possible substitute to 

approximate the results that might be expected from 3D hydrodynamic simulations of 

avalanche-generated wave overtopping. A good introduction to solitary wave theory can 

be found in Stoker (1957). Synolakis (1987) presented the first mathematical 

representation that adequately describes tsunami runup. Synolakis (1987) looked at both 

linear and non-linear theory of solitary waves and established a runup law and breaking 

criterion; the results were used to explain existing empirical relationships. Synolakis 

(1990) used results from laboratory and numerical simulations to demonstrate that linear 

theory is adequate for predicting maximum runup. Pelinovsky and Mazova (1991) also 

looked at analytical runup calculations, using them to identify control parameters that 

most influence wave characteristics. Pelinovsky and Mazova (1991) present non-

dimensional runup calculations on various geometries, including runup on a vertical wall 

(an application that could be useful when assessing overtopping on various geometries 

for reinforced dam structures).  
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Previous Studies at Artesonraju Glacier and the Artesoncocha Watershed 

There have been a number of previous studies at Artesonraju Glacier and the 

watershed below. Artesonraju is one of the more frequently studied sites in the Cordillera 

Blanca, and the Glaciology Unit of Peru’s National Water Authority (UGRH, according 

to the initials in Spanish) has been monitoring the mass balance of this glacier for a 

number of years. Kaser and Osmaston (2002) show the retreat of Artesonraju Glacier 

from 1932-1994 and the formation of Lake Artesoncocha. Lliboutry et al. (1977a) 

describe two GLOF events at Lake Artesoncocha in 1951. A large icefall caused an initial 

breach of the moraine dam, lowering the moraine by 7 m, and resulting in a discharge of 

1.13 million m3. This discharge raised the water level in Lake Paron by 0.7 m. Three 

months later, progressive erosion of the terminal moraine at Lake Artesoncocha caused a 

second breach, releasing 3.52 million m3 of water and raising the water level in Lake 

Paron by 2 m. Downstream flooding from this event was only avoided because it 

occurred during the dry season when the water level of Lake Paron was lower than 

normal. Lliboutry et al. (1997a) recommended a permanent system to lower the lake level 

by digging a tunnel. This work was later implemented and still controls the water level of 

Lake Paron. Lliboutry (1977b) describes the lake-damming terminal moraine at Lake 

Paron and the tongue of the Hatunraju Glacier that feeds this moraine, including 

descriptions of the ice mechanics and the structure of the glacier tongue, as determined 

by geophysical surveys.  

Other research activities at this study location have focused on the Artesonraju 

Glacier. Pouyaud et al. (2005) and Juen (2006) used melt models and GCM projections to 

determine past and future streamflow contributions from glacial runoff. Suarez et al. 

(2008) modeled the water balance in the Paron basin and used local measurements at the 

glacier to calibrate the model. Moelg et al. (2009) and Winkler et al. (2009) investigated 
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the energy balance at Artesonraju Glacier using in-situ weather station and sublimation 

measurements. Hofer et al. (2010) proposed statistical methods for downscaling 

reanalysis weather data based on in-situ measurements at Artesonraju. Rabatel et al. 

(2012) showed from mass balance measurements at Artesonraju Glacier that the 

equilibrium line altitude for tropical glaciers can be reasonably approximated by the snow 

line during the dry season. Although a number of studies have looked at detailed short-

term records of meteorological variables and mass balance, none of these studies (not 

even the mass-balance studies) have investigated mass balance as it relates to the rate of 

retreat of the glacier and growth of the emerging lake. Thus, the rate of retreat of 

Artesonraju Glacier is still unknown, and there are no existing projections for how 

quickly the emerging lake may grow.  

 

3.2 METHODS 

The emerging lake at the base of Artesonraju Glacier provides a unique opportunity to 

study the growth of the lake, make predictions about future growth, and see how 

projected lake evolution may impact the level of GLOF hazard. The first step in 

answering Research Question #3 was to determine the future extent of the emerging lake 

when it is fully formed. There are two underlying questions related to the growth of the 

emerging glacial lake and its potential hazard level that must be answered:  

• What are the likely physical characteristics of the fully formed lake?  

• If an outburst flood occurs at the fully formed lake, is it likely to produce a 

significant flood volume? 

The first question is addressed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. These sections focus 

on methods to characterize the volume and spatial extent of the lake. GPR measurements 
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of ice thickness were used to create a three-dimensional bedrock topography that was 

converted into the lakebed for the fully formed lake. The second question is addressed 

with the methods presented in Section 3.2.3, exploring ways to approximate the processes 

in the likely chain of events for an avalanche-triggered GLOF at Artesonraju and 

methodologies for characterizing potential avalanche-generated waves and their capacity 

for overtopping. For the purpose of this study, a significant overtopping volume has been 

defined as a volume equivalent to the overtopping volumes for the simulations of the 

current lake level scenarios at Lake Palcacocha (Section 2.3.4). This analysis did not 

include a full hazard assessment but was limited to the upper watershed. The methods 

presented in Section 3.2.3 were developed with the objective of approximating potential 

flood volumes that could be discharged at the lake outlet by an overtopping wave.  

 

3.2.1 Ground Penetrating Radar  

Determining the physical characteristics of the fully formed lake requires 

information about the topography of the glacial bedrock, glacier surface, and surrounding 

terrain. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) was used to measure ice thicknesses for the 

Artesonraju Glacier. GPR surveys in three separate years have been performed on the 

glacier’s tongue with some transects extending into the accumulation area of the glacier. 

A common midpoint survey was performed to determine the radar velocity in the ice at 

Artesonraju Glacier. The bedrock elevations extracted from the GPR results were used as 

inputs to the interpolation presented in Section 3.2.2.  
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Equipment 

Two different common-offset GPR units were used in the surveys of Artesonraju 

Glacier. The GPR unit owned by the University of Texas at Austin is a custom-built 

portable backpack unit that is described in Catania et al. (2010); this unit is henceforth 

referred to as the UT GPR unit. The UT GPR unit consists of a Kentech Instruments 

transmitter emitting a 4kV signal, a receiver that amplifies the reflected signal, a National 

Instruments USB-5133 digitizer, and a GPS receiver to measure geographic coordinates 

and surface elevations. 10 MHz antennae were connected to the transmitter and receiver 

with a separation distance of 25 m. A LabView program was used to log the GPR and 

GPS signals in a field computer. The GPR traces were stacked by computing an average 

waveform for every 512 traces, and the time, latitude, longitude, and elevation were 

recorded for every waveform. The second GPR unit is owned by the Glaciology and 

Water Resources Unit of Peru’s National Water Authority (UGRH according to the 

initials in Spanish) and is henceforth referred to as the UGRH GPR unit. The UGRH 

GPR system is a commercially available Radar HF unit made by Unmanned Industrial 

that was operated with 10 MHz antennae at a separation distance of 15 m. The UGRH 

GPR unit emits a 900 V signal at a pulse rate of 1000 pps and has integrated GPS in both 

the transmitter and receiver. The receiver is connected to a hand-held computer device 

that controls the GPR and allows for visualization of the traces as they are being 

recorded.  

With both GPR units, radar signals were transmitted and detected continuously at 

regular intervals as operators walked with the GPR system across the surface of the 

glacier. The antennae were connected to ropes to ensure that constant spacing was 

maintained. A minimum of three people were required to operate the GPS systems: one 

each to carry the transmitter and receiver, and a third person to carry the leading edge of 
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the transmitting antenna to ensure that it was fully extended (Figure 3.8). The leading 

edge of the receiving antenna was tied to the rope connecting the transmitter and receiver 

to ensure full extension.  

 

 

Figure 3.8- UT GPR unit being deployed in the field (photo: Daene C. McKinney) 

 

Transects 

GPR surveys were undertaken in July 2012, 2013 and 2015. The specific dates 

and GPR units that were used for each survey are given in Table 3.2. The locations of the 

transects for each GPR survey are shown in Figure 3.9. All GPR data were measured 

between approximately 9 AM and 1 PM, so the ice conditions may be considered to be 

similar for all traces recorded; this justifies the use of a constant radar velocity for the 

glacier ice, as determined by the common midpoint survey.   
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Table 3.2- Date and equipment used for each GPR survey 

Survey Date GPR unit(s) used 

July 18, 2012 UT 

July 7, 2013 UT and UGRH 

July 8, 2013* UT 

July 21, 2015 UGRH 

* Common Midpoint Survey 

 

 

Figure 3.9- Location of transects recorded for each GPR survey (background image from 
Google, 2013) 

 

Common Midpoint Survey  

A common midpoint (CMP) survey was done on July 8, 2013 with the UT GPR 

unit to determine the radar velocity in the ice at Artesonraju Glacier. For the CMP 

survey, static measurements were taken with multiple distances of separation between the 
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transmitter and receiver, each with the same mid-point. For the CMP method, 2 points, P1 

and P2, are needed with distances from the transmitter to the receiver of d1 and d2, 

respectively (see Figure 3.10 for an idealized sketch of the CMP setup). The vertical 

distance from the surface to the reflector point is constant, and the velocity in the medium 

(in this case, ice) is also assumed to be constant. Using the difference in two-way travel 

times for the signal returned from a common reflector (below the midpoint), the velocity 

of the radar in ice can be determined as outlined below.   

 

Figure 3.10- Schematic diagram of a common midpoint survey 

  

The distance traveled by the reflected signal (r) is based on the velocity (v) and 

the two-way travel time (t):  

(3.1)  r = vt  

 

Using the above equation and the Pythagorean theorem r2 = vt( )2 = h2 + d
2( )

2!
"#

$
%&
, 

expressions for the depth to the reflector (h) were obtained: 
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(3.2)  
h2 = vt1( )2 − d1

2( )
2

   

(3.3)  
h2 = vt2( )2 − d2

2( )
2

 

The equations for the depth to the reflector were then combined to get an equation for the 

ice velocity:  

(3.4)  
v =

d1
2( )

2

− d2
2( )

2

t1( )2 − t2( )2
 

The CMP survey performed at Artesonraju Glacier used the 10 MHz antennae 

with separation distances of 20 m and 30 m. The two-way travel times were corrected 

based on the travel time for the initial airwave, and the resulting signal amplitudes were 

plotted as a function of two-way travel time. The difference in two-way travel times for 

the wave peaks corresponding to the reflector point were used to calculate the ice velocity 

according to equation 3.4.  

 

Processing Steps 

The data from the GPR transects were processed in Matlab and converted to Z-

scope radargrams using a grayscale to represent the signal intensity. The first processing 

step was to remove pretrigger noise. With the UT GPR unit, a constant pretrigger cutoff 

of 5% was used. The pretrigger cutoff for the UGRH unit was not constant (ranging from 

4% to 12%) and was determined for each transect by incrementally adjusting the 

pretrigger cutoff until the airwave signal was removed. Then, the following processing 

steps were performed: depth strip, demean, detrend, bandpass filter, and normalize by the 

maximum absolute value. The two-way travel times were converted to depths using an 
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ice velocity of 154 m/s (determined from the CMP survey). The processed data were 

plotted in radargrams used to visualize the subsurface.  

After the raw GPR data were processed, a Matlab script was used to select points 

representing the interface between the ice and bedrock. Those points were interpolated to 

create a smooth line representing the bedrock for each GPR transect. Ice thickness, 

surface elevation, and bedrock elevation were then calculated at the location of each 

recorded waveform. Using the geographic coordinates of each waveform, the ice 

thicknesses and bedrock elevations were mapped and overlaid on a georeferenced 

satellite image of the glacier (from Google Earth).  

 

3.2.2 Mapping 3D Bedrock Topography and Projecting Future Lake Bathymetry  

The result of the GPR measurements was a set of point data of ice thicknesses and 

bedrock elevations for each transect (Section 3.3.1). These data were then interpolated 

over the glacier tongue to create a three-dimensional topographic model of the glacial 

bedrock. This topographic model was used to determine the potential future extent of the 

lake based on the elevation of the outlet of the emerging lake. Finally, the model of the 

bedrock topography was converted into a potential bathymetric model of the fully formed 

lake.  

Since there is limited information on the melt rate and rate of retreat of 

Artesonraju Glacier, a simple assumption has been made that the glacial lake will 

continue to grow until the lake has reached its largest possible extent based on the 

bedrock topography. The assumption that there are no constraints on the extent of glacial 

retreat cannot be categorically validated; however, the current observations of rapid 

glacial retreat, the historical patterns of formation of other glacial lakes in the region and 
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the projection of continued warming trends from general circulation models support this 

assumption.  

 

Bedrock interpolation from GPR traces 

The interpolation of the bedrock topography was based on the bedrock elevations 

extracted from the GPR results as well as points representing the outlines of the glacier 

tongue and emerging lake. Even though there is ongoing ablation that may affect the ice 

thicknesses from year to year, the bedrock elevations are expected to remain the same. 

Therefore, the bedrock elevations measured from the 3 GPR surveys were combined to 

create a single set of point data representing the glacial bedrock. Surface elevations for 

points representing the outlines of the lake and tongue were extracted from an Aster 

GDEM (NASA LP DAAC, 2011) that has a 30 m horizontal resolution and a vertical 

error of 17 m at the 95% confidence level (Tachikawa et al., 2011). The ice thickness at 

the edge of the glacier tongue was assumed to be 0 (Fischer, 2009; Saintenoy et al., 

2013). Based on this assumption, the bedrock elevations at the points around the glacier 

tongue were set to be equal to the surface elevation for the points representing the glacier 

tongue outline. The water depth at the edge of the lake (except at the interface between 

the lake and glacier ice) was also assumed to be zero; therefore the bedrock elevations at 

the points representing the lake outline were set to the current water surface elevation 

(4720 m.a.s.l.). Based on the ice thicknesses observed from the 2012 GPR survey, the 

bedrock at the location of the current interface between the lake and the glacier is 

approximately 10 m below the water surface elevation; consequently, bedrock elevations 

for the points representing the lake outline that correspond to the lake-ice interface were 

set to 4710 m.a.s.l. The points representing the lake and glacier outlines were combined 
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with the points from the GPR surveys, resulting in a set of points for which bedrock 

elevations were known. This set of points (shown in Figure 3.11) was used as an input for 

the bedrock interpolation.  

 

 

Figure 3.11- Locations of points where bedrock elevation was given as an input for 
interpolation of the bedrock topography (background image from Google, 
2013) 

Two different interpolation methods were used to create digital elevation models 

(DEMs) of the bedrock topography. The first interpolation method used the triscattered 

interpolation function in Matlab that is based on Delauney triangulation (Mathworks, 

2011). The second interpolation method uses the “topo to raster” tool in ArcGIS, a map 

algebra tool that interpolates raster DEMs from elevation contours or points while 

maintaining hydrological connectivity (ESRI, 2014). Both interpolations were performed 

on a grid with a resolution of 3x10-5 degrees (approximately corresponding 3.3 m at the 
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location of study). The results of the two interpolation methods were compared by 

calculating the root mean square of the difference in elevation at each point (RMSD).  

 

Lake Depth and Volume Calculations 

The elevation of the current point of discharge for the current lake was used as the 

starting point for converting the bedrock topography into a model of the fully formed 

lake. At present, the emerging lake at Artesonraju drains into Lake Artesoncocha about 

midway along the southern end of the emerging lake (see Figure 3.2). The elevation of 

this drainage point was approximated from the Aster GDEM3 (NASA LP DAAC, 2011), 

and the range of elevations measured at this location with a handheld GPS receiver were 

used to estimate the uncertainty in the water surface elevation. The water surface 

elevation derived from the Aster GDEM was determined from the points that correspond 

to the 2003 lake extent. The Aster GDEM v2 product was released in 2011 (v1 was 

released in 2009), and so the imagery used to produce the DEM were taken before the 

lake reached its current extent. Because the precise date of imagery acquisition for the 

DEM at the location of this study is unknown, it is likely that the more recently formed 

portions of the lake are represented in the Aster GDEM by the previous elevations of the 

glacier surface rather than the current water surface elevation. Therefore, the elevation 

corresponding to the location of the emerging lake at an early point in time (2003) was 

used to determine the water surface elevation; this resulted in a water surface elevation of 

4720 m.a.s.l. The uncertainty in the water surface elevation was estimated with the 

maximum and minimum elevations measured near the location of the lake outlet from a 

track taken on July 18, 2012 with a handheld Garmin eTrex Legend HCx GPS receiver 

                                                
3 ASTER GDEM is a product of NASA and METI 
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that has an elevation accuracy of less than 10 m at the 95% confidence level (Garmin, 

2007). The minimum and maximum elevations recorded near the lake outlet were 4712.8 

m.a.s.l and 4729 m.a.s.l. This range of elevations gives an approximate range of 

uncertainty for the water surface elevation that was used to delineate the potential extent 

of the fully formed lake. As there is no point in the lateral moraine along the southern 

edge of the glacier tongue that is lower in elevation than the current lake outlet, it was 

assumed that the drainage point for the lake will remain the same as the lake continues to 

grow.  

The future extent of the fully formed lake was considered to be the maximum 

potential extent of the lake, based on the assumption that the glacier will continue to 

retreat until the tongue disappears. It was conjectured that the lake growth will be 

proportionate to the glacier retreat so that any bedrock below the current elevation of the 

lake outlet that might be exposed by the retreating glacier will be covered by the lake. 

Therefore, the potential extent of the fully formed lake was defined by delimiting all 

areas where the interpolated bedrock elevation was below the elevation of the current 

lake outlet. Two different lake extents and bathymetries were calculated based on the two 

interpolated bedrock topographies (triscattered and “topo to raster” interpolation). The 

final estimated volume for the fully formed lake was calculated by averaging the volumes 

calculated from both interpolation methods with a water surface elevation of 4720 m.a.s.l. 

Because the RMSD in the interpolated bedrock elevations was significantly less than the 

GPR error and the error in the Aster GDEM, the interpolation error was ignored when 

calculating the range of uncertainty in the lake volume.   

The bathymetry for the future lake was calculated by subtracting the interpolated 

bedrock elevation from the water surface elevation for all locations below the current 

water surface elevation. Finally, the lake volume was calculated by multiplying the area 
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of each grid cell (10.89 m2) by the depth for each point of the raster grid within the 

delimited bounds of the future lake; the volumes for all grid cells inside the limits of the 

fully formed lake were summed to arrive at a final volume estimate for each interpolation 

method.   

 

Estimating Uncertainty  

The sources of uncertainty in lake volume projections include uncertainties in the 

GPR measurements, bedrock interpolation, and the water surface elevation used to 

delineate the lake boundary. As direct measurements (e.g., borehole drillings) are not 

available at Artesonraju, it is difficult to precisely quantify the uncertainty in the GPR 

measurements and the bedrock topography interpolated from these measurements. 

Therefore, comparisons between bedrock elevations at the same location were used to 

estimate the uncertainties in the GPR measurements and bedrock interpolation. These 

uncertainties were aggregated to give an overall uncertainty value for each lake definition 

(given the range of water surface elevations used to define the limits of the lake).  

The uncertainty in the GPR measurements of bedrock elevation is influenced 

primarily by three factors: errors in the GPS, errors in the definition of the ice-bedrock 

interface, and uncertainty in the ice velocity. Errors in the GPS can include errors in the 

geographic coordinates as well as errors in the elevation of the glacier surface. GPS 

systems typically have higher accuracy for geographic coordinates than for elevations, so 

errors in the elevation of the glacier surface (thus affecting the elevation of the bedrock) 

are more likely to be of consequence than errors in the latitude or longitude of recorded 

points. Errors in the definition of the ice-bedrock interface can be the result of 
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uncertainties related to the resolution of the GPR signal (a function of the antenna 

frequency) as well as incorrect reading of the radargrams.  

Following the example of Saintenoy et al. (2013), the errors in the GPR 

measurement, including errors in the GPS and bedrock delineation, were quantified by 

comparing points from intersecting transects that were less than 3 m apart. When the 

GPR surveys for all years were considered, there were a total of 29 intersections of 

transects and 1764 pairs of recorded data points with less than 3 m separation distance. 

The difference in measured bedrock elevation for each of these 1764 joined points was 

calculated, and the GPR measurement error was calculated as the root mean square of 

these differences in elevation (RMSD). This RMSD value was used to define the upper 

and lower bounds for the bedrock elevations used in the interpolation of the bedrock 

topography.  

Best-practice methods for quantifying errors in ice velocity from CMP surveys 

(e.g. Booth et al., 2010; Booth et al., 2011) are quite complicated, involving analysis of 

coherence patterns and Monte Carlo simulations. It is likely that other errors in the GPR 

measurements supersede the error in ice velocity, so a simpler approach to estimating 

uncertainty in the radar ice velocity has been taken. A potential range of ice velocity 

values is taken from the literature, namely the values for temperate and cold ice: 150 x 

106 m/s and 167 x 106 m/s, respectively (Woodward and Burke, 2007). The differences 

between the measured velocity (from the CMP survey) and the values in the literature for 

temperate and cold ice were calculated, and the maximum of these two values was taken 

to represent the maximum possible error for the ice velocity. With the measured ice 

velocity at Artesonraju of 154 x 106 m/s, this resulted in a maximum error of 8%. Given a 

maximum measured ice thickness of 175 m, this corresponds to an absolute maximum 

error in ice thickness of 14 m, with the error being much less in many locations where the 
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ice thickness is significantly less than 175 m. Since the maximum error is comparable to 

the error in GPR measurements calculated from paired points less than 3 m apart (with 

the error in most locations being much less), the uncertainty in ice velocity was ignored, 

based on the assumption that the GPR measurement error was greater.  

In the interpolation of the measured bedrock elevations (from GPR) to a spatially 

distributed topographic model of the bedrock, additional errors and uncertainties are 

introduced. The errors in the bedrock interpolation originate from errors in the 

interpolation method and errors in the input data, including errors in GPR measurements 

and errors in the Aster GDEM used to define the surface elevations at the glacier 

boundary. The average vertical error for the DEM (Aster GDEM v2) that was used to 

define the boundary of the glacier tongue is -0.2 m, but the error is 17 m at the 95% 

confidence level (Tachikawa et al., 2011). This latter value (17 m) was used to determine 

the potential range of elevations for the bedrock at the glacier boundary used as input for 

the interpolation.  

The interpolation error is difficult to quantify, as the highest errors will be at the 

locations that have no nearby GPR measurements. Therefore, the RMSD of the elevation 

between interpolation methods was used as a proxy for the uncertainty due to 

interpolation error. The RMSD calculated for the two forms of bedrock interpolation was 

less than the GPR measurement error; therefore, this error was ignored when calculating 

the final range of uncertainty in the lake volume, assuming that the GPR measurement 

error was more significant.  

The maximum ranges of uncertainty in the input variables were used to calculate 

lower and upper bounds for the lake volume. First, to account for the errors in the GPR 

measurements and Aster GDEM (used to define the bedrock elevations at the glacier 

boundary), the triscattered interpolation was repeated twice. The uncertainty values for 
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the input points (12.4 m for the GPR points and 17 m for the Aster GDEM points) were 

subtracted from the original elevations of the interpolation points to give an interpolated 

bedrock that would result in the largest possible lake volume (bedrock interpolation #2). 

To calculate the maximum potential lake volume, the highest water surface elevation 

within the range of uncertainty (4729 m.a.s.l.) was used to define the lake extent with 

bedrock interpolation #2. The GPR and Aster uncertainty values were then added to the 

original elevations to give an interpolated bedrock topography that would give the 

smallest possible lake volume (bedrock interpolation #3). The minimum potential lake 

volume was calculated by using the lowest water surface elevation (2712.8 m.a.s.l.) to 

define the lake extent with bedrock interpolation #3.  

This approach to estimating the range of uncertainty in the future lake volume is 

meant to be a conservative approach where the uncertainties in the bedrock elevations 

and uncertainty in the water surface elevation are compounded to give the largest 

potential range of lake volumes. It is unlikely that the maximum errors for each of the 

input elevations (GPR measurements, Aster points for the glacier outline, and water 

surface elevation of the lake) would occur simultaneously; therefore, the likelihood of the 

actual future lake volume being outside of this range is very low, and it is probable that 

the range of uncertainty given for the lake volume is much wider than the likely range of 

potential volumes of the fully formed lake. Although the method presented here for 

determining ice thicknesses and bedrock elevations has its uncertainties, because it relies 

on in-situ geophysical measurements it may be considered to be more accurate than other 

existing methods for approximating ice thicknesses and lake volumes such as the 

GlabTop model for ice thicknesses (Linsbauer et al., 2012) or volume-area scaling 

relationships of Huggel et al. (2002) and Cook and Quincey (2015).  
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3.2.3 Characterizing Avalanche-generated Waves and Potential Overtopping 

After establishing the characteristics of the fully formed lake, the next step was to 

address the second component of Research Question #3: How can we determine the level 

of hazard that emerging lakes may pose? This question was addressed through the 

application of simplified assessment methodologies for a preliminary analysis of the 

potential for an outburst flood from the fully formed lake. Detailed models of the GLOF 

process chain such as the approach applied at Lake Palcacocha (Somos-Valenzuela et al., 

2016) were beyond the scope of this work. The objective of this work is to show that it is 

possible to provide rough assessments of possible future hazard conditions to facilitate 

proactive approaches to GLOF risk management. For this purpose, a first-order hazard 

assessment using simplified calculations was considered sufficient to determine whether 

or not a lake might be dangerous.  

This work focuses exclusively on the upper watershed processes associated with 

the emerging lake in its fully formed state, and three steps of the GLOF process chain 

have been considered: avalanche, wave generation, and wave overtopping. The 

downstream processes, including lake dynamics for Lake Artesoncocha and Lake Paron 

and potential downstream inundation, were not included in this analysis. The methods for 

analyzing each of the upper watershed processes and data inputs for the analysis are 

described in the following paragraphs. The final result of the analysis presented in this 

section was a range of estimates of potential overtopping volumes for several avalanche 

scenarios.  

 

Avalanche 

The avalanche assessment was centered on whether or not avalanches are likely to 

originate from the upper slopes of the glacier, the potential for these avalanches to reach 
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the lake, and possible parameters of the avalanche to be inputted into the wave generation 

model. The primary data input for this assessment was the topography of the glacier 

surface as represented by the Aster GDEM (shown in Figure 3.12).  

 

Figure 3.12- DEM of the glacier surface at Artesonraju (Aster GDEM from NASA LP 
DAAC, 2011; GLIMS outline from Racoviteanu, 2007) 

 

First, the possibility of an avalanche being generated was determined by 

analyzing the slopes of the upper part of the glacier. The minimum slope that is likely to 

produce an avalanche for tropical glaciers is 24˚ (Huggel et al., 2004). The slopes above 

the future location of the fully formed lake range from approximately 20˚ to 45˚, and 

much of this area contains heavily crevassed or overhanging ice likely to produce 

avalanches (see Figure 3.13). Therefore, avalanches originating from the steeply sloped 

upper portion of the glacier are very likely.  
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After establishing the likelihood of an avalanche, the next step was to determine if 

an avalanche could reach the lake. According to Huggel et al. (2004), the maximum 

runout distance of an avalanche can be calculated by a regression equation relating the 

avalanche volume to the average slope of the runout:  

(3.5)  tanα =1.111− 0.118log(V )   

As long as the slope calculated from equation 3.5 is less than the average slope of the 

avalanche trajectory between the release point and the lake (approximately 25˚), the 

avalanche should reach the lake. Following Somos-Valenzuela et al. (2016) and 

Schneider et al. (2014), three avalanche sizes were selected to represent a range of 

potential scenarios: 5 x 105 m3, 1 x 106 m3, and 3 x 106 m3.  

 

 

Figure 3.13- Upper slopes of the Artesonraju Glacier where crevasses and overhanging 
ice are prevalent. 
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The final result needed from the avalanche assessment was a set of avalanche 

characteristics to be used as inputs to the model of the wave generation. Because detailed 

avalanche modeling was not performed, approximate avalanche characteristics were 

taken from the RAMMS model at Lake Palcacocha presented in Somos-Valenzuela et al. 

(2016). These characteristics were the volume, density of avalanche material, and 

thickness entering the lake (Table 3.3).  

 

Table 3.3- Avalanche characteristics used for calculations of the wave generation (from 
the RAMMS avalanche model in Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2016) 

Avalanche Size Large Medium Small 
Volume (106 m3)* 3 1 0.5 
Thickness (m)* 20 15 6 
Density of avalanche material (kg/m3)* 900 900 900 

 

The velocity entering the lake (Vs) was approximated from the drop in height from 

center of gravity of the slide (Dzsc), the dynamic bed friction angle (d), and the average 

slope of the avalanche path (a) (Heller et al., 2009):  

(3.6)  Vs = 2gΔzsc 1− tanδ cotα( )   

The dynamic bed friction angle was set to 20˚ according to the recommendation of Heller 

et al. (2009). An avalanche path along the longitudinal axis of the lake was taken as 

representative of the worst-case scenario because impact along this axis should generate 

waves with the least possible attenuation as they propagate along the lake. If an 

avalanche does not enter at a direct angle to the lake, the wave is likely to be reflected off 

the lateral moraines before it reaches the point of overtopping, thus dissipating energy 

and attenuating the wave. Based on this hypothetical avalanche trajectory, the initial 
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height of the center of gravity of the slide was estimated to be 5200 m.a.s.l., and the total 

drop in elevation was calculated as 480 m by subtracting the lake elevation (taken to be 

4720 m.a.s.l., according to the elevation estimated in Section 3.2.2) from the initial 

avalanche elevation (5200 m.a.s.l.). The average slope of this avalanche path was 

approximated (from the Aster GDEM) to be 25˚.  

Considerable uncertainty remains regarding the avalanche characteristics, but 

very little is known about the range of parameters for a potential avalanche. Nonetheless, 

the avalanche parameters can have a significant impact on the wave generation. Because 

there was not enough information to quantify the uncertainty in the avalanche parameters, 

a basic sensitivity analysis of the wave height to the avalanche thickness was performed. 

This was done by considering three different avalanche thicknesses for each avalanche 

scenario. The resulting wave heights were calculated for each avalanche thickness to 

explore the relationship between avalanche thickness and maximum wave height.  

 

Wave Generation 

The empirical method of Heller et al. (2009, 2010) was used to model the wave 

generation from avalanche impact and calculate maximum wave heights for the three 

avalanche scenarios. In addition to the avalanche characteristics presented above, the 

required inputs for this method are: the lake depth near the avalanche impact, the slide 

width and the slide impact angle. The still water depth of the lake was determined from 

the bathymetry (Section 3.2.2). The slide width entering the lake was assumed to be equal 

to the width of the lake (approximately 200 m). The slide impact angle was determined 

from the Aster GDEM to be approximately 25˚.  
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The characteristics of the avalanche-generated impulse wave were determined 

according to equations from Heller et al. (2009) outlined below. The slide Froude number 

(F), relative slide mass (M) and relative slide thickness (S) were calculated as:  

(3.7)  
F = Vs

gh    

(3.8)  M =
ρs∀s

ρwbh
2    

(3.9)  S = s
h  

 
Vs = slide velocity (m/s)
h = still water depth (m)
ρs = bulk slide density (kg/m3)
ρw =water density (kg/m3)
∀s = bulk slide volume (m3)
b = slide width (m)
s = slide thickness (m)
α = slide impact angle (degrees)

 

 

The impulse product parameter was calculated according the following equation:  

(3.10)  
P = FS

1
2M

1
4 cos 6

7( )α!
"

#
${ }
1
2

 

 

The impulse product parameter was used to determine the maximum wave height (Hm), 

distance from the slide impact to the maximum wave height (xm), and the wave period for 

the maximum wave (Tm).  

(3.11)  
Hm = 5

9( )P4
5h

  

(3.12)  
xm = 112( )P 1

2h
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(3.13)  Tm = 9P
1
2 h

g( )
1
2
       

 

The wave amplitude is a function of the wave height above the equilibrium water level 

(h).  The wave celerity (c) and period were used to calculate the wave length for the 

maximum wave (lm). 

(3.14)  
a = 4

5( )h    
(3.15)  c = g h+ a( )!" #$

1
2   

(3.16)  λm = Tmc  
 

The maximum wave height was the primary variable used to characterize the 

avalanche-generated wave, and it was used as an input to the method for estimating the 

wave overtopping volume presented below.  

 

Wave Overtopping 

The most commonly used method for calculating overtopping volumes from 

avalanche-generated impulse waves is that of Müller (1995) (this is also the method 

adopted by Heller et al. (2009) for the overtopping portion of their wave calculations). 

However, when this method was applied to Lake Palcacocha, the resulting volumes were 

in very poor agreement with the 3D modeling results and were often over an order of 

magnitude less than typical volumes that would be expected from outburst flood events 

involving overtopping waves. Huggel et al. (2004) state that when the ratio of the 

avalanche volume to the lake volume is between 1:1 and 1:10, it is possible for the lake to 

be completely emptied, but even for volume ratios between 1:10 and 1:100, overtopping 

is likely unless there is a high level of freeboard relative to the wave height. Considering 
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the projected volume of the fully formed lake, this general rule would imply that the large 

and medium avalanches could empty much or all of the lake. However, for the sake of 

argument (to allow for a more thorough demonstration of the method proposed here), the 

assumption has been made that the overtopping volume depends on the wave height and 

characteristics of the terminal moraine (freeboard height and approach angle). Waves 

generated by avalanche impacts are similar to tsunamis, especially as they approach the 

shore (large wave heights relative to the water depth, and significant changes in the wave 

height during runup). Therefore, analytical methods for calculating tsunami runup have 

been adapted for application to the problem of runup and overtopping of avalanche-

generated waves in glacial lakes. The method proposed here for adapting tsunami runup 

equations to glacial lake environments is a new approach, and it is hoped that it will offer 

an improvement over existing empirical or analytical overtopping relationships to provide 

more accurate estimates of overtopping volumes.  

The result from the adapted tsunami runup equations is an estimate of overtopping 

volume that does not require numerical simulations. The objective of this work is to 

present a method for first-order estimates of GLOF magnitudes. With this in mind, an 

estimate of overtopping volume (rather than a discharge hydrograph) was considered 

sufficient to determine if there is a potential for a significant outburst flood to originate 

from the fully formed lake at Artesonraju. The method presented here for estimating 

overtopping volumes from avalanche-generated waves has been validated against the 

results of the 3D simulations at Lake Palcacocha (presented in Section 2.3.4), resulting in 

overtopping volumes that were approximately 30% less than the overtopping volumes 

from the 3D model. The input parameters for Lake Palcacocha and comparisons of 

overtopping volumes between the methods are presented in Appendix B.  
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The method of tsunami runup calculations presented by Synolakis (1987) has 

been adapted here to calculate overtopping volumes for avalanche-generated waves in 

glacial lakes. The Synolakis (1987) method introduces a theory of solitary waves used to 

develop analytical equations for tsunami runup based on an assumption of linearity and 

the shallow water approximation. Synolakis (1987) uses a wave setup, such as that shown 

in Figure 3.14, to describe the water surface elevation and runup as a function of time. In 

this setup, the tsunami wave begins (t = 0) with an initial wave height of (H) at distance 

(X1) from the shoreline that is far enough from the shore that the wave height is not 

affected by runup. The beach is partially submerged, and the runup height (Â) represents 

the vertical distance above the initial shoreline position for maximum wave runup. The 

origin of this setup is at the initial shoreline position (x0, y0), and the horizontal distance 

(x) increases in the opposite direction of wave propagation.  

 

 

Figure 3.14- Schematic diagram of coordinate system and variables used for the tsunami 
runup equations (modeled after Figure 1 in Synolakis, 1987) 
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Synolakis (1987) introduces a runup law with the following equation used to 

calculate the tsunami runup height as a function of the initial wave height (H), still water 

depth before the beach (d), and shoreline slope (b):  

(3.16)  

ℜ
d
= 2.831 cotβ( )
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In the system presented by Synolakis (1987), the free surface elevation is described as a 

function of horizontal distance and time:   

(3.17)  
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where J0 is a Bessel function of order 0 and F(k) is a function with the following form:  

(3.18)  
Φ k( ) = 2

3
kcosech αk( )eikX1  

To adapt this approach for calculation of GLOF overtopping, the assumption has 

been made that the theoretical runup height on a beach (with a continually increasing 

slope) can be converted to the momentum of the wave during runup and overtopping and 

can be used as a proxy variable to calculate overtopping. The setup has been altered 

slightly to represent a typical setup for a moraine-dammed lake (Figure 3.15). In the 

adapted setup, the slope of the beach (b) was replaced with the moraine slope on the 

lakeside face of the moraine, and the undisturbed water depth (d) was considered to be 

the still water depth near the moraine. The distance to the maximum wave (X0) was 

calculated by subtracting the distance between the avalanche impact and the maximum 

wave from the wave generation calculations (xm) from the total length of the lake. The 

theoretical tsunami runup height (Â) was calculated according to the runup law (equation 

3.16) assuming that the moraine slope continues with infinite height (preventing any 

overtopping). 
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Figure 3.15- Schematic diagram of tsunami runup setup adapted for calculating GLOF 
overtopping volumes at the terminal moraine 

 

The freeboard (f) of the lake-damming moraine is the key parameter (other than 

the wave characteristics) that controls the amount of overtopping. Using the theoretical 

runup height, a triangle can be drawn with the longest side (c) approximately following 

the free surface for the theoretical maximum runup and other the two sides extending 

from the moraine crest to the free surface (a) and from the moraine crest to the maximum 

runup point on the theoretical shoreline (b). The point where sides a and c of the triangle 

intersect was considered to be the free surface elevation directly above the initial 

shoreline position; equation 3.17 was integrated numerically (Matlab script is given in 

Appendix C) at h(0, tmax) to give the coordinates of this point. The area of this triangle 

can be used to represent the overtopping volume per unit length of the moraine crest (AO). 

The length of the moraine crest (l) was assumed to be equal to the width of the lake at the 
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terminal moraine. The equations for the length of each side of the right triangle and the 

total area representing the overtopping volume (AO) are given below.   

(3.19)  a = η − f( )2 + f
tanβ
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#
$

%

&
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(3.20)  b = ℜ−η( )2 + ℜ
tanβ
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(3.21)  c = ℜ− f
sinβ

 

 
(3.22)  Ao = p p− a( ) p− b( ) p− c( )  

where 

(3.23)  p = a+ b+ c
2

 

 

The total overtopping volume (VO) was calculated by multiplying the overtopping 

area (AO) by the length of the moraine crest (l):  

(3.24)  VO = AO ⋅ l  

 

The input parameters for the method presented above describe the lake and 

moraine geometries as well as the characteristics of the avalanche-generated wave. The 

parameters of the lake geometry were taken from the lake extent and bathymetry, and the 

moraine geometry was characterized from the bedrock topography. The wave 

characteristics used to calculate the overtopping volumes were determined according to 

the Heller et al. (2009) method described in this section. The values for all input 

parameters are given in Table 3.4.  
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Table 3.4- Input parameters for the calculation of overtopping volumes based on the 
adapted tsunami runup equations 

Still water depth near the moraine (d) 10 m 
Freeboard (f) 5 m 
Length of the moraine crest (l) 200 m  
Moraine slope (b) 30˚ 
Distance to maximum wave height (X1) From Heller and Hager (2009) equations  
Maximum wave height From Heller and Hager (2009) equations 

 

3.3 RESULTS 

3.3.1 Ground Penetrating Radar 

Common Midpoint Survey 

The two-way travel times were corrected based on the travel time for the initial 

airwave, resulting in values for t1 and t2 of 4.47 x 10-7 s and 4.7 x 10-7 s (corresponding to 

separation distances of 20 m and 30 m, respectively) as indicated in the wiggle traces 

shown in Figure 3.16. The resulting radar ice velocity is 154 x 106 m/s which is 

reasonable when compared with values reported in the literature; Woodward and Burke 

(2007) report a radar velocity of 150 x 106 m/s for temperate ice and 167 x 106 m/s for 

cold ice.  
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Figure 3.16- Wiggle traces for the CMP survey with the red dots indicating the travel 
times to the midpoint reflector 

 

GPR Transects 

In most of the GPR transects, the interface between the ice and bedrock was 

clearly visible. The GPR surveys showed an overdeepening in the bedrock near the 

glacier terminus that extends to the middle of the glacier tongue, indicating that the 

conditions are favorable for the growth of a glacial lake. The bedrock begins to slope 

upward near the transition from the ablation to accumulation zone, indicating that the 

glacial lake will likely be contained within the area that currently is the glacier tongue.  

Radargrams for all transects taken at Artesonraju are given in Appendix A. Figure 

3.17 shows the radargrams from the 2013 GPR survey with the UT system, indicating 

how the transects line up with common connecting points to produce a nearly continuous 
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line depicting the bedrock elevation (shown in Figure 3.18). To illustrate how the 

radargrams were interpreted to delineate the bedrock elevations, Figure 3.19 shows an 

example of a radargram from the 2012 GPR survey along with an annotated version of 

the same figure showing the interpretation of the bedrock location used to determine the 

ice thickness.   
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Figure 3.17- 2013 GPR transects measured with the UT GPR unit: top image shows the 
locations of the transects, and the bottom four images show the radargrams 
from these transects with the bedrock elevations at the common connecting 
points between transects indicated in red. Locations of these points are 
shown in the top figure (background image from Google, 2013).  
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Figure 3.18- Bedrock elevations delineated from the 2013 UT GPR transects shown in 
Figure 3.17 (background image from Google, 2013) 
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Figure 3.19- a) Z-scope radargram of a GPR transect from the July 2012 GPR survey at 
Artesonraju; b) the same radargram in a), annotated to show ice thicknesses 
and the location of the bedrock.  

 

The ice thicknesses, calculated from the bedrock picks of the radargrams shown 

in Appendix A, are mapped over an image of the glacier in Figure 3.20. These 

thicknesses were converted to bedrock elevations based on the glacier surface elevations 

measured by the GPR systems (Figure 3.21). The minimum measured ice thickness was 

approximately 11 m, and the maximum was approximately 175 m. The measured bedrock 

b) 

a) 
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elevations ranged from approximately 4634 m.a.s.l. to 4893 m.a.s.l. The RMSD of the 

difference in elevation for intersecting transects was 12.4 m, and this value was used to 

represent the uncertainty in the GPR measurements.  

 

 

Figure 3.20- Ice thicknesses measured from all GPR surveys at Artesonraju Glacier 
(background image from Google, 2013) 
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Figure 3.21- Bedrock elevations measured from all GPR surveys at Artesonraju Glacier 
(background image from Google, 2013) 

 

3.3.2 Mapping 3D Bedrock Topography and Projecting Future Lake Bathymetry 

Bedrock Interpolation 

The interpolated bedrock topographies (shown in Figures 3.22 and 3.23) followed 

roughly the same patterns as the bedrock elevations in the GPR transects, but the “topo to 

raster” interpolation was slightly smoother than the triscattered interpolation. There was 

also very little difference in the range of elevations for the interpolated bedrock 

topographies. Both interpolations resulted in a maximum bedrock elevation (for the 

interpolated area) of 5011-5012 m.a.s.l. The triscattered interpolation gave a minimum 

bedrock elevation (4636 m.a.s.l.) very nearly the same as the minimum measured 

elevation (4634 m.a.s.l., from Section 3.3.1). The “topo to raster” interpolation gave a 

slightly higher minimum bedrock elevation (4643 m.a.s.l.), most likely due to the 
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smoothing technique that creates hydrologically correct topographies. Most of the 

differences in elevation between the two bedrock topographies (Figure 3.24) were small, 

but there were a few areas where the differences were quite large. The RMSD between 

the two interpolated bedrock topographies was 4.8 m.  

 

 

Figure 3.22- Bedrock elevations interpolated from GPR data using the Triscattered 
Interpolation function in Matlab (background image from Google, 2013) 
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Figure 3.23- Bedrock elevations interpolated from GPR data using the "topo to raster" 
tool in ArcGIS (background image from Google, 2013) 
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Figure 3.24- Difference in elevation between the “topo to raster” interpolated bedrock 
topography and triscattered interpolated bedrock topography (background 
image from Google, 2013) 

 

Lake Depth and Volume Calculations  

The projected surface extent and water depths for the fully formed lake are shown 

for each of the two interpolation methods in Figures 3.25 and 3.26. The maximum depth 

and total lake volume for each lake definition are given in Table 3.5. The maximum 

depth for the lake delineated from the triscattered interpolation was higher than the 

maximum depth from the “topo to raster” interpolation, reflecting the lower minimum 

bedrock elevations in the “topo to raster” interpolated topography. This difference in 

maximum depth was relatively small ~5%. The difference in maximum depth was not 

reflected in the projected lake volumes, and the “topo to raster” interpolation resulted in a 
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projected lake volume that was ~15% higher than the volume from the triscattered 

interpolation. Averaging the projected volumes for each of the interpolation methods 

resulted in an estimated volume of 10.3 million m3 for the fully formed lake. A treatment 

of the uncertainties in the lake volume projections follows.  

 

 

Figure 3.25- Projected lake extent and bathymetry for a water surface elevation of 4720 
m.a.s.l. delineated according to bedrock elevations from the triscattered 
interpolation (background image from Google, 2013) 
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Figure 3.26- Projected lake extent and bathymetry for a water surface elevation of 4720 
m.a.s.l. delineated according to bedrock elevations from the “topo to raster” 
interpolation (background image from Google, 2013) 

 

Table 3.5- Maximum depth and total volume projections for the fully formed lake 

Interpolation 
Method 

Water Surface 
Elevation (m.a.s.l.) 

Maximum Depth (m) Projected Lake 
Volume (106 m3) 

Triscattered 4720 82.6 9.56 
Topo to Raster 4720 78.4 11.0 
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Uncertainty 

The calculations of uncertainty for the individual variables have been given with 

the results for each step of analysis and are summarized in Table 3.6. The ranges of 

uncertainty in the GPR measurements, elevations of the glacier boundary, and water 

surface elevation were used to calculate the range of uncertainty in the volume of the 

fully formed lake (Table 3.7). The uncertainty in the lake volume was considerable: 56% 

of the projected volume for the lower bound and 67% of the projected volume for the 

upper bound. It is possible that the volume of the fully formed lake could be anywhere 

from 4.5 million m3 to 17 million m3, but it is most likely that the actual volume (if the 

lake ever reaches its fullest extent) will be much closer to the projected value of 10.3 

million m3.  

 

Table 3.6- Summary of uncertainty values for intermediate calculations and input 
variables used to calculate the lake volume  

Variable Range of Uncertainty 
GPR Measurements* ± 12.4 m 
Aster GDEM* ± 17 m 
Ice Velocity ± 8% (corresponding to a maximum error 

in ice thickness of 14 m) 
Bedrock Interpolation ± 4.8 m 
Water Surface Elevation* 4712.8 m.a.s.l – 4729 m.a.s.l. (upper and 

lower bounds) 
* Variables used to calculated upper and lower bounds of the lake volume 

 

Table 3.7- Range of uncertainty in the projected volume of the fully formed lake 

Lower Bound (106 m3) Lake Volume (106 m3) Upper Bound (106 m3) 
4.5 10.3 17.3 
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3.3.4 Characterizing Avalanche-generated Waves and Potential Overtopping 

Avalanche 

Three avalanche sizes have been considered for estimating the potential 

magnitude of a GLOF generated from an avalanche falling into the lake. The minimum 

runout slope for each avalanche (calculated according to equation 3.5) is given in Table 

3.8. The minimum runout slopes for all avalanche sizes were less than the estimated 

average slope between the avalanche release point and the lake (25˚), so it can be 

assumed that all avalanches could reach the lake. The avalanche characteristics (apart 

from the volume, depth and density that are given in Table 3.3, Section 3.2.3) were 

approximated based on an avalanche originating at an elevation of approximately 5200 

m.a.s.l., following a direct path along the longitudinal axis of the lake. The vertical drop 

in elevation and average slope used to calculate the slide impact velocity were: Dzsc = 480 

m and a = 25˚. The resulting velocity of the avalanche as it enters the lake was Vs = 45 

m/s.  

 

Table 3.8- Average slope for maximum runout of the three avalanche scenario volumes  

Avalanche Size Avalanche Volume 
(106 m3) 

tana Average Slope for 
Maximum Runout 

Large 3 0.347 19˚ 
Medium 1 0.403 22˚ 
Small 0.5 0.439 24˚ 

 

Wave Generation 

Using the avalanche characteristics in Table 3.3 as input parameters results in 

significant wave heights for all three avalanche sizes (Table 3.9). The maximum wave 

heights ranged from approximately 20 m for the small scenario to approximately 46 m for 
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the large scenario. However, there remains a lot of unquantifiable uncertainty regarding 

the avalanche characteristics, and the maximum wave height was quite sensitive to the 

avalanche thickness. Table 3.10 gives the maximum wave heights for a range of 

avalanche thicknesses. For the large avalanche, a 50% reduction in the avalanche 

thickness (10 m) resulted in a 24% reduction in the maximum wave height, and reducing 

the thickness to 5 m resulted in a 43% reduction in the maximum wave height. Given the 

wide range of uncertainty in the avalanche characteristics, it may be possible for each 

avalanche size to generate any of the corresponding wave magnitudes given in Table 

3.10.   

 

Table 3.9- Characteristics of the maximum wave generated for each avalanche scenario 

Avalanche 
Size 

Maximum wave 
height, Hm (m) 

Distance to maximum 
wave height, xm (m) 

Period of maximum 
wave, Tm (s) 

Large 45.8 310.3 29.6 
Medium 33.4 255.0 24.3 
Small 19.8 183.5 17.5 

 

Table 3.10- Maximum wave heights for a range of avalanche thicknesses entering into 
the lake  

Avalanche 
Size 

RAMMS avalanche 
thickness (m) 

Hm, RAMMS 
thickness (m) 

Hm, 10 m 
thickness (m) 

Hm, 5 m 
thickness (m) 

Large 20 45.8 34.7 26.3 
Medium 15 33.4 28.4 21.6 
Small 6 19.8 24.2 15.0 (3 m 

thickness)** 
** 3 m avalanche thickness: Because the 5 m thickness was very close to the original avalanche thickness 
(6 m), a 3 m avalanche thickness was used to illustrate the effect of reducing the avalanche thickness for 
the small avalanche 
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Wave Overtopping 

Using the input parameters described in Section 3.2.3 (Table 3.4), the overtopping 

volumes have been calculated according to the analytical method adapted from tsunami 

runup equations; these overtopping volumes are shown in Table 3.11. The overtopping 

volumes ranged from approximately 1 million m3 for the large avalanche to 

approximately 130,000 m3 for the small avalanche. The difference in volume between the 

small and large avalanche scenarios was almost an order of magnitude; this difference is 

not surprising given that the difference in avalanche volumes was of comparable 

magnitude, and the 3D hydrodynamic simulations at Lake Palcacocha (Chapter 2) 

produced a similar range of overtopping volumes. The overtopping volumes calculated 

by this method can be very sensitive to the input parameters. To demonstrate this 

sensitivity, the input parameters (still water depth near the moraine, moraine slope, and 

freeboard) have been varied to show the range of volumes that may result if the input 

parameters are not precisely the initial values estimated for Artesonraju (Table 3.12). The 

still water depth and moraine slope seem to have much more of an impact on the 

overtopping volume than the freeboard. This is an interesting finding, as increasing 

freeboard is one of the most common mitigation alternatives for glacial lakes in Peru. 

Yet, these results must be interpreted carefully. This method for calculating overtopping 

volumes does not account for changes in slope of the terminal moraine (e.g. if the slope is 

higher above the water surface than for the subsurface portion of the moraine), and 

reinforced moraine structures are likely to have higher slopes than the natural slope of the 

moraine below the surface. These effects are discussed further in Section 3.4. 

Nonetheless, given all the uncertainties, the overtopping volumes calculated from the 

adapted tsunami wave equations are high enough to draw attention to the possible hazard 

of a GLOF originating from Artesonraju.  
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Table 3.11- Results of the runup and overtopping calculations at Artesonraju using the 
adapted tsunami runup equations of Synolakis (1987) and the input 
parameters in Table 3.4 

Avalanche 
Size 

Maximum 
wave height, 
Hm (m) 

Free surface 
elevation at x=0, 
h(0, tmax) (m) 

Theoretical 
runup height, 
Â (m) 

Total overtopping 
volume, VO (m3) 

Large 45.8 25.4 249.6 1.08 x 106  
Medium 33.4 17.2 168.2 4.86 x 105 
Small 19.7 8.9 87.0 1.27 x 105 

 

Table 3.12- Sensitivity of overtopping volume calculations to input parameters. Each 
parameter has been varied while maintaining the same values as in Table 3.4 
for all other parameters. For each parameter, the initial value (from Table 
3.4) is shown in bold.   

 
Large Avalanche Medium Avalanche Small Avalanche 

Still water depth 
5 m 3.04E+06 1.37E+06 3.60E+05 
10 m 1.08E+06 4.86E+05 1.27E+05 
15 m 5.88E+05 2.65E+05 6.91E+04 
20 m 3.82E+05 1.72E+05 4.49E+04 
30 m 2.09E+05 9.42E+04 2.45E+04 
40 m 1.36E+05 6.14E+04 1.60E+04 

Moraine slope 
 15˚ 4.99E+06 2.25E+06 5.92E+05 
30˚ 1.08E+06 4.86E+05 1.27E+05 
45˚ 3.62E+05 1.63E+05 4.24E+04 
60˚ 1.23E+05 5.54E+04 1.44E+04 

Freeboard 
5 m 1.08E+06 4.86E+05 1.27E+05 
10 m 1.06E+06 4.71E+05 1.19E+05 
15 m 1.03E+06 4.56E+05 1.11E+05 
20 m 1.01E+06 4.41E+05 1.04E+05 
25 m 9.89E+05 4.26E+05 9.60E+04 
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The volumes in Table 3.11 are high enough to be of concern, as volumes of 

similar magnitudes discharged from Lake Palcacocha resulted in inundation in the city of 

Huaraz according to hydrodynamic simulations of potential GLOF impacts (Somos-

Valenzuela et al., 2016). However, to provide a complete context for interpreting these 

results, several factors must be noted. First, until this method for calculating overtopping 

volumes can be further validated, these overtopping volumes should be considered as 

estimates and not precise values to be used for hazard mapping purposes. Second, the 

geometry of the emerging lake at the outlet may somewhat mitigate overtopping because 

the outlet is along the lateral moraine at an angle approximately perpendicular to the 

longitudinal axis of the lake. With avalanche-generated impulse waves, there is generally 

significant runup along the lateral moraines as well as the lake-damming terminal 

moraine. Therefore, it is still likely that significant overtopping will result from an 

avalanche-generated wave in the fully formed lake. However, because the momentum 

would not be carrying the wave in the direction of the lake outlet, it is likely that the 

overtopping would be less than what is indicated by the volumes in Table 3.11. Finally, 

no definite conclusions about downstream impacts can be made with the available 

information. All that can be said at the moment is that there is the potential for significant 

overtopping volumes from an avalanche entering the fully formed lake. Further studies 

are needed to determine if there is a potential hazard to populated areas in the Paron 

valley, but the results presented here indicate that the emerging lake could be prone to 

outburst floods when it reaches its fully formed state.  
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3.4 DISCUSSION 

Steps have been presented in this chapter for a progressive analysis of future 

conditions and hazard potential for emerging and growing glacial lakes, starting from 

field surveys of the glacier in its existing state and ending with calculations of potential 

GLOF scenarios based on bathymetric projections for the fully formed lake. While the 

use of GPR to observe ice thicknesses and bedrock topographies is not a new application, 

using the results of GPR for projections of future conditions with continued glacier 

retreat is an innovative concept. If climate change is to be viewed as a non-stationary 

process within GLOF hazard planning, it is time that hazard assessments and mitigation 

measures begin to consider future hazard conditions rather than exclusively assessing 

present conditions. The methods presented here show that it is a relatively 

straightforward process to go from GPR surveys to projections of future lake extent. With 

these future lake projections, it is possible to perform a simple GLOF hazard assessment 

in the same way it would be done if the lake were already fully formed.  

 

Uncertainty 

The methods for creating 3D bedrock topographies from GPR measurements have 

considerable uncertainty that is subsequently transmitted to the estimates of lake volume. 

Nonetheless, even uncertainty in the lake volume of up to 60-70% does not prevent a 

first-order assessment of the potential for an outburst flood from the emerging lake in its 

fully formed state. The uncertainties in the lake extent and bathymetry could be reduced 

with a more accurate, higher resolution DEM of the glacier surface and surrounding 

topography as well as more GPR transects that cover a larger portion of the glacier. 

Additionally, more precise GPS measurements in the GPR systems (such as a differential 

GPS incorporated into the GPR) could reduce uncertainties in the geographic coordinates 
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and especially in surface elevations used to determine the bedrock elevations. A more 

accurate surface topography would reduce the errors in the surface elevation of the edge 

of the glacier (used to constrain the interpolated bedrock topography) and in the elevation 

of the lake outlet. The elevation of the lake outlet is a parameter that has a significant 

impact on the lake volume, and reducing the uncertainty of this parameter would 

significantly reduce the uncertainty in the lake volume projections. However, the 

additional cost and time investment needed to reduce these uncertainties may not produce 

an equivalent return on investment. If interpolated bedrock topographies and the lake 

bathymetries linked to these elevations were used for more precise hydrodynamic models 

to produce official hazard maps or to evaluate specific mitigation alternatives (e.g. lake 

lowering scenarios), then it would be desirable to reduce the current uncertainties. 

However, errors within the existing range of uncertainty in the projections of lake depth 

and volume would not significantly affect the outcome (the potential range of 

overtopping volumes) and final conclusion of this work (that the fully formed lake may 

be prone to outburst floods).  

In addition to the uncertainty in the projected lake volumes, there are also 

considerable uncertainties in the steps of the GLOF process chain that have been 

analyzed in this chapter. These uncertainties come primarily from the input variables that 

are not precisely known, but there are also uncertainties in the assessment methods 

themselves. The former type of uncertainty is somewhat easier to quantify by looking at 

the sensitivity of the results to a possible range of input parameters (such as the results 

shown in Table 3.12 for the overtopping volume calculations). However, as the potential 

GLOF considered here is comprised of a complex chain of processes whose connections 

are not precisely known, a thorough assessment of how the uncertainty in each individual 

parameter influences the overall uncertainty is beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, 
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the uncertainty in the projected lake volumes is the only uncertainty estimate that is 

precisely stated. All other discussions of uncertainty are limited to qualitative 

assessments of the sensitivity of individual calculations to input parameters.  

 

Limitations 

There are a number of limitations with the methodology presented in this chapter 

that must be considered when interpreting the results. Beyond the uncertainties discussed 

above, the results of this assessment are limited by two factors: 1) the limitations of the 

methods, and 2) this analysis is restricted to the upper portion of the watershed and does 

not consider potential impacts below the emerging lake.  

The limitations of the methods presented in this chapter result from the simplified 

analysis approach that does not include numerical simulations. The avalanche parameters 

are very rough estimates, and the wave generation model can be quite sensitive to the 

avalanche characteristics, particularly the slide thickness and slide impact velocity. 

Without an avalanche simulation (that itself carries a considerable amount of uncertainty) 

and a more detailed analysis of avalanche release points, it is not possible to get any more 

precise estimates of these parameters. The method used here for representing wave 

generation by calculating maximum wave characteristics is an established method that 

has been applied to other studies of glacial lakes (e.g., Schneider et al., 2014; Baer et al., 

2016). Therefore, the limitations of the wave calculations are not discussed here.  

The primary limitation of the method for calculating overtopping volumes is that 

it has not been sufficiently validated to understand the errors and uncertainties. The 

foundational article on the tsunami runup equations (Synolakis, 1987) is one of the most 

recognized works in the tsunami literature, but the application of this approach to GLOF 
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hazard assessment is new, and the effects of these differences should be further analyzed 

before this approach can be applied for anything beyond a first-order assessment of the 

potential for a significant outburst flood. Specifically, this approach relies on tsunami 

equations based on a non-linear SWE approximation (Synolakis, 1987). It is reasonable 

to question whether or not these approximations are valid for glacial lakes where the 

distance traveled and differences in water depth between wave generation and runup are 

much less than for tsunamis. In addition, overtopping wave calculations do not account 

for changes in slope between the submerged portion of the moraine and the portion above 

water. For example, if an artificial dam is built with a higher slope above the water 

surface, and the moraine has a much gentler slope below the surface, this could result in 

errors in the runup calculations. The exact conditions of the lake’s geometry influence 

what effects this limitation may have. For example, if the slope of the submerged portion 

of the moraine is gentle enough, it may be accounted for in the still water depth near the 

moraine; in this case, the slope used as an input parameter for the overtopping volume 

calculation would be the slope of the upper portion of the moraine. This example 

resembles the case for the fully formed lake at Artesonraju and for Lake Palcacocha 

(overtopping calculations in Appendix B). However, there are other lakes in the 

Cordillera Blanca that do not have this type of gentle slope leading up to the terminal 

moraine but rather have a more bowl-like shape to the bedrock topography (e.g. the rock-

dammed Lake 513). It is unclear how well the method presented in this chapter could 

represent overtopping volumes for this type of lake. On the one hand, the submerged and 

above water slopes would likely be similar. On the other hand, the slopes for this type of 

lake could be high enough that the overtopping would be less like tsunami runup and 

more like a wave striking a vertical obstruction. Further assessment of the method 

presented here should be undertaken in lakes with a variety of bathymetric geometries. 
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This method appears to be promising in its ability to estimate overtopping volumes to 

within an order of magnitude (or less), but it should be used with caution until the 

validity of this method can be established for the application to GLOF hazard assessment.  

The final limitation is that this analysis has focused on the upper watershed and 

does not include any potential downstream impacts, not a trivial limitation. Downstream 

inundation depends highly on the topography of the terrain between the lake and 

populated areas. Although steep slopes are prevalent between Lake Paron and the city of 

Caraz, the series of glacial lakes that a GLOF must pass through before reaching 

downstream areas makes this problem a very complex one. There currently is insufficient 

information about how a flood would propagate through Lake Artesoncocha and Lake 

Paron to be able to say whether a hazard for the city of Caraz exists. The steep drop in 

elevation between the emerging lake at Artesonraju and Lake Artesoncocha could 

potentially add a lot of energy into the overtopping flow as it enters Lake Artesoncocha. 

Conversely, there is the potential for energy loss as the flood passes over the very flat 

terrain between Lake Artesoncocha and Lake Paron. Without a detailed assessment of the 

cascading GLOF through this series of glacial lakes, it is difficult to assess whether or not 

the freeboard at Lake Paron (usually ~ 20 m) could contain the flow; the discharge at 

Lake Paron is the key factor that would influence inundation further downstream and 

potential impacts to populated areas. With the available information and the results 

presented in this chapter, it is only possible to state that there is a significant potential for 

a substantial volume of water to be discharged from the emerging lake if glacier retreat 

continues and the lake is allowed to reach its fullest extent.  
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Implications and Broader Impact 

This work shows how field surveys can be used for projections of future hazard 

conditions so that decision-makers can have the information they need to take proactive 

steps towards addressing hazard before it becomes imminent. The methods presented in 

this chapter are intended to be simple enough that they can be useful analysis tools for 

local Peruvian institutions that are interested in evaluating potential GLOF hazards but do 

not have the resources to perform detailed simulations of the GLOF process chain. For 

this purpose, a first-order analysis (such as what has been presented in this chapter) is 

sufficient to determine if there might be a future hazard. This work only considers 

whether or not a significant outburst flood from the emerging lake is possible. As hazard 

involves the potential for an event to occur as well as the potential for the event in 

question to affect people or livelihoods, a complete watershed assessment is needed to 

determine if there may be any hazard for populated areas. If a potential hazard is 

identified, a more detailed analysis of the potential impacts of a GLOF is recommended 

before implementing mitigation works. The further analysis should include process chain 

simulations to assess the potential GLOF impacts for downstream populations.  

Simulating a hypothetical GLOF for a lake that is not yet formed is something 

that has never been done before. Peru’s approach to lake safety systems has traditionally 

been more reactive than proactive, and systems are typically designed for current rather 

than future lake conditions. However, the newly formed Glaciology Institute (INAIGEM, 

per the Spanish initials) has a vision for more proactive management of GLOF hazards, 

The methods presented here could advance their ability to assess future hazard 

conditions, thus enabling preemptive GLOF hazard management. For this type of 

anticipatory hazard assessment to be implemented at the regional level by the competent 

local agencies in Peru, methodologies are needed that are much simpler than the 
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prevailing approach that involves detailed simulations of each step in the GLOF process 

chain. The method for calculating overtopping volumes that was presented in this chapter 

is intended to meet this need for more simplified methodologies that can be broadly 

applied without too much difficulty. If this method can be adequately validated, it could 

prove to be a very useful tool for GLOF hazard assessment. This could enable Peruvian 

technical specialists working in INAIGEM to replicate the assessment performed at 

Artesonraju on a much broader geographic scale and assess many lakes without a 

significant investment of time and resources.  

For the present, the work presented here provides an evaluation of future 

conditions and outburst flood potential for the emerging lake at Artesonraju Glacier. The 

GPR surveys and bedrock interpolations show that the conditions at Artesonraju are 

favorable for lake growth. Furthermore, the results of simple models of potential GLOF 

scenarios indicate that it will be possible for the fully formed lake to produce a significant 

flood volume in the event of an avalanche falling into the lake. If it can be shown that an 

emerging lake has the potential to be dangerous in the future, perhaps it will encourage a 

progressive and forward-thinking mentality for adaptation and mitigation of climate 

change related hazards in Peru.  
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Chapter 4:  Climate Indices as a Tool for Climate-Resilient 
Infrastructure 

This chapter addresses the data needs for public investment projects (PIPs) to be 

able to effectively incorporate climate change into the analysis of risk and vulnerability 

of projects. The analysis of climate data presented here is intended to address Research 

Question #4. This chapter is meant to serve as a proof of concept to show how scientific 

studies (if they are oriented towards the development needs of a local population) can be 

used to inform public investment project decisions and designs to make them more 

climate-resilient. This chapter explores the types of data analyses needed to improve 

understanding of the localized behavior of climate change and how to synthesize the 

results into information or conclusions that may be useful to PIP formulators. The work 

presented here is not meant to be a definitive climate change analysis but rather as a 

launching point to explore the possibility of developing standard analyses of climate data 

for irrigation projects in the Sierra Ancash.  

 

Research Question #4: How can the gap between science and policy in the context of 

climate change and adaptation in Ancash be breached by simplifying methodologies for 

vulnerability analysis without losing validity of results? 

 

Methods of analysis of climate data related to agriculture or irrigation projects are 

presented as a case study demonstrating the types of analyses that could be used for PIP 

proposals. This chapter presents analysis of precipitation data in ways that might affect 

crop productivity with an emphasis on the variability of precipitation in the rainy season. 

Potential applications of this type of analysis include assessing the supply and demand 
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for agricultural projects. In regions such as the Sierra of Ancash that rely heavily on 

rainfall to meet crop water requirements, intermittent droughts can have a large effect on 

crop productivity (Bodner at al., 2015). Agricultural water demand is very closely linked 

with precipitation, and periods of time when rainfall is less than expected result in 

increased irrigation demand to make up for the shortfall in precipitation. Sanabria et al. 

(2014) investigated the potential impacts of climate change on crop production in the 

Cusco and Apurimac Departments in Southern Peru and determined that there may be 

increased risk of crop failure, earlier harvest dates and shorter growing seasons in the 

future; however, they concluded that there is a need for better understanding of changes 

in precipitation patterns to be able to effectively evaluate adaptation options. Climate-

resilient agricultural projects should have mechanisms in place (through project design) 

that give them the flexibility to adapt to a range of potential weather and climate 

conditions. Information on the range of potential conditions is needed for fully-informed 

design decisions that consider this added level of flexibility. For example, if an 

agricultural project is implemented in an area that is seeing increasingly common dry 

spells during the rainy season, then the project design should incorporate irrigation 

infrastructure that can supplement the water from precipitation in the absence of rain; this 

type of option is especially important if the project only intends for crops to be cultivated 

in the rainy season, and water storage for irrigation use during the dry season would not 

typically be considered as part of the project. The operation and management plan for the 

project should also include contingency plans for irregularities in climate conditions that 

might occur so that operators know how to use the infrastructure to compensate for 

weather anomalies.  

Lack of in-situ data is a problem that must addressed for most projects or studies 

in developing countries. The Peruvian government allows project formulators to use data 
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on people’s perceptions of climate change and vulnerability as a substitute for measured 

data (MEF, 2015), but there are currently no protocols for how to incorporate perceptions 

of climate change into a vulnerability analysis for a project. In addition, there has been 

very little analysis of the accuracy of the qualitative information gathered from local 

populations as compared to quantitative measurements of climate variables (Vergara 

Rodriguez, 2011); this type of comparison is needed to be able to gauge the efficacy of 

using perceptions of climate change in lieu of gauged data in cases of the absence of the 

latter. With this in mind, the analysis in this chapter is oriented towards comparisons of 

historical gauged data with results from a study of perceptions undertaken in several 

communities of the Sierra Ancash (Vergara Rodriguez, 2011; 2015).  

The data analysis presented here uses precipitation data, although similar analyses 

could be performed with temperature data. This work focuses on precipitation data for 

two reasons: 1) water is the primary resource or input for irrigation projects and 2) 

precipitation variability and trends have not been well characterized for the Sierra 

Ancash. Additionally, longer records of daily precipitation data were available, whereas 

temperature data for periods longer than 20 years could not be obtained for this study; a 

minimum of 30 years of data are needed for any meaningful analysis of trends. Finally, 

the results of the study of perceptions of change were much more heterogeneous for 

precipitation related variables than for temperature, making an analysis of corresponding 

climate data much more interesting. The study of perceptions showed somewhat 

conclusively that the population has perceived an increase in temperature, and it would 

not be difficult to show that trend in the data if they were available; however, the 

perceptions of changes in precipitation and reliability of the rainy season were much 

more mixed. Vergara Rodriguez (2011) hypothesizes that the heterogeneity in 

perceptions of changes in precipitation reflects a highly variable system. This is a theory 
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that merits further investigation, and a thorough analysis of the variabilities in the 

precipitation data could either prove or disprove this hypothesis.  

The concept of climate indices involves analysis of climate data to determine 

thresholds at which projects could be impacted (critical values for climate variables) and 

to quantify probabilities or how often those thresholds might be surpassed. This concept 

could be applied to temperature and precipitation data as well as a number of secondary 

climate variables. Of especial interest to the agricultural sector are changes in the 

variability of precipitation and changes in the rainy season (delays in the onset, duration, 

reliability of rainfall, etc.), thus motivating the focus on precipitation data in this chapter. 

The analysis of trends in the precipitation data should also provide information about 

how climate change has impacted precipitation patterns. It is necessary to have this type 

of fundamental understanding of the relationship between climate change and 

precipitation (that is still not very well understood from a climatological perspective) 

before assessing secondary impacts of climate change that could influence the 

vulnerability of PIPs (such as streamflow and irrigation demand). Because atmospheric 

circulation models and principles of physical climatology are not yet able to predict 

precipitation patterns and variability with the level of certainty (or lack of uncertainty) 

needed for long-term planning and climate change vulnerability assessment, statistical 

analysis of historical data is needed to gain a better understanding of climatic trends, 

variability and uncertainty. This approach of using historic conditions and variability to 

characterize the range of probable future conditions is similar to the use of historical 

streamflow data for flood frequency analysis in the field of stochastic hydrology. 

Characterizing variability in climatic variables is a first step towards estimating future 

uncertainty of those same variables. PIP proposals can then use the knowledge of 

uncertainty to create more resilient and sustainable projects.  
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Background information is presented in Section 4.1, including previous work on 

climate and drought indices and information about the study area and data. The 

methodological framework, developed to address the research question presented above, 

is outlined in Section 4.2. The results of the data analysis are presented in Section 4.3, 

and a discussion of the implications of these results, possible next steps in the 

development of specific climate indices, and possible applications to PIPs follows in 

Section 4.4.  

 

4.1 BACKGROUND 

4.1.1 Climate and Climate Change in the Sierra Ancash 

The climate in the Sierra Ancash is primarily driven by tropical atmospheric 

circulation patterns with easterly trade winds carrying moisture across the mountains 

from the Atlantic Ocean and Amazon River Basin (Aceituno, 1987; Garreaud, 2009). 

Because of the orographic lifting that occurs when the easterly winds reach the 

mountains, the eastern side of the mountains in Ancash is typically wetter than the 

western side, and the precipitation decreases in the westward direction (Garreaud, 2009; 

Espinoza Villar et al., 2009). The seasons in the Sierra Ancash are the rainy season and 

dry season. The rainy season is caused by the proximity of the Intertropical Convergence 

Zone around December – March, and the dry season (June – August) corresponds to 

austral winter (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002; Garreaud, 2009). There are several months of 

transition between the rainy and dry seasons (September – November and April – May) 

that have intermittent precipitation. The temperature in the Sierra Ancash is highly 

correlated to elevation. Microclimates in the Sierra Ancash are often delineated by 

altitudinal zones, and many crops only grow in specific elevation bands owing to the 
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climatic characteristics that are needed for optimal growth. In the tropical high 

mountains, the combination of low atmospheric density and high incoming solar radiation 

causes high diurnal variability in temperature with diurnal temperature swings that can 

exceed the range of seasonal variability (Kaser and Osmaston, 2002). Temperature can 

also be linked to precipitation to a certain degree, as cloud cover can influence the levels 

of incoming and outgoing radiation. During the rainy season, cloud cover can moderate 

temperature variability. Daytime cloud cover limits the daily maximum temperatures, and 

nighttime cloud cover limits the loss of heat through outgoing longwave radiation. 

Because of this effect, if there is a delay in the onset of the rainy season, the lack of cloud 

cover can result in higher daytime temperatures and more frequent frosts during the 

transition months (due to clear nighttime skies that can cause lower than normal 

nighttime temperatures). Therefore, a better understating of precipitation variability can 

also enhance understanding of potential variability in temperatures.  

The interannual climate variability in the Sierra Ancash is heavily influenced by 

the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle. Still, the impacts of El Niño and La Niña 

events on precipitation in the Sierra Ancash are not very well understood. El Niño, the 

warm phase of ENSO, causes a weakening of the easterly trade winds. In El Niño years, 

temperatures in the Sierra Ancash are generally warmer, and more of the moisture that 

causes precipitation originates from the Pacific than in normal years (Lavado-Casimiro 

and Espinoza, 2014; Garreaud, 2009). The cold phase of ENSO, La Niña, is characterized 

by stronger easterly trade winds that accentuate the typical atmospheric circulation 

patterns. In the Sierra Ancash, La Niña typically causes colder than normal temperatures 

(Lavado-Casimiro and Espinoza, 2014). The effects of both phases of the ENSO cycle on 

precipitation are highly spatially variable, and the mechanisms that cause increases or 

decreases in precipitation in El Niño or La Niña years are not well understood. It is 
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possible that climate change is influencing the magnitude of El Niño events. An 

increasing trend in ENSO amplitude has been observed, but it is uncertain whether this 

trend should be attributed to climate change or natural variations (Christensen et al., 

2013). There is a high degree of uncertainty about the impacts of climate change on the 

frequency of future ENSO events (Christensen et al., 2013).  

In recent history, a general warming trend has been observed in the Andes with an 

increase of around 0.1 °C per decade since 1939 and greater rates of increase in recent 

decades (about 0.33 °C per decade since 1975) (Vuille and Bradley, 2000). Most global 

circulation models (GCMs) predict an increase in temperature for the Andes, but the 

magnitude varies with the model. The GCM projections for increase in temperature in the 

Peruvian Andes are given in Table 4.1. In general, the projected increase in temperature 

is more pronounced in the winter than in the summer months. The regional climate model 

(RCM) of Urrutia and Vuille (2009) projects that the greatest high-elevation warming in 

the tropical Andes will be in the Cordillera Blanca, and these temperature increases may 

be several degrees greater than the GCM projections.  

 

Table 4.1- Predicted increases in temperature relative to 1986-2005 for the Peruvian 
Andes based on the 50th percentile results of the medium-low RCP4.5 and 
high RCP8.5 emissions scenarios (IPCC, 2013: Annex I) 

Years RCP4.5 increase for 
June, July and 
August  
(austral winter)  

RCP4.5 increase for 
December, January 
and February 
(austral summer)  

RCP8.5 increase for 
June, July and 
August  
(austral winter)  

RCP8.5 increase for 
December, January 
and February 
(austral summer)  

2016-2035 0.5-1 ˚C 0.5-1 ˚C 0.5-1.5 ˚C 0.5-1 ˚C 
2046-2065 1.5-2 ˚C 1-1.5 ˚C 2-3 ˚C 1.5-3 ˚C 
2081-2100 2-3 ˚C 1.5-2 ˚C 3-5 ˚C 3-4 ˚C 
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Predicted changes in precipitation are much more uncertain, but the ensemble 

prediction based on the medium-low emissions scenario (RCP4.5) is a 0-10% increase in 

precipitation in the Andes; the highest emissions scenario (RCP8.5) projects a 0-20% 

increase in precipitation (IPCC, 2103: Annex I). GCM predictions also indicate that 

seasonal variability in precipitation will be enhanced with increased precipitation in the 

wet season and decreased precipitation in the dry season (Vuille et al., 2008), and this 

projection is confirmed in the RCM for the tropical Andes (Urrutia and Vuille, 2009). 

There are very few long-term records of in-situ data recorded in the Cordillera Blanca, 

and for this reason the only analyses looking at trends have been done at the regional 

scale and not for local sites (e.g., Espinoza Villar et al., 2009; Vuille and Bradley, 2000).  

A few studies have looked at gridded data products in the tropical Andes (e.g., 

Mourre et al., 2016; Condom et al., 2011b; Hofer et al., 2010). This region has a high 

level of spatial variability in climate due to the extremely variable topography (Espinoza 

Villar et al., 2009), and because of this, most studies have concluded that large-scale 

gridded datasets do not adequately represent the local weather patterns without 

correction. Hofer et al. (2010) proposed a statistical downscaling method for correcting 

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data based on in-situ observations at Artesonraju Glacier. 

Condom et al. (2011b) compared TRMM precipitation data to in-situ weather station data 

and concluded that TRMM underestimates precipitation in the rainy season and 

overestimates it in the dry season; they therefore proposed a correction algorithm for the 

use of TRMM data at high elevations in the Peruvian Andes. Mourre et al. (2016) 

assessed several precipitation datasets for potential use in glacio-hydrologic models, 

investigating the effectiveness of the type of product and spatial resolution for 

reproducing precipitation patterns during one hydrologic year. Mourre et al. (2016) 

compared Kriging-interpolated in-situ data with TRMM and results from a WRF regional 
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climate model. They concluded that while none of these produces precipitation estimates 

with the level of accuracy at the time scales needed for glacio-hydrological models, the 

coarse-gridded products could be useful as indicators of the spatial patterns of variability.  

The Peruvian government has recognized the importance of climate change and 

the potential consequences of climate change impacts. As a result, the Ministry of 

Economy and Finances (MEF) now requires that all PIP proposals consider climate 

change in the project’s vulnerability assessment (MEF, 2016). Yet, this is very difficult 

given the limited local information on climate change, sparse historical climate records 

and uncertainty in climate change impacts. To compensate for the lack of in-situ data, the 

MEF allows for local perceptions of climate change to be used in lieu of gauged data. 

However, this policy was put in place without considering the accuracy and usefulness of 

data on local perceptions of change. Studies on the local population’s perceptions of 

climate change (Vergara Rodriguez, 2011; 2015) are used in this chapter as a point of 

comparison with the climate data analysis to assess the accuracy of perceptions of change 

as they relate to PIPs.  

 

4.1.2 Climate and Drought Indices in the Literature 

The use of climate indices to quantify shifts or trends in meteorological variables 

due to climate change is not a new concept, and discussions of climate indicators are 

intertwined with the discussion about climate change itself. A number of groups have 

developed specific indicators for a variety of climate variables (e.g., ETCCDI, 2009; 

Peterson et al., 2001). The CCI/CLIVAR/JCOM Expert Team on Climate Change Indices 

from the World Climate Research Programme (ETCCDI) has identified 27 core indices 
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of climate extremes looking at various aspects of temperature and precipitation data 

(ETCCDI, 2009). A list of these indices is given in Appendix D.  

 

Temperature Indices 

Of the ETCCDI temperature indices, the index that seems to be most readily 

applicable to agriculture projects in the Cordillera Blanca is the number of frost days. 

Other potentially useful temperature indices in the context of PIPs in the Sierra Ancash 

are the monthly maximum and minimum temperatures, the daily temperature range, the 

percentage of days when the minimum temperature is less than the 10th percentile and 

percentage of days when the daily maximum temperature is greater than the 90th 

percentile (compared to a baseline period of 1961-1990). The first three indices are 

indicators of normal temperature variability, and the latter two indices are indicators of 

changes in the frequency of temperature extremes. Peterson et al. (2001) suggest 10 key 

indices to monitor climatic extremes at a global scale (also presented in Appendix D), 

and most of the indicators in this list also appear on the ETCCDI list.  

 

Precipitation & Drought Indices  

Because this dissertation is principally about water security, the analysis of 

climate data in this chapter focuses exclusively on precipitation. The Sierra Ancash 

region has regular precipitation patterns (i.e., a rainy season and a dry season with rain 

more common in the afternoons and evenings than in the morning), but there can be a lot 

of variability within the typical patterns. For instance, the start of the rainy season and the 

amount of rainfall during the rainy season can vary from year to year. Because of the 

seasonal nature of precipitation, drought takes on a different meaning in the region than 
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many other places in the world. It is normal for there to be little to no precipitation in the 

months of June, July and August, and the streamflow typically decreases accordingly 

(although there is some amount of baseflow in many streams and rivers supplied by 

groundwater and glacial melt). Therefore, lack of rain in the dry season should not be 

considered a drought. In the context of agricultural projects, problems arise when the 

typical precipitation patterns break down and rain fails to come at the normal times of 

year.  

There are numerous definitions of drought, and many depend on the application 

and geographic region. Drought typically describes conditions when precipitation is less 

than normal, with the shortfall in precipitation resulting in water shortages that fail to 

meet the local needs. Wilhite and Glantz (1985) have divided drought definitions into 

four categories: meteorological, agricultural, hydrological, and socio-economic. 

Meteorological droughts are defined based on precipitation deficits and are linked 

exclusively to the amount of rainfall, and the latter three drought categories are related to 

the impacts of precipitation shortfalls. Agricultural droughts relate precipitation deficits 

to impacts on soil moisture and crop productivity. Hydrological droughts are typically 

defined over longer timescales and describe effects on streamflow and groundwater. 

Socio-economic drought definitions link droughts with their impacts on human societies; 

droughts may be considered much more significant if they affect vulnerable populations 

and have lasting economic impacts that continue beyond the time of the shortfall in water 

availability. In the context of precipitation data analysis for agricultural PIPs, 

meteorological and agricultural droughts are most relevant. The precipitation data 

analysis in this chapter is meant to be a precursor to a region-specific definition of 

drought for the Sierra Ancash. The subsequent paragraphs present a review of 
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precipitation climate indices and the most common drought indices with discussions of 

their potential applicability to the Sierra Ancash.  

Agricultural projects can be affected by both too much and too little rainfall. Of 

the precipitation related indices presented in Appendix D, the ones most likely to be 

applicable to agricultural projects are related to rainfall intensities and dry spells. The 

indices related to intensity include the monthly maximum 1-day precipitation, the simple 

daily intensity index and the annual count of days when the precipitation exceeds nn mm. 

The threshold nn for the latter index should be determined based on what intensities are 

considered normal for a particular area and what level of daily precipitation is likely to 

cause significant damage; because of the spatial heterogeneity of weather and climate 

patterns, it is best to determine this threshold at the local scale (for each microclimate). In 

the 27 ETCCDI core indices, the only precipitation index related to insufficient rainfall is 

the maximum length of dry spell. This can be useful in the Sierra Ancash because 

significant periods of time without rain can affect crops (in the absence of irrigation to 

compensate for precipitation deficits), but the usefulness is limited because this index 

does not distinguish between dry season and rainy season. More significant in the Sierra 

Ancash are aberrations from normal precipitation behavior, particularly dry spells that 

occur during the wet season. The maximum length of dry spell index will most likely be 

dominated by dry periods in the dry season, but dry spells in the rainy season are more 

significant for agricultural projects because farmers more often rely on rain to water their 

crops in the rainy season. There is a need to develop indicators of drought or dry spells 

that are specific to the Sierra Ancash region.  

Heim (2002) describes the evolution of drought indices from simplified 

definitions based on precipitation data (that have limited links to hydrologic impacts) to 

more complex calculations involving water balance, soil moisture, streamflow, vegetation 
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cover, and other impacts of precipitation deficits. Indices based on precipitation data can 

be useful, as they are the simplest to calculate, but many of the early precipitation-based 

definitions of drought were not sufficiently validated against historic climate conditions. 

There has been very little study on the links between precipitation, dry spells and 

agricultural and hydrologic impacts in the Sierra Ancash. Therefore, the best approach to 

a drought index for the Sierra Ancash may be to study historic climate patterns, including 

typical dry spells, to determine precipitation thresholds that can be considered abnormally 

dry.  

The most widely used drought index in the United States is the Palmer Drought 

Index, also known as the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDI or PDSI) (Palmer, 1965). 

The PDI uses a water balance approach for an algorithm that calculates theoretical soil 

moisture conditions, and the index typically has a lag between meteorological drought 

and hydrologic drought (Heim, 2002). The PDI works best at longer time scales and can 

identify droughts of durations of several months or more but is not as good at indicating 

droughts lasting on the order of weeks (Hayes, 2016). The Percent of Normal index is a 

simple means of comparing rainfall to normal conditions and can be useful for assessing 

drought in a single region or an individual season; it is calculated by comparing the 

measured precipitation in a given year, month or season to the normal precipitation as a 

percentage of the 30-year mean (Hayes, 2016). The Standardized Precipitation Index 

(SPI) calculates a probability for measured precipitation using frequency distributions 

and then converts the cumulative probabilities to a standardized scale using an inverse 

normal distribution (McKee et al., 1993). Although it does not use standardized 

precipitation in its calculation, the SPI is based on the concept of standardized 

precipitation, which is the precipitation with the mean subtracted and divided by the 

standard deviation (mean and standard deviation are calculated for the given time of year) 
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(McKee et al., 1993). Precipitation deciles are another simple way to quantify drought, 

an approach used by the government of Australia to determine when to supply aid to 

farmers (Gibbs and Maher, 1967). The use of deciles as a drought index involves 

grouping monthly precipitation into deciles (levels of non-exceedance in groups of 10%). 

When the 3-month cumulative precipitation is in the first or second decile (levels not 

exceeded more than 20% of the time), drought conditions exist, with severe droughts 

being defined as 3-month totals in the first decile (Wilhite and Glantz, 1985). Other 

common drought indicators include the Crop Moisture Index (CMI) that assesses short-

term crop conditions (Palmer, 1968); the Surface Water Supply Index (SWSI), a 

supplement to the PDI for mountainous regions, particularly regions with snowpack 

(Shafer and Dezman, 1982); and the Reclamation Drought Index (RDI) that calculates 

drought at a basin level with snowpack, streamflow and reservoir levels as inputs in 

addition to climate data (Hayes, 2016).  

Of the major drought indices, the SPI (McKee et al., 1993, 1995) is one of the 

indices that could most easily be applied in the Sierra Ancash because it only requires 

precipitation data as an input. The SPI is generally calculated using monthly precipitation 

data and can be assessed for a range of time scales. The user-defined time scale (period of 

i months) is the period of time for which historical data are used to determine a 

precipitation deficit or surfeit, and this is done by calculating a running average for the 

previous i months before calculating the cumulative probability of the time-averaged 

rainfall. An inverse normal distribution (mean 0, standard deviation 1) is then applied to 

the standardized precipitation value, resulting in the value of the SPI for a given month. 

Thus, the monthly precipitation averaged over the period corresponding to the time scale 

determined by the user is compared to normal values for the given time of year and 

converted to an easily comparable scale. The thresholds for defining a drought and its 
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severity depend on the application, but in general SPI values between -1 and -1.99 

indicate mild to severe droughts, and values less than -2 correspond to extreme droughts. 

The periods of time that would be defined as a drought changes with the time scale, and 

for longer time scales, droughts tend to be less frequent and of longer duration (McKee et 

al., 1993). Guttman (1999) gives some recommendations on standard procedure for 

calculating the SPI, including using the Pearson Type III distribution for calculating the 

cumulative probability and a maximum time scale of 24 months. Guttman (1999) also 

concludes that the SPI is less reliable for small sample sizes. There is a wide variety of 

existing drought indices, many tailored to a specific application, type of drought, or 

location. None of the drought indices are universally applicable. The unique climate and 

patterns of variability of the Sierra Ancash require a region-specific drought index, but 

the precipitation patterns of the region must first be characterized so that the drought 

index can adequately quantify departures from the normal.  

 

4.1.3 Data and Study Area 

The analyses presented in this chapter are meant to illustrate the concept of 

climate data analysis and were therefore calculated for precipitation data at one weather 

station. These analyses could be repeated at other weather stations where a sufficiently 

long record (30+ years) of daily data is available. The data used for this study were the 

data used in Vergara Rodriguez (2011) and were provided to Vergara Rodriguez by the 

Servicio Nacional de Meteorología y Hidrología del Perú (SENAHMI). The weather 

station data were collected at Cachicadan, located at an elevation of 2890 amsl in the 

Region of La Libertad, just north of Ancash in the Santa River basin (see Figure 4.1). 

Daily precipitation data from the weather station at Chachicadan were available from 
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September 1963 through December 2010 with data gaps from May 1982 – December 

1984 and in February 2004. There are also daily precipitation data for similar time 

periods available from weather stations located at Mollepata (2580 msl) and Sihuas (3375 

msl), and it would be possible to repeat the data analysis in this chapter with the data 

from these stations.  

Data availability in Peru is a critical problem that should be addressed at the 

regional level in order to facilitate analysis of climate and weather patterns and trends. 

These types of studies are essential to the analysis of vulnerability of PIPs to climate 

change. The data available for this work were limited to the data used in the 

climatological analysis in Vergara Rodriguez (2011); therefore all of the weather stations 

with available data are located near the Campesina Community of Conchucos where the 

local surveys, interviews and workshops were undertaken. The climate data analysis of 

Vergara Rodriguez (2011) focuses primarily on measures of central tendency to 

characterize the climate and the application of the SPI (calculated annually) to identify 

abnormally dry or wet years. This work is not meant to repeat the analysis in Vergara 

Rodriguez (2011) but rather to build upon that work, particularly in the areas of analysis 

of variability and extreme events.  
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Figure 4.1- Map showing the locations of the weather stations and studies of perceptions 
of change in Vergara Rodriguez (2011, 2015) 

 

The results of the study of perceptions of climate change from Vergara Rodriguez 

(2011, 2015) that are relevant to this work are presented in Appendix E. The people’s 

perceptions of changes in temperature, precipitation quantity, and precipitation intensity 

were documented from interviews in the Campesina Community of Conchucos, the 

district of Aquia (headwaters of the Pativilca River basin), the subbasin of the Rio Negro 

(tributary to the Santa River), the Waraq Commonwealth (the Auqui and Paria 

catchments in the Cordillera Blanca as well as the towns of Santa Cruz and Wilcacocha 

in the Cordillera Negra), and the Yanamayo Commonwealth (the Yanamayo River is a 

tributary to Marañon River and part of the greater Amazon Basin). The general trends 
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observed were an increase in temperature (Table E.1, observed by 91% of all people 

surveyed), a decrease in the amount of rainfall (Table E.2, observed by 73% of all people 

surveyed), and a decrease in rainfall intensity (Table E.3, observed by 52% of all people 

surveyed). Additionally, perceptions of changes in seasonality for the rainy and dry 

seasons (Table E.5 and E.6, respectively) were recorded for Aquia, Rio Negro, Waraq, 

and Yanamayo. The most common observation about the rainy season is that the 

seasonality is out of sync compared to patterns 30 years ago (observed by 51% of all 

people surveyed), and the most common response about the dry season is that it is longer 

than it was 30 years ago (observed by 46% of all people surveyed). The responses to 

changes in rainfall intensity and seasonality were more varied than the other variables 

that people were questioned about; this may be an indication of greater uncertainty or 

variability in rainfall intensity and seasonal precipitation patterns. Nonetheless, very few 

people (less than 4%) have observed a longer rainy season or a shorter dry season, 

implying that if there have been changes in seasonality, they are more likely to be have a 

tendency towards drier conditions.  

Regarding perceptions of droughts, the people of Aquia, Rio Negro, Waraq, and 

Yanamayo were questioned about how they define droughts. This was an interesting 

exercise concerning the wide-ranging definitions of drought, and while the responses 

were varied, most were related to precipitation shortfalls or generally dry conditions of 

the land. The responses are shown in Table E.7 (Appendix E). The survey participants in 

Conchucos were questioned about the occurrence of droughts, and the majority (81%) 

have observed increased frequency and intensity of droughts compared with 20 years 

ago; this is greater than the percentage of participants who have observed a decrease in 

the quantity of precipitation, implying that the timing of precipitation (as well as the 

quantity) influences droughts.  
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4.2 METHODS 

In context of the USAID steps for climate-resilient development presented in the 

introduction, this chapter focuses on the following stages: (1) scope and (2) assess, as 

well as the preliminary phase of analysis of climate trends and projections (phase 0) that 

was proposed in the introduction as an addition to the climate-resilient development 

protocol proposed by USAID.  

Research Question #4 is related to linking scientific knowledge to policy and 

decision-making, and this will be discussed in Section 4.4. However, to guide the 

methodological framework in this chapter, it seems expedient to propose a research 

question and hypotheses related to precipitation patterns. The most important aspect of 

precipitation patterns for the agricultural sector is the regularity and quantity of rain in the 

rainy season. Therefore, the research question formulated for this chapter is:  

 

Research Question #5: Have the character and reliability of the rainy season changed in 

recent decades? 

 

The work presented in this chapter is oriented towards answering this research question 

about changes in the precipitation patterns in the rainy season. To answer this question, 

data analysis should include assessment of intensities, heteroscedasticity, dry periods in 

the rainy season, and the start and end dates of the rainy season. Both climate (long-term 

trends and patterns) and weather (short-term conditions) are considered in this chapter. 

Based on qualitative observations of the local population (summarized in Section 4.1.3), 

the following working hypotheses have been formulated:  

 
Hypothesis #1: The amount of precipitation in the rainy season has decreased over the 
period of record for precipitation data (1963-2010).  
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Hypothesis #2: Variability in precipitation has increased for all months of the year.  
 
Hypothesis #3: The start of the rainy season has been delayed in recent years compared 
to several decades earlier.  
 
Hypothesis #4: Dry spells during the rainy season and transition months leading into the 
rainy season have become more frequent and of longer duration in recent years.  
 
Hypothesis #5: Rainfall intensities have decreased in recent years compared to several 
decades earlier.  

 

The methodology for precipitation data analysis used in this chapter was 

developed with the following key aspects in mind:  

• Typical precipitation patterns  

• Trends 

• Changes in variability and seasonality 

• Dry spells  

• Rainfall intensities 

Section 4.2.1 addresses the climatology of Cachicadan (the location of the 

weather station where the data analyzed in this chapter were collected). Section 4.2.2 

presents methods to evaluate the data for trends and variability in the seasonal 

precipitation patterns. Section 4.2.3 describes ways to evaluate the data for variables that 

may be indicators of droughts and precipitation intensities. The methods presented in this 

chapter are intended to illustrate climate data analysis procedures that can be used to 

better understand the climate as well as patterns of climate change of a region. 

Characterization of climate and climate change patterns is fundamental knowledge that is 

a prerequisite to developing climate indices to quantify potential future climate trends and 

variability.  
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4.2.1 Seasonal Precipitation Patterns 

Seasonal precipitation patterns (what can be considered typical for each season or 

month of the year) are analyzed with group statistics calculated on monthly precipitation 

totals for the period of record (1963-2010). The mean and standard deviation were 

calculated to get an idea of “normal precipitation” for each month and what may be a 

normal amount of variability; trends in these variables are assessed separately in Section 

4.2.2. In addition, the monthly precipitation data were converted into a box plot, a non-

parametric analysis of central tendency and variability for each month that is less affected 

by outliers. Box plots show the monthly median, interquartile range, range of variability 

(values within 1 step of the interquartile range, where a step is defined as 1.5 times the 

interquartile range), and outliers (more than 1 step beyond the interquartile range). 

Frequency histograms of total precipitation for each month were calculated to show what 

values of monthly precipitation within the range of variability are most common.  

 

4.2.2 Trends and Shifts in Seasonality 

Regarding changes in precipitation patterns, two topics must be addressed: trends 

and heteroscedasticity. Analysis of trends assesses whether there is an upward or 

downward tendency in precipitation; or, on the contrary, no trend implies that there is no 

tendency towards change in the magnitude of precipitation. If there are trends detected, 

the direction of the trend can give an indication if climate change is generally providing 

more or less rainfall in a given season. Trends detected in the rainy season or dry season 

can indicate whether the typical seasonal rainfall patterns are enhanced or diminished. 

Trends detected in the transition months can possibly be indicators of the regularity of the 

onsets of the rainy and dry seasons and if there have been any changes in these seasonal 

transitions. Another possible indicator of the reliability of the seasonal precipitation 
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pattern is heteroscedasticity. Homoscedasticity means that there is no change in the 

variability of the variable of interest (in this case, precipitation), and the converse, 

heteroscedasticity, signifies that the variance is not constant. Analysis of the time 

dependence of the variance of precipitation can give an idea of both the normal amount 

of variability and whether or not variability has increased or decreased.  

To look at trends in precipitation and changes in seasonality, two key questions 

must be answered:  

1) Has precipitation increased, decreased or stayed relatively consistent for 

each month of the year? 

2) Has the variability of precipitation for each month remained constant, 

increased, or decreased (i.e., is precipitation for each month 

homoscedastic or heteroscedastic)?  

 

Trends in the monthly precipitation data were analyzed with two different 

methods. The Mann-Kendall test was run at the 5% significance level on the time series 

of precipitation totals for each month; the result is either acceptance or rejection of the 

null hypothesis of no trend in a month as well as values for Kendall’s S statistic (positive 

values signify increasing trends and negative values signify decreasing trends) and the p-

value that indicates the probability of the resulting S statistic if the null hypothesis is true 

(lower p-values indicate that a trend is more likely). The S statistic for each month was 

also used in the seasonal Kendall test to calculate an overall S value for the whole year 

according to the method outlined in Helsel and Hirsch (1992). The seasonal Kendall test 

served to determine if there is an overall trend in precipitation (if the annual total 

precipitation has an increasing or decreasing tendency). The Mann-Kendall test is a non-

parametric test that is a simple greater than/less than comparison between a given value 
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and subsequent data points, and this test is not affected by the magnitude of precipitation. 

The argument can be made that the magnitude is important for detecting trends; if higher 

monthly precipitation is more common with climate change, the increase in magnitude 

implies an increasing trend. To account for the magnitudes in monthly precipitation 

trends, a 10-year moving average was calculated for each month (the mean monthly 

precipitation calculated over moving windows of 10 years each). To determine if there is 

a trend in the 10-year moving averages, the Mann-Kendall test was run on the 10-year 

moving average precipitation with a 5% significance level.  

The data were analyzed for heteroscedasticity with the 10-year moving standard 

deviation; this was calculated in the same way as the moving averages, with the standard 

deviation calculated on the data for each 10-year window. Trends were detected in the 

10-year moving standard deviation with the monthly Mann-Kendall test at a 5% 

significance level. Any trend detected in the moving standard deviation implies that the 

data for that month are heteroscedastic, but of interest here are primarily the months with 

increasing standard deviations. An increasing standard deviation indicates that there is 

more variability now than 20-50 years prior, and this can be considered a metric of 

decreasing reliability; an increasing standard deviation means that the amount of 

precipitation for that month is less predictable than it used to be.   

To assess the reliability of the rainy season, a quantitative metric for the start of 

the rainy season must first be defined. Although it is common to qualitatively discuss 

when the rainy season starts, few researchers have looked at the start of the rainy season 

in a quantitative way. If you ask the average person in the Sierra Ancash when the rainy 

season starts (this is a question I am constantly asking people), some will say September, 

more will say October or November, some will say December, and a few will even say 

January (this answer is more common with people living in the drier Cordillera Negra). 
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There is a similar variability in responses to the question of when the rainy season ends. 

In general, September – November and April – May are considered transition months, 

and the months of December – March are more reliably part of the rainy season. 

However, the date of onset of persistent, reliable precipitation can be highly variable 

from year to year. Before analyzing the variability in the start of the rainy season, the 

question must be asked: How do we quantitatively define the start of the rainy season? 

Very much tied up with this question is: what factors should be considered in defining the 

rainy season dates? The most important factors to consider for the start date of the rainy 

season are the amount of precipitation and the number of days with rain. To facilitate 

analysis of rainy season precipitation, the water year is defined in this dissertation as 

September – August.  The simplest way to define the start of the rainy season is to look at 

accumulated precipitation: once a certain threshold of total precipitation for the water 

year has been reached, the rainy season has officially started. Another way to define the 

start of the rainy season is to look at a combination of the accumulated precipitation and a 

minimum number of consecutive days without rain. This type of definition would have to 

be determined retroactively, thus making it slightly more complex to evaluate in the 

context of water planning and management. The minimum number of consecutive dry 

days should be based on historic rainfall patterns, and the prior analysis needed to 

determine this threshold could be quite complex. In this dissertation, the first method for 

defining the start of the rainy season (accumulated precipitation threshold) is applied.  

The next question is how to determine the threshold for accumulated precipitation 

that can be used to define the start of the rainy season. A clear place to start is to look at 

the mean and median precipitation for each of the three transition months (September – 

November). The mean and median values for each month are given in Table 4.2 (Section 

4.3.1). The sum of the mean and median precipitation values for September – November 
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were used as a starting point to determine possible thresholds for accumulated 

precipitation to define the start of the rainy season. To look at the effect of varying this 

threshold on the rainy season start date, thresholds of 100 mm, 150 mm, and 200 mm 

were chosen to define three different start dates for each year. The mean and median start 

date was calculated for each threshold to facilitate comparison between the different 

accumulated precipitation thresholds, and the standard deviation of the start date was 

calculated for each threshold to characterize the amount of variability typically seen in 

the initiation of the rainy season. Trend analysis on the start date of the rainy season was 

performed with the Mann-Kendall test (5% significance level) applied to the dates 

calculated with all three thresholds. Detection of a positive trend would imply a tendency 

towards a delayed start of the rainy season in later years, and a negative trend would 

indicate that the rainy season has started earlier in more recent years.  

The analysis of trends and changes in seasonality presented in this section 

provides a foundation for assessing climate change impacts on precipitation and assessing 

the reliability of precipitation in the rainy season, the time of year when agricultural 

workers are most dependent on reliable rainfall to water their crops. This analysis also 

presents first steps towards quantifying future uncertainty that can be used to propose 

potential ranges of precipitation values for each month that should be considered when 

assessing supply and demand for an agricultural project.   

 

4.2.3 Climate Extremes: Dry Periods and Rainfall Intensities 

The methods in this section focus on data analysis related to droughts and extreme 

precipitation events. Developing a regional drought index goes beyond the scope of this 

work, but the analysis of variables related to droughts presented here can be considered a 
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precursor to a drought index. The primary variable of interest related to droughts is the 

number of dry days. A dry day is defined as a calendar day in which no measurable 

precipitation is recorded. The precipitation data used in this chapter has some daily 

rainfall records of trace amounts of rainfall (too little to be measured accurately), and 

those data points were converted to 0 mm of rainfall for the purpose of data analysis. The 

number of dry days for each month in the dataset were calculated and plotted as a 

function of time. The time series of dry days/month was analyzed for trends to determine 

if dry days are becoming more or less frequent with time. The Mann-Kendall test for 

trends (at a 5% significance level) was performed on the time series for each month of the 

number of dry days. Additionally, the 10-year moving average of dry days/month was 

calculated for each monthly time series. Finally, to assess the variability over time, the 

10-year moving standard deviation of the number of dry days/month was calculated for 

each monthly time series. Trends in the 10-year moving standard deviation of dry 

days/month were detected by the Mann-Kendall test at the 5% significance level.  

In addition to the absolute number of dry days in each month, the length of each 

dry spell (consecutive dry days) was calculated. The water year was divided into three 

seasons: (Season 1) September – December, (Season 2) January – April, and (Season 3) 

May – August. These seasonal delineations are not completely aligned with the rainy, dry 

and transition months defined in Section 4.1.1; however, this definition of three seasons 

was selected to have seasons of equal duration that roughly align with the transition 

months (Season 1), the rainy months (Season 2), and the dry months (Season 3). The 

maximum number of dry days in each season was plotted as a function of time. The 

assessment of the maximum number of consecutive dry days by season was necessary 

because the seasonal nature of rainfall means that longer dry spells are more common in 

the dry season (Season 3) than in other seasons. If the maximum number of consecutive 
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dry days per year were calculated, then the results would be dominated by the dry season, 

thus concealing important information about the length of dry spells in the transition 

months and the rainy season. Complications in the calculation of maximum seasonal dry 

spells arise when dry spells span multiple seasons, as they often do. If the longest dry 

spell in a given season is continued into the next season, it is most accurate to reflect that 

dry spell in both seasons; showing the dry spell only in the latter season would 

incorrectly imply that the preceding season was wetter than it actually was. At the same 

time, to consider the magnitude of the dry spell duration, it is important that the total 

number of days in the dry spell be reflected in the data. Therefore, for dry spells that 

spanned multiple seasons, the final count at the end of the first season is considered in the 

maximum number of consecutive dry days for that season. For the subsequent season, the 

count of consecutive dry days is added to the final count from the preceding season (the 

count for the season that the dry spell extends into is carried over from the previous 

season).  

The full Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) was not calculated for the 

precipitation data at Cachicadan because it would require a thorough analysis of 

precipitation distributions at various time scales, something that was beyond the scope of 

this work. Yet, the standardized precipitation (that forms a conceptual basis for the SPI) 

was calculated to give an idea of the range of standardized precipitation values. The 

standardized precipitation (SP in the equation below) is the monthly total (for the specific 

month and year) minus the mean for that month divided by the standard deviation for that 

month; the mean and standard deviation for each month are calculated over the entire 

period of record (Section 4.2.1). The standardized precipitation plotted as a time series 

shows both the general dispersion of SP values and periods of time with consecutive 

months that were abnormally wet or abnormally dry.  The mean and median values of the 
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SP were calculated to determine if the central tendency is more or less than 0 (mean and 

median of 0 would be expected for a normal distribution).   

                          SPij =
Pij −Pj
σ j

SPij =  standardized precipitation for year i and month j
Pij =  monthly precipitation for year i and month j

Pj =mean precipitation for month j
σ j = standard deviation of precipitation for month j

 

 

The final assessment of climate extremes relates to rainfall intensities and whether 

higher intensity events are more or less common than they used to be. It was not possible 

to do a full analysis of extreme precipitation events due to the frequency of the data. 

Because the duration of a storm is as important as the total amount of precipitation, 

hourly data would be needed to do a probability analysis of extreme precipitation events 

and their magnitudes (e.g., the magnitude of a 100-year storm) as well as analysis of the 

impact of climate change on the magnitude and frequency of extreme precipitation 

events. Therefore, the analysis presented here is limited to analysis of daily precipitation 

totals. The data were divided into two time periods; Period 1 (1964-1989) represents 

historic intensity distributions and Period 2 (1990-2010) represents changes (if there are 

any) in intensity distributions. For each of the two time periods, the data of total daily 

precipitation for all wet days (days with measurable precipitation) in each month were 

selected. The cumulative distributions for each month were determined by ordering the 

daily precipitation values from smallest to largest and calculating the Weibull plotting 

position (Helsel and Hirsch, 2002) for each data point. The exceedance probabilities were 

calculated by using the same Weibull plotting positions on the data ordered from largest 

to smallest. For each time period, the cumulative probabilities and exceedance 
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probabilities were plotted as functions of daily precipitation amount for each month of 

the year. Finally, the Simple Daily Intensity Index (SDII), the total precipitation on wet 

days divided by the number of wet days, was calculated by month for each time period. 

The SDII is one of the 27 core climate indices defined by ETCCDI (Appendix D). The 

SDII values for each month facilitated comparison of rainfall intensities between Period 1 

and Period 2.  

Although the methods of data analysis presented in this chapter do not arrive at a 

completed drought index that could be used in the Sierra Ancash, they do provide the 

foundation for a better understanding of patterns of dry spells that is a necessary 

precursor to the development of a drought index. Additional steps that could be taken to 

develop a drought index for this region are discussed in the section on future work in the 

Conclusions chapter (Section 5.4.3). This work also begins to investigate precipitation 

intensity, but extreme rainfall events and their relationship with floods are complex 

enough that the scope of this work does not allow for a thorough flood frequency 

analysis. Nonetheless, the frequency histograms of daily precipitation intensities could be 

used to assess the impact of heavy rainfall on crops. This could be done by determining 

the field capacity for the location of a potential project and comparing the capacity of the 

soil to retain water to the amount of precipitation in a day (or several consecutive days). 

When the precipitation greatly exceeds the field capacity, then concerns may be raised 

about too much rainfall having negative impacts; in this case, measures to protect crops 

from oversaturated soil (such as raised beds and swales that promote infiltration) could be 

considered to reduce vulnerability of the crops to extreme rainfall events. The methods 

presented in this section are intended as a first step towards developing simple analysis 

tools for PIP formulators to consider extreme events related to precipitation (deficits or 

excess precipitation).  
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4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 Seasonal Precipitation Patterns 

The seasonal precipitation patterns, analyzed through measures of central 

tendency and dispersion, can be considered as a characterization of the local climate. The 

monthly mean, median and standard deviation of precipitation for each month are given 

in Table 4.2, and the mean and standard deviation (as error bars) are plotted in Figure 4.2. 

The box plot shown in Figure 4.3 plots the mean, interquartile range, and outliers. As 

expected, the rainy season months have the highest mean and median precipitation; 

March generally has the highest precipitation, followed by February and January. July is 

the month with the lowest precipitation, but June and August also have very low 

precipitation; this is consistent with the categorization of June – August as dry season 

months. The transition months (September – November and April – May) typically have 

precipitation levels between the central tendency values for the rainy and dry seasons. 

However, it must be pointed out that precipitation in April is very similar to December 

precipitation (mean, median and standard deviation all have less than 10% difference 

between the two months). The similar precipitation characteristics for December and 

April imply that they should be considered to be part of the same season; either 

December should be considered a transition month, or April part of the rainy season. If 

the seasonal definitions are changed to include April in the rainy season, the rainy season 

(Dec – Apr) precipitation accounts for approximately 75% of the annual total; the dry 

season (Jun – Aug) accounts for approximately 3%, and the transition months (Sep – 

Nov, Apr – May) account for approximately 22% of the total annual precipitation.  

Regarding the variability in precipitation, the standard deviation is higher in the 

months with higher mean precipitation values, signifying more absolute variability in the 

rainy season than in the dry season. The variability may be better understood in relation 
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to the amount of precipitation in each month. Therefore, the standard deviation is also 

presented as a percentage of the mean in Table 4.2. In the dry season months, the 

standard deviation exceeds the mean, and the difference is most significant for the month 

of June when the standard deviation is nearly twice as much as the mean. The rainy 

season months still have a relatively high variability, but the standard deviation is 

generally around 60% (or less) of the mean. According to the box plot in Figure 4.3, there 

is a wider range of variability in precipitation for values greater than the median, 

indicating that it is more common to get precipitation values much higher than the 

median than to have much lower values. This effect is partly influenced by the lower 

limit for precipitation (it is not possible to have precipitation values less than 0), but the 

pattern is also present for rainy season months that had no monthly precipitation values of 

0 (January – March). All outliers are on the upper end of the spectrum (high precipitation 

levels), and outliers are most frequent in the dry season months; the higher frequency of 

outliers in the dry season may be due in part to the fact that the median for those months 

is so low that any significant precipitation is an outlier. The variability is high for all 

months (no month has a standard deviation less than 54% of the mean), and the major 

implication of this is that there is a high level of uncertainty in total monthly 

precipitation. For long-term planning purposes, the range of potential precipitation values 

for each season should be taken into account.   
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Table 4.2- Mean, median, standard deviation and relative standard deviation (presented as 
a percentage of the mean) of precipitation at Cachicadan for each month 

 Mean 
(mm) 

Median 
(mm) 

Standard 
Deviation (mm) 

Relative Standard 
Deviation (% of the mean) 

January 135.2 120.9 81.2 60.1 
February 155.9 131.4 92.0 59.0 
March 180.0 176.8 98.6 54.8 
April 106.1 104.3 65.0 61.2 
May 33.7 32.8 24.5 72.8 
June 15.0 7.9 26.2 174.6 
July 6.9 3.1 9.5 136.6 
August 8.1 4.7 10.2 125.8 
September 27.7 17.6 27.7 100.0 
October 69.1 56.3 47.4 68.6 
November 63.0 51.8 45.4 72.1 
December 96.4 95.0 61.5 63.8 

 

 

Figure 4.2- Mean and standard deviation (shown as error bars) of monthly precipitation  
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Figure 4.3- Boxplot showing central tendency and dispersion of monthly precipitation 
values. The red line in the center of each box indicates the median, the box 
delimits the interquartile range, and the whiskers represent the values within 
1 step of the interquartile range (1 step = 1.5 times the interquartile range). 
Outliers (more than 1 step beyond the interquartile range) are denoted by red 
+ signs.  

The distributions of monthly precipitation are presented in frequency histograms 

for each month (Figure 4.4). The months of June – September are heavily positively 

skewed with the low monthly precipitation values occurring most frequently. The 

transition months of October – November and April – May have a more even distribution 

for values up to about 60% of the maximum, and the higher values of monthly 

precipitation are much less frequent. The frequencies in the rainy season months of 

January – March appear to be a little more evenly distributed, but the highest values are 

still less frequent. There is a lot of variability in the distribution patterns from month to 
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month, and there does not seem to be a standard pdf distribution that would describe the 

distribution for all months.  
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Figure 4.4- Frequency histograms of monthly precipitation at Chachicadan (1964-2010)
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5.3.2 Trends and Shifts in Seasonality 

Trends and Heteroscedasticity 

The time series of monthly precipitation for each month are shown in Figure 4.5 

along with the 10-year moving averages and moving standard deviations. In addition, the 

colors in Figure 4.5 indicate the results of the trend analyses. The results of the Mann-

Kendall tests for trends are presented in Tables 4.3-4.5. For the Mann-Kendall test on the 

original time series data (not the 10-year moving averages), only the months of July and 

August showed trends, and both trends were decreasing. This test is a non-parametric test 

that does not account for magnitudes of precipitation and only indicates if subsequent 

values tend to be more or less than preceding values. When magnitudes were considered 

(with the 10-year moving averages), increasing trends were detected for the months of 

February, April and November, and a decreasing trend was detected for precipitation in 

September in addition to the decreasing trends detected for July and August (further 

confirmation of the trends detected with the original time series data).  

According to the results of the trend tests the only months with decreases in 

precipitation were dry season months (July and August) and September. The decreasing 

trends for July and August imply that the seasonality of the dry season may be more 

enhanced than it used to be (a drier dry season or more frequent years with little to no 

precipitation). The moving standard deviation for the dry season months had no trend for 

June and July and a decreasing trend in August. This implies that in conjunction with 

decreasing precipitation in the dry season, the variability is also decreasing; less 

variability with a decreasing mean signifies that there have been fewer occasions with 

abnormally high precipitation in recent years. There have been several years with 

measurable precipitation (up to 150 mm in June and almost 40 mm in July and August), 
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and many of the years with higher dry season precipitation occurred before 1990; this 

implies that it has never been abnormal to have some amount of precipitation in the dry 

season. While significant precipitation in the dry season may still be an outlier, it is most 

likely not due to climate change. There have been many years with no precipitation in the 

dry season months, and dry season precipitation is not reliable enough to supply crops 

with their water requirement without irrigation. Some people consider September as part 

of the end of the dry season rather than the beginning of the transition to the rainy season, 

and the decreasing trend for September may mean that it is has more dry seasonal 

characteristics than it used to. The decreasing trend for September could also be 

interpreted as a delay in the onset of the rainy season. The decreasing trend in the moving 

standard deviation for September indicates that the amount of precipitation for that month 

is less variable than it used to be. So, not only has the amount of precipitation in 

September decreased, but years when precipitation in September differs significantly 

from the mean are less frequent as well. In particular, deviations from the norm on the 

upper end have been less frequent in recent years, meaning that if that trend holds true in 

the future, the probability of high precipitation in September is decreasing.  

Although they were not detected in the original time series, increasing trends were 

detected with the 10-year moving averages for the months of February, April and 

November. All three of these months are either transition or rainy season months, and 

from October – May, no month had a decreasing trend detected. Although there is not 

enough information to draw definitive conclusions about changes in the seasonality and 

reliability of the rainy season from these results, it may be said that rainy season 

precipitation is not decreasing; if anything, it may be increasing. Additionally, with the 

exception of September (that had a decreasing trend), none of the transition months had 

decreasing precipitation. From these results, it is not possible to completely disprove the 
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hypothesis that the start of the rainy season has been delayed in recent years, but the 

validity of this hypothesis can be called into question. If the rainy season were delayed, 

then this change would most likely be reflected in the data with a decrease in the 

precipitation during the transition months of October – November.  

In the analysis of variability to determine if monthly precipitation is 

homoscedastic or heteroscedastic, increasing trends in the moving standard deviation 

were detected for January, February, March, May, and November (indicating an increase 

in variability). Decreasing trends were detected in the moving standard deviation for the 

months of August and September (indicating heteroscedasticity but decreasing 

variability), and no trends were detected for April, June, July, October and December 

(indicating homoscedasticity in monthly precipitation for those months). All of the 

months with increasing variability are rainy season or transition months, and the three 

months with the highest average precipitation (January – March) all had increasing 

variability. The heteroscedasticity in many of the rainy season and transition months may 

be an indicator that the rainy season is less reliable than it used to be; there may be more 

years with more precipitation, but there also may be more years with significantly less 

rainfall than normal during these months. Increasing variability means that the range of 

possible rainy season precipitation levels is widening, making the task of planning for all 

possible outcomes in PIP proposals potentially more difficult. This also means that 

projects would have to plan for both scenarios of higher than normal precipitation and 

precipitation deficits. The results in Section 4.3.3 are also related to the implications of 

increased variability in rainy season precipitation, and further discussion is reserved for 

Section 4.4 after all results have been presented.  
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Figure 4.5- Time series plots of monthly precipitation at Cachicadan, 10-year moving average, and the 10-year moving 

standard deviation. Different colors are used to indicate the results of the Mann-Kendall tests for trends. 
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Table 4.3- Results of the Mann-Kendall test for trends on the original time series data of 
monthly precipitation 

 H* p-value S 
January 0 0.6317 50 
February 0 0.4396 80 
March 0 0.8988 14 
April 0 0.2141 128 
May 0 0.8874 15 
June 0 0.4184 -81 
July 1 0.0096 -257 
August 1 0.0016 -313 
September 0 0.2251 -125 
October 0 0.3316 -97 
November 0 0.8833 -16 
December 0 0.5313 65 
Seasonal Kendall Test 0 0.063 -537 
* H = 0 indicates failure to reject the null hypothesis (no trend), H = 1 
indicates rejection of the null hypothesis (a trend was detected) 
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Table 4.4- Results of the Mann-Kendall test for trends on the 10-year moving average 
values for monthly precipitation at Cachicadan 

 H* p-value S 
January 0 0.3615 68 
February 1+ 0.0229 168 
March 0 0.236 88 
April 1+ 0.0185 174 
May 0 0.4432 55 
June 0 0.6292 -35 
July 1- 2.47E-05 -298 
August 1- 3.78E-09 -416 
September 1- 6.61E-04 -251 
October 0 0.3942 -61 
November 1+ 0.0283 162 
December 0 0.1238 114 
* H = 0 indicates failure to reject the null hypothesis (no trend), H = 1 
indicates rejection of the null hypothesis (a trend was detected) 
+ Positive trend detected 
- Negative trend detected 
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Table 4.5- Results of the Mann-Kendall test for trends on the 10-year moving standard 
deviation values for monthly precipitation at Cachicadan. Positive trends 
indicate increasing variability, and negative trends indicate a decrease in 
variability.  

 H* p-value S 
January 1+ 6.82E-10 454 
February 1+ 1.45E-04 280 
March 1+ 0.0137 182 
April 0 0.8169 -18 
May 1+ 0.0309 153 
June 0 0.8424 15 
July 0 0.8203 -17 
August 1- 0.0152 -172 
September 1- 5.37E-07 -369 
October 0 0.7764 -21 
November 1+ 1.89E-12 518 
December 0 0.0744 132 
* H = 0 indicates failure to reject the null hypothesis (no trend), H = 1 
indicates rejection of the null hypothesis (a trend was detected) 
+ Positive trend detected 
- Negative trend detected 

 

Start of the Rainy Season  

The start of the rainy season has been defined in this chapter as the date on which 

the cumulative precipitation for the water year (September 1 – August 31) first exceeds a 

certain threshold. Before calculating the rainy season start dates for a range of threshold 

levels, the accumulated precipitation for each water year was plotted as a function of the 

number of days since the start of the water year (Figure 4.6). This cumulative 

precipitation plot gives an idea of the range of values of accumulated precipitation that 

have been recorded for any given day of the year. The values of accumulated 

precipitation on August 31 are the totals for each water year. Because the purpose of the 
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figure is to illustrate the range of accumulated precipitation values, the years that 

correspond to each measurement are not indicated.  

Figure 4.6- Accumulated precipitation from the start of the water year (September 1) for 
all years with data recorded at Cachicadan.  
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and median tend to converge as the threshold increases. The mean start date for the 150 

mm threshold (Dec. 6) is 20 days later than for the 100 mm threshold (Nov. 16), and the 

mean start date for the 200 mm threshold (Dec. 16) is one month (30 days) later than the 

mean 100 mm start date. The difference between median start date for the 150 mm 

threshold and 100 mm threshold is 22 days, and the difference in median start dates 

between the 200 mm and 100 mm thresholds is 37 days. The 200 mm threshold for the 

start of the rainy season appears to be too high because there were several years for which 

this threshold was never reached (implying that there was no rainy season in those years). 

Although there were some abnormally dry years for which this type of index may not be 

appropriate (e.g., water years between 1988-89 and 1992-93), this method for defining 

the start of the rainy season appears to be a reasonable approach for most years. It has the 

advantage of being simple and easy to apply, and it does not need to be evaluated 

retroactively (as an additional criterion about minimum consecutive dry days would).  
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Figure 4.7- Rainy season start date for all water years that have recorded data at 
Cachicadan, calculated according to three different accumulated 
precipitation thresholds 
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mean values for September – November (159.69 mm). However, the argument can be 

made that the median is a more appropriate indicator because it is a non-parametric 

measure of central tendency (less affected by outliers). The sum of the median values for 

September – November is 125.65 mm. To evaluate the difference between using the 

mean to determine the threshold (corresponding to the 150 mm threshold) and using the 

median precipitation in transition months (corresponding to the 125 mm threshold), the 

rainy season start date for each year was determined for both the 125 mm and 150 mm 

thresholds, shown in Figure 4.8.  

Figure 4.8- Rainy season start date at Cachicadan for accumulated precipitation 
thresholds of 125 mm and 150 mm (corresponding to the median and mean 
precipitation, respectively, for September – November) 
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Finally, to determine if there is a trend in the start date of the rainy season, the 

Mann-Kendall test for trends was run for the start dates calculated according to each of 

the accumulated precipitation thresholds. Results of the trend tests are presented in Table 

4.7. There was no trend detected except at the 100 mm threshold, and even the trend of 

increasing (later) rainy season start dates detected for the 100 m threshold is a weak trend 

that would not be detected at the 1% significance level. These results indicate that there 

has not been a trend towards delay in the start of the rainy season. This conclusion is 

consistent with the analysis of trends in monthly precipitation that did not show a 

decreasing trend for most transition months.  

 

Table 4.7- Results of the Mann-Kendall test for trends on the start date of the rainy 
season 

Threshold H p-value S z 
100 mm 1 0.0431 201 2.0229 
125 mm 0 0.2287 120 1.2036 
150 mm 0 0.1078 160 1.6082 
200 mm 0 0.157 127 1.4152 
* H = 0 indicates failure to reject the null hypothesis (no trend), H = 1 
indicates rejection of the null hypothesis (a trend was detected) 

 

4.3.3 Climate Extremes: Dry Periods and Rainfall Intensities 

This section explores data analysis related to extreme precipitation events, 

droughts and heavy rainfall. The character of droughts in the Sierra Ancash is explored 

through the number of dry days in each month (Figure 4.9) and the number of 

consecutive dry days (i.e., the length of dry spells, calculated seasonally in Figure 4.10). 
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The daily rainfall intensities are explored through frequency histograms of daily 

precipitation totals for two time periods (Figure 4.12).  

 

Dry Periods 

The number of dry days per month (shown in Figure 4.9) was assessed for trends 

to determine if the number of dry days in a specific month is increasing. An increasing 

trend may be an indicator of more frequent droughts. The months of May, July, August, 

and October showed strong increasing trends in the number of dry days per month that 

were detected in both the original time series data and with the 10-year moving averages 

(results of the Mann-Kendall tests are shown in Table 4.8 and 4.9). The trend analysis on 

the 10-year moving average (Table 4.9) shows increasing trends for the months of 

January, June, September, November and December in addition to the months for which 

an increasing trend was detected with the original data. There was no change in the 

number of dry days/month for February, March, and April. No negative trends were 

detected for either the original data or the moving average of dry days/month (all months 

had either no trend or an increasing trend); this is an indicator that number of wet days 

has not increased for any season, and some seasons (particularly the dry season) seem to 

be increasingly drier.  
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Figure 4.9- Time series of the number of dry days per month at Cachicadan along with values of the 10-year moving average 

and the 10-year moving standard deviation
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The moving standard deviation is a means of assessing the data for 

homoscedasticity, and the results of the trend tests on the moving standard deviation 

(Table 4.10) represent a range of trends, both positive and negative. Increasing trends 

(increasing variability) were detected for January, March, and December (all rainy season 

months). Decreasing trends were detected for April, May, September, and October (all 

transition months). No trend was detected for February, June, July, August, and 

November. In the dry season months, the number of dry days appears to be increasing, 

but the variability is relatively constant; the dry season is getting drier and more 

consistently dry. The transition months of May and October seem to have the most 

significant changes, increasing trends in the number of dry days as well as decreasing 

variability. The decreasing variability is an indicator of decreasing uncertainty in the 

more frequent dry days during those months. Although the number of dry days could be 

considered an indicator of the reliability of the rainy season, it is difficult to draw any 

conclusions about the number of dry days in the rainy season months. It may be said that 

the increased variability in December, January and March is an indicator that the 

uncertainty (or unpredictability) in the number of dry days in the rainy season is 

increasing. This would imply that projects should have the ability to compensate for more 

frequent days without rain (e.g., through irrigation), but these measures may not be 

necessary in all years. Increased variability in the number of dry days during the rainy 

season may make more difficult the task of cost benefit analysis for alternatives to reduce 

vulnerability to precipitation deficits.  
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Table 4.8- Results of the Mann-Kendall test for trends on the original time series data of 
monthly precipitation 

 H p-value S 
January 0 0.4281 82 
February 0 0.9766 4 
March 0 0.8449 21 
April 0 0.1345 154 
May 1+ 0.0452 199 
June 0 0.0784 175 
July 1+ 0.002 307 
August 1+ 8.34E-05 390 
September 0 0.0504 201 
October 1+ 0.0312 214 
November 0 0.3681 93 
December 0 0.2524 118 
* H = 0 indicates failure to reject the null hypothesis (no trend), H = 1 
indicates rejection of the null hypothesis (a trend was detected) 
+ Positive trend detected 
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Table 4.9- Results of the Mann-Kendall test for trends on the 10-year moving standard 
average values for number of dry days/month at Cachicadan.  

 H p S 
January 1+ 2.62E-04 269 
February 0 0.25 -85 
March 0 0.31 76 
April 0 0.07 134 
May 1+ 0.002 219 
June 1+ 4.59E-05 288 
July 1+ 3.45E-10 443 
August 1+ 6.67E-13 507 
September 1+ 1.22E-04 283 
October 1+ 5.30E-04 245 
November 1+ 0.0086 194 
December 1+ 0.0033 217 
* H = 0 indicates failure to reject the null hypothesis (no trend), H = 1 
indicates rejection of the null hypothesis (a trend was detected) 
+ Positive trend detected 
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Table 4.10- Results of the Mann-Kendall test for trends on the 10-year moving standard 
deviation values for monthly precipitation at Cachicadan. Positive trends 
indicate increasing variability, and negative trends indicate a decrease in 
variability. 

 H p S 
January 1+ 4.34E-09 432 
February 0 0.7853 21 
March 1+ 1.78E-05 316 
April 1- 0.0041 -212 
May 1- 1.11E-06 -344 
June 0 0.3634 -65 
July 0 0.371 -64 
August 0 0.0938 -119 
September 1- 0.0255 -165 
October 1- 0.003 -210 
November 0 0.1271 113 
December 1+ 0.0246 166 
* H = 0 indicates failure to reject the null hypothesis (no trend), H = 1 
indicates rejection of the null hypothesis (a trend was detected) 
+ Positive trend detected 
- Negative trend detected 

 

Perhaps more useful than the absolute number of dry days/month is the length of 

dry spells. The number of consecutive dry days in each season is plotted in Figure 4.10 as 

a function of water year. For dry spells that span more than one season, the method 

outlined in Section 4.2.3 was used to account for the dry spells in all seasons during 

which each dry spell occurred. In Figure 4.10, there appears to be significantly more 

variability in the lengths of dry spells after 1985 than before, and there were a few dry 

spells that were significantly longer in duration than the longest pre-1985 dry spell (2-3 

times as long). Thus, very long periods of consecutive dry days seem to be more common 

after 1985. There were several years around 1989-1993 that had extremely long dry spells 

(more than 100 consecutive days); these years seem to align with the years that had a 
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later start to the rainy season (Figure 4.7). To examine this pattern more closely, the 

mean, median, and standard deviation were calculated for the period before 1985 as well 

as for the period of time from 1985 onwards (Table 4.11). The mean, median, and 

standard deviation increased in all seasons for the period of 1985-2010 compared with 

the values for the period of 1963-1982 (there was a gap in the data from 1982-1985). This 

validates the observation that the variability and magnitudes of dry spell durations have 

increased since 1985.  

Figure 4.10- Time series of the number of consecutive dry days in each season 
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Table 4.11- Mean, median and standard deviation of the dry spell duration (number of 
consecutive dry days) in each season for the entire period of record, and the 
two data subsets for periods before 1985 and from 1985 to 2010 

 Season 1 
(Sep – Dec)  

Season 2 
(Jan – Apr) 

Season 3 
(May – Aug) 

Mean (# of consecutive dry days) 
(All data: 1963-2010) 

25 17 52 

Median (# of consecutive dry 
days) 
(All data: 1963-2010) 

21 11 38 

Standard Deviation  
(# of consecutive dry days) 
(All data: 1963-2010) 

17 19 36 

Mean (# of consecutive dry days) 
(1963-1982) 

19 11 28 

Median (# of consecutive dry 
days) 
(1963-1982) 

16 10 27 

Standard Deviation  
(# of consecutive dry days) 
(1963-1982) 

8 5 7 

Mean (# of consecutive dry days) 
(1985-2010) 29 21 68 
Median (# of consecutive dry 
days) 
(1985-2010) 23 14 52 
Standard Deviation  
(# of consecutive dry days) 
(1985-2010) 21 24 39 

 

Some of the dry spells after 1985 were so much longer than the maximum pre-

1985 dry spell that it raises the question of whether or not there are other external 

influences (e.g., El Niño or La Niña events) that may be increasing the duration of dry 

spells. To examine specific years when long dry spells occurred, thresholds for 

abnormally long dry periods were set for each season and compared to the years when El 

Niño or La Niña events occurred (Climate Prediction Center, 2015). The thresholds for 

abnormally long dry spells are: 25 days for Season 1 (transition months), 15 days for 

Season 2 (rainy months), and 60 days for Season 3 (dry months). Before 1985, Season 1 
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had 5 abnormally long dry spells, Season 2 had 3, and Season 3 had 0 abnormally long 

dry spells. Between 1985 and 2010, the number of abnormally long dry spells increased 

to 11 in Season 1, 11 in Season 2, and 10 in Season 3 (normalized for the number of 

years, the number of abnormally dry spells would be 8.3, 8.3, and 7.6 relative to the pre-

1985 period for Seasons 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Of these abnormally long dry periods, 

there seemed to be no connection to El Niño or La Niña events; in all three seasons, some 

abnormally dry periods occurred in weak to moderate years of El Niño or La Niña, and 

many occurred in years with no El Niño or La Niña event. Of the four longest dry spells 

(all concluding in the dry season and exceeding 120 days in duration), one occurred in a 

weak La Niña year (1985), two occurred during moderate El Niño years (1987 and 1992), 

and one happened in a year with no El Niño or La Niña event (1991). With the exception 

of one abnormally long dry spell in Season 1 that occurred during the 1988-89 La Niña 

event (strong magnitude), none of the abnormally long dry spells corresponded with 

strong or very strong El Niño or La Niña events. If there were a correlation between dry 

spell duration and Niño/a events, then strong or very strong events would most likely 

cause abnormally long dry spells for either El Niño or La Niña years. This, however, is 

not the case, signifying that there is likely a cause other than the ENSO cycle for the 

increase in dry spell duration since 1985.  

The standardized precipitation is a way to normalize precipitation for the time of 

year to facilitate identification of abnormally wet and dry months. Although calculated 

somewhat differently, the SPI drought index is based on the concept of standardized 

precipitation; the SPI uses pdfs fitted to the data rather than the mean and standard 

deviation for the given time of year. To give an idea of the range of variability in monthly 

precipitation, the standardized precipitation is shown in Figure 4.11. Most of the outliers 

appear to be in the upper end of the range of standardized P values, and there is more 
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dispersion in the positive standardized precipitation values (wetter than normal) than with 

the negative values. The minimum value of standardized precipitation is -1.63, and the 

maximum is 5.38. As expected, the mean of all standardized precipitation values is 0 (the 

values are normalized with the mean for each month), but the median of all standardized 

precipitation values is -0.2543. The median value less than 0 implies that negative 

standardized precipitation values have been more frequent than positive values, and the 

data are positively skewed.  

Figure 4.11- Standardized monthly precipitation at Cachicadan (monthly mean subtracted 
from the monthly precipitation and divided by the standard deviation for that 
month) 
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Precipitation Intensities 

Although daily rainfall data are insufficient to do a full flood frequency analysis 

(hourly data are needed), the daily precipitation intensities can be analyzed to determine 

if there has been any shift in the data. The daily precipitation data were divided into two 

time periods: Period 1 = 1963-1989, Period 2 = 1990-2010. The cumulative distributions 

and distributions of exceedance probability for the daily precipitation intensities were 

calculated by month for each time period (Figures 4.12 and 4.13). The cumulative 

distributions for most months (except the dry season months of June – August) appear to 

have the shape of an exponential distribution, so an exponential distribution fit may be 

appropriate for rainy season months. In general, days with the lowest daily precipitation 

intensities are less frequent in Period 2 while the frequency of higher precipitation 

intensities is slightly greater in Period 2 (compared to Period 1). In the rainy season 

months, the greatest increase in frequency for Period 2 compared to Period 1 is in the 

range of 10-15 mm. Similar patterns in frequencies for Period 2 compared to Period 1 

were exhibited for the rainy season and transition months, but the dry season months 

display different behavior in daily intensities. During the dry season months, low daily 

precipitation intensities were less frequent in Period 2 than in Period 1 (as is the case for 

all months), but the distribution no longer appears to be exponential for Period 2. In 

Period 2, higher intensity rainfall days (> 3 mm) were more frequent in the dry season 

than the low intensity days (< 3 mm); this was not the case for any other month outside of 

the dry season.
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Figure 4.12- Cumulative distribution of total daily precipitation for each month at Cachicadan, shown for two time periods: 
Period 1 = 1964-1989, Period 2 = 1990-2010  
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Figure 4.13- Probability of exceedance for total daily precipitation for each month at Cachicadan, shown for two time periods:  
 Period 1 = 1964-1989, Period 2 = 1990-2010
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The Simple Daily Intensity Index (SDII) was calculated by month for both time 

periods as a simple measure of change in daily precipitation intensity (Table 4.12). All 

months had higher SDII values in Period 2 than in Period 1, and the greatest relative 

increases in the SDII from Period 1 to Period 2 were in the months of May – August (all 

> 40% increase). In April, the SDII increased 34% in Period 2 compared to Period 1, and 

the increases in all other months were between 10% and 25%. The higher SDII values for 

all months are another indicator that rainfall intensities may have increased in recent 

years.  

 

Table 4.12- SDII for each month (total precipitation on wet days divided by the number 
of wet days) calculated for two time periods: Period 1 = 1964-1989, Period 
2 = 1990-2010 

 Period 1 
(mm) 

Period 2 
(mm) 

January 7.2 8.8 
February 7.6 9.9 
March 7.5 9.2 
April 5.3 8.2 
May 3.7 6.4 
June 2.6 5.0 
July 2.6 4.4 
August 2.6 4.5 
September 4.2 4.7 
October 5.3 6.7 
November 5.7 7.5 
December 6.3 7.8 
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An attempt was made to fit pdfs to the daily precipitation data for each time 

period so that they could be used to calculate probabilities of events of a given intensity 

and possible shifts in those probabilities. While it was possible to fit an exponential 

distribution to the data, it was not possible to distinguish between the two time periods in 

the fitted distributions. Therefore, it is only possible to draw qualitative conclusions about 

changes in frequencies of daily precipitation intensities, but with the available data it is 

not possible to quantify these probabilities for planning purposes. One of the most 

significant potential impacts of high-intensity precipitation on agricultural projects is the 

potential for floods. However, it is not possible to analyze extreme events and intensities 

with daily precipitation data because inundation depends on how quickly the precipitation 

falls as well as the total amount of rainfall. Hourly precipitation data or streamflow 

records would be needed to do a thorough flood frequency analysis. Based on the data 

analysis presented here, there are indications that the hypothesis that rainfall intensities 

have decreased is not true, but further analysis and additional data are needed to 

categorically disprove this hypothesis.  

 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

This section addresses two principal points: (1) assessment of the validity of the 

working hypotheses, and (2) potential applications of the findings to PIPs. The working 

hypotheses formulated for this chapter have their basis in the results of the study of 

perceptions of climate change (Vergara Rodriguez, 2011 and 2015). The five working 

hypotheses identified for this chapter all are related to trends and changes in seasonality 

of precipitation. Brief assessments of each hypothesis based on the results presented in 

Section 4.3 are presented below. Note that the evaluation of the hypotheses presented 
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here is only valid for Cachicadan, and it does not necessarily hold true that the trends, 

variabilities and seasonalities detected in the data at Cachicadan are consistent for the 

entire Sierra Ancash region. Further analysis is needed with representative data that cover 

a larger portion of the full spatial extent of the Sierra Ancash for conclusions to be drawn 

about changes in precipitation patterns for the region as a whole. However, since no other 

analyses of local-scale climate anomalies and change have been made, this work 

represents a first attempt to quantify climate trends and variability for the region, even 

with quite limited data.  
 

Hypothesis #1: The amount of precipitation in the rainy season has decreased over the 
period of record for precipitation data (1963-2010).  

This hypothesis appears to be untrue. The dry season precipitation has decreased, 

but the precipitation in the rainy season months was shown to either be increasing or to 

have no trend. The seasonal Kendall test was used to detect trends in precipitation for all 

seasons while accounting for the natural seasonal variability, and no trend was detected 

with the seasonal Kendall test.  
 

 
Hypothesis #2: Variability in precipitation has increased for all months of the year.  

This hypothesis is only true for certain months but is not categorically true for all 

months of the year. Although variability has increased for some months of the year, this 

is not true for all months. The only months with increased variability were the typically 

wettest months of January – March as well as May and November. Variability has 

decreased for August and September, and all other months had no change in the 

variability of precipitation.  
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Hypothesis #3: The start of the rainy season has been delayed in recent years compared 
to several decades earlier.  

This hypothesis does not appear to be true. For rainy season start dates calculated 

according to an accumulated precipitation threshold, most thresholds did not result in a 

detectible trend. No trend was detected for the two thresholds tied to past monthly 

precipitation levels (125 mm and 150 mm – corresponding to the median or mean 

precipitation, respectively), nor for the 200 mm threshold. The weak trend detected for 

the 100 mm threshold may be an indicator that precipitation in the early transition months 

may be decreasing (as seen with the decreasing trend for September precipitation), but 

when a threshold is chosen to correspond with all of the months that are considered 

transition months in this chapter (September – November), there is no detectable change 

in the start date of the rainy season.  

 
Hypothesis #4: Dry spells during the rainy season and transition months have become 
more frequent and of longer duration in recent years.  

This hypothesis appears to be true. There appears to be an abrupt shift in the 

length of dry spells starting in 1985 (it also may be true for 1982-1985, but data are 

missing for that period of time). The mean and median length of dry spells has increased 

for all seasons for the period from 1985-2010 compared with the data before 1985. There 

was a significant increase in the number of abnormally long dry spells for this period 

(1985-2010) as well as a significant increase in the variability of dry spell duration for all 

seasons.  

 
Hypothesis #5: Rainfall intensities have decreased in recent years compared to several 
decades earlier.  

This hypothesis does not appear to be true. Although a complete rainfall intensity 

analysis is not possible without hourly data, the data analysis presented in Section 4.3.3 
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indicates that if anything, rainfall intensities may have increased. Daily precipitation 

intensity calculated by the SDII increased for the period of 1990-2010 compared to 1963-

1989, and the frequency histograms for both time periods show a decrease in the 

frequency of the lowest daily precipitation intensities.  

 

In general, the dry season has become drier (less total precipitation, more dry 

days, and longer dry spells), but there was no detectable change in the overall amount of 

precipitation over the course of the year. Of all the precipitation-related observations in 

the perceptions of the local populations, decrease in the amount of precipitation was the 

most consistently identified trend. This trend, however, could not be identified in the 

precipitation data. There does seem to be an increase in the variability of the amount of 

precipitation during the rainy season as well as an increase in the length of dry spells (a 

possible drought indicator), which may explain the perception of decrease in precipitation 

(even though the data analysis indicates that this is not true). Although the results of the 

survey of perceptions of change in rainfall quantity do not reflect the reality, the local 

population may be identifying a separate but related problem with the reliability of 

rainfall. Increasingly more frequent and longer dry spells may have as much (if not more) 

of an impact on the agricultural sector as deficits in overall precipitation. It is possible 

that the local people were trying to express an observation of increase in droughts without 

having the ability to articulate it. The survey participants in Conchucos (near the weather 

station at Cachicadan) were asked specifically about droughts, and the majority (81%) 

responded that they had observed an increase in drought frequency. The observation of 

decrease in rainfall intensity (in the study of perceptions) also appears to be false, and the 

reason for this may be partly an inability to distinguish between intensity and quantity of 

rainfall. Although surveys of people’s perceptions of climate change may yield useful 
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data in regions of data scarcity, the results of surveys should be interpreted carefully; they 

may not always correlate with the data, or they may reflect climate change patterns other 

than what is specifically stated in the question. This is important in the context of the 

government allowing this kind of qualitative information about perceptions of change (as 

a proxy for quantitative data) in PIPs.  

If no other data are available, interpretation of studies of perceptions of change 

should err on the side of a conservative approach to project design and sustainability. For 

example, even though the perceived decrease in precipitation seems to be incorrect, if an 

irrigation project were to include a decrease in precipitation when assessing potential 

future water supply, this should result in a project that is more resilient to droughts; the 

potential effects of underestimating the precipitation could likely outweigh the potential 

negative impacts of overestimating it. If projects use perceptions of climate change in lieu 

of gauged data, the sensitivity to uncertainty in climate data for each type of analysis 

(e.g., assessment, design parameters, vulnerability) should be considered as part of the 

plan for PIP proposals. The discrepancy between the people’s perceptions of change and 

the data indicate that local perceptions should be used with caution when designing PIP 

proposals and assessing projects for vulnerability to climate change. 

The observations of changes in seasonality in the study of perceptions of climate 

change are more difficult to verify with data analysis, but some of the monthly tendencies 

can be used as indicators of seasonality. From the trends in the transition months, there 

were no clear signs that the rainy season is shorter or out of step with patterns 30 years 

ago (as many people said in the perceptions study). There was either no trend or an 

increasing trend detected for the months of October, November, April, and May, and 

increased variability was only seen in the transition months of November and May. The 

decreasing trend for September may be an indicator that September is exhibiting more 
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characteristics of the dry season than before. Thus, the perception of a longer dry season 

than 30 years ago (observed by 46% of survey participants) may be accurate. The 

increasing number of dry days in many transition months and longer dry spell durations 

in the transition and rainy seasons may be indications that the rains in the transition and 

rainy months are less reliable (more sporadic) or that the variability in daily precipitation 

has increased. However, because the total precipitation in those months has not 

decreased, this does not necessarily reflect a change in seasonality but rather an increase 

in the frequency and intensity of droughts.  

Without a standard definition of the seasons (based on precipitation patterns), it is 

difficult to quantify changes in the timing of the seasons. There is justification for 

establishing standard protocols for defining the seasons; this could facilitate analysis of 

seasonal patterns and the impacts of aberrations from typical seasonal patterns on PIPs. 

The method for defining the start of the rainy season according to a threshold of 

accumulated precipitation may be a reasonable definition for the rainy season. 

Historically, there have been standard times of year to plant and harvest certain crops 

based on when the rains typically start and end. It is common to hear farmers talk about 

the failure of the rainy season in relation to the timing of their crops. For example, if 

crops are planted in October or November, and the precipitation in those months is much 

less than average, it could have drastic effects on productivity. Before standard protocols 

are set for defining the start of the rainy season, the definitions of the seasons should be 

linked with agricultural studies that investigate the quantity and frequency of rainfall 

needed to sustain crops without irrigation and the water requirements for crops at 

different growth stages.  

There remains a question about what months should be considered as typically 

part of the rainy season. In this dissertation, the rainy season has been defined as 
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December – March, based in part on the months of austral summer (from the summer 

solstice to the autumnal equinox in the Southern Hemisphere). However, the precipitation 

in December and April are remarkably similar (similar mean and standard deviation with 

precipitation in April slightly higher than December, see Table 4.2). The similar rainfall 

characteristics in December and April suggest that either December should be considered 

a transition month or April should be considered part of the rainy season. When the 

participants in the study of perceptions of change were questioned about what months are 

part of the rainy season and dry season (Tables E.8 and E.9), the responses varied, but the 

majority said that the rainy season is October – April and the dry season is June – August. 

The highest percentages of responses were for the months of December – March for the 

rainy season and June – August for the dry season (coinciding with the seasonal 

definitions used in this dissertation). To resolve this question about the months that make 

up each season, it would perhaps be useful to question the local population about why 

they include certain months in the rainy and dry seasons. This question is likely related to 

how people interact with their environment. A better understanding about how the 

seasons and climatic variability affect people’s activities and livelihoods can help project 

formulators improve PIP proposals so that they are more climate-resilient and better meet 

the needs of the project’s beneficiaries.  

Drought is perhaps the climate phenomenon that could have the greatest impact 

on agricultural projects. Definition of drought is not standard (as evidenced by the range 

of definitions provided by the local population shown in Table E.7), and most of the 

common drought indices are not really applicable in the Sierra Ancash where droughts 

are more likely to be short-term incidents rather than something that happens over the 

course of one or more years. The SPI has potential for evaluating droughts in the Sierra 

Ancash if applied at shorter time scales because it compares precipitation to normal 
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values for a given time of year. Similarly, rainfall deciles could be a useful approach to 

drought definition in the Sierra Ancash. To be truly useful, the SPI should be further 

adapted to the climate patterns of the region. For example, if monthly precipitation data 

are used, even a time scale of 3 months could smooth out short-term dry spells that might 

have significant local effects. Three months could include the transition between seasons 

so that even comparing to normal values for the time of year might not reflect important 

aberrations from normal rainfall behavior. Daily data could be used to define droughts 

over a period of several weeks, but this would be very time-intensive because a large 

number of probability distributions would have to be fitted to the data to cover the 

seasonal distribution for the whole year at a time scale of days to weeks. Once the 

distributions have been fitted, future calculations of the SPI would not be very difficult. 

However, because of the high level of spatial variability in the Sierra Ancash, the 

distributions for precipitation are location-specific, so the process of distribution fitting 

would have to be repeated for each new location. A drought index like the SPI that 

requires a large amount of analysis as an input to the calculation is unlikely to be used in 

the Sierra Ancash. The SPI is one of the simpler drought indices, but something even less 

complex is needed for the Sierra Ancash if quantification of droughts is to be considered 

as part of climate change vulnerability analysis for PIPs. Some possible ways to quantify 

drought in an index for the Sierra Ancash include an accumulated precipitation deficit 

(e.g., % below normal for the water year), consecutive dry days, or a combination of the 

two. The development of a region-specific drought index for the Sierra Ancash goes 

beyond the scope of this work, yet some of the variables analyzed in this chapter (i.e., 

number of dry days/month, dry spell duration, accumulated precipitation, and 

standardized precipitation) can be considered as possible indicators of drought.  
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Another way to view droughts and dry spells in the context of agricultural PIPs is 

by comparing precipitation deficits to crop water requirements. To illustrate this concept, 

a hypothetical scenario is outlined below:   

A crop with a root depth of 1 ft., a maximum allowable depletion (MAD) of soil 

water of 50%, and an evapotranspiration rate (ETcrop) of 4 mm/day is planted in a loamy 

soil with an available water capacity (AWC) of 0.17 mm/mm (Ross et al., 1997). If the 

soil is initially saturated, the maximum amount of time that could elapse between 

irrigation or rainfall events and meet the water requirement without stressing the crop is 6 

days AWC × root _ depth×MAD
ETcrop

"

#
$$

%

&
'' .  

This means that the crop must be provided with water (via precipitation or 

irrigation) at least every 6 days. Considering that the mean duration of the maximum 

annual dry spell during the rainy season (from 1985-2010) is 21 days, it is very likely that 

the crop could become extremely water stressed if it relies exclusively on rainfall to meet 

the water requirement. Dry spells long enough to cause extreme water stress may not 

necessarily occur in all years, but the frequency of dry spells longer than 6 days is high 

enough that it would be unwise to implement a project with this particular crop and soil 

conditions without some way to supplement rainfall during long dry spells.  

 

Based on the analysis of the length of dry spells during the rainy season (Figure 

4.10), even agricultural projects that produce crops only during the rainy season should 

consider either supplemental irrigation or very water-resistant crops (or both). For climate 

change vulnerability assessment of agricultural projects, particular attention should be 

paid to the range of variability in precipitation and duration of dry spells during the 

critical growth stages for each crop.  
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Although temperature analysis was not included in this chapter, a discussion of 

potential impacts of temperature changes on PIPs is included here to illustrate how 

climate data analysis could be translated into concrete and simple metrics to be applied in 

PIP vulnerability assessments. Analysis of temperature variability in the context of risk 

and vulnerability assessment for PIPs should be relatively straightforward if data are 

available for a long enough period of time to be able to consider climate change. The 

most direct impacts of temperature variability on agriculture projects are frosts and shifts 

toward warmer temperatures. The most problematic adverse effect of frosts is potential 

damage to crops, but more persistent below-freezing temperatures could also affect the 

durability of infrastructure and introduce the potential for pipes to freeze in irrigation 

distribution systems. Warmer temperatures can have both positive and negative 

consequences. Increased temperatures could allow new blights or diseases to flourish. On 

the other hand, consistently warmer temperatures in a given zone could allow farmers to 

grow different crops that previously could only be produced at lower altitudes. Increased 

occurrences of frosts and warmer daytime temperatures are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive. Observations of the local population indicate that temperatures are warmer 

than they were 20-30 years ago, but many of the local people surveyed also have said that 

frosts are more common (Vergara Rodriguez, 2011; 2015).  

The potential impacts of temperature changes on agriculture projects do not 

necessarily mean that projects cannot be successful. Nonetheless, the potential climate 

risks should be taken into account in the project design and operation and maintenance 

plans so that adverse impacts can be mitigated, resulting in more sustainable projects. 

The range of potential temperatures should be taken into account in the selection of crops 

to be planted, measures to protect crops from frosts and diseases, as well as in the 

calculation of potential evapotranspiration in the water balance study. If there is 
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considerable uncertainty in future temperature patterns, PIP proposals could include 

contingency plans, each tailored to a possible scenario of temperature ranges. This would 

require continued monitoring of climate conditions (i.e., data collection) and projects that 

have the flexibility to adapt to a wide range of conditions. For example, if temperatures 

increase, crops that thrive in warmer temperatures could replace crops that are better 

suited for colder temperatures if the project has the ability to change crops from year to 

year. Alternatively, crops could be shifted to higher altitudinal zones in the case of 

increased temperatures, but only if project beneficiaries have land available at higher 

altitudes and if the irrigation infrastructure (if applicable) is transportable. If it is possible 

that frosts may be more common in the future, agricultural PIP proposals could include 

plans to protect crops from frosts that would only be implemented if necessary. Since this 

chapter focuses on analysis of precipitation data and does not include analysis of 

temperature, all of these possibilities for future climate variability are hypothetical at this 

point. The potential considerations for PIPs are meant to illustrate the types of things that 

should be considered when assessing agricultural project proposals for vulnerability to 

climate change.  

The type of analysis presented in this chapter requires data that may not be 

available at all potential project locations. Therefore, to develop a truly useful tool, the 

logical next step would be to compile all of the available data for the region. Then, 

building on the analyses presented in this chapter, the data could be analyzed at a regional 

level and synthesized into a regional climatic characterization that describes both the 

spatial and temporal patterns and variability for the Sierra Ancash. If the analyses 

presented in this chapter were applied to all the data available at the regional level, they 

could allow for broader conclusions to be drawn about climate change impacts and the 

secondary impacts that climate change could have on agricultural projects. 
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions 

The objective of this dissertation was to assess the impact of climate change on 

water security in the Sierra of Ancash with a focus on GLOF hazards and water 

availability. Specific emphasis has been placed on the following topics:  

• Studying avalanche-generated impulse waves to improve understanding of 

lake dynamics during GLOF events  

• Examining an emerging glacial lake, projecting future lake volumes, and 

evaluating future hazard conditions 

• Analyzing precipitation data to determine if local perceptions of 

precipitation trends and variability are reflected in the data 

The motivation for all of this work has been a desire to advance our understanding of 

high mountain glacial watershed systems as well as to develop tools to analyze climate 

change impacts that may be used to promote climate-resilient development.  

The following sections give a summary of how the research questions were 

addressed, the major findings for each chapter, and how this work fits into the broader 

context of climate-resilient development. This is followed by a discussion of future work, 

describing directions this research could take to advance our knowledge about climate 

change impacts on water resources in the Sierra of Ancash.   

 

5.1 HYDRODYNAMIC MODELING AT LAKE PALCACOCHA 

The first research question in Chapter 2 focused on the dynamics of avalanche-

generated waves and the resulting overtopping flows during GLOF events:  
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Research Question #1: What would the lake dynamics be during a GLOF event, and how 

would they influence the outflow hydrograph and GLOF hazard?  

 

This question has been addressed by studying a potential GLOF event at Lake Palcacocha 

with 3D modeling of avalanche-generated waves, including wave generation, 

propagation, runup and overtopping of the terminal moraine. These 3D simulations 

produced waves of considerable magnitude. The avalanche characteristics and the shape 

of the inflow hydrographs seemed to have the most influence on the overtopping 

volumes. The results of the lake model at Palcacocha indicated that the large avalanche 

scenario poses the greatest threat to the city of Huaraz, but all three avalanche scenarios 

could generate significant overtopping discharges, resulting in considerable inundation in 

the city of Huaraz.  

 

The second research question related to the evaluation of lake-lowering scenarios 

to mitigate GLOF hazard:  

 

Research Question #2: What impact would lowering the lake level have on the magnitude 

of a GLOF event, and how can we determine a “safe” lake level?  

 

The simulations of the lake-lowering scenarios showed that lowering the lake level may 

reduce the hazard level and inundated area for the large avalanche scenario, but it is not 

possible to entirely eliminate the potential for overtopping. For the small and medium 

avalanche scenarios, it may be possible for the wave to be contained in the lake if the lake 

is lowered. However, given the range of uncertainty in the model results, it cannot be 

conclusively stated that lowering the lake level would prevent overtopping for smaller-
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sized avalanches. Even though the precise reduction in hazard level due to lake lowering 

cannot be quantified, it is reasonable to conclude that lowering the level of Lake 

Palcacocha can reduce the hazard levels in the city of Huaraz.   

 

The three-dimensional (3D) modeling at Lake Palcacocha provides a significant 

advancement beyond simulations that are typically performed for avalanche-generated 

waves. The 3D modeling approach was intended as an alternative to partially overcome 

the absence of field data from a GLOF event at the location of the study. This is not to 

say that this model is free from significant uncertainties, but as a 3D model provides 

better mechanisms to represent the underlying physical phenomena, uncertainties move 

from the model engine to the physical initial and boundary parameters, reducing the 

amount of physical or empirical assumptions.  

Nonetheless, the lake dynamics still remain a problematic part of the GLOF 

process chain. The 2D SWE models that are typically applied in GLOF process chain 

modeling do not appear to represent the wave propagation and overtopping adequately. 

These models have dissipative effects that can cause significant wave attenuation and 

may result in greatly underestimated overtopping volumes (Somos Valenzuela et al., 

2016). But, 3D models require more computational and human resources. It is possible 

that the empirical method of Heller et al. (2009, 2010) may be a more accurate alternative 

to 2D SWE models for representing wave generation when 3D modeling is not feasible. 

However, for empirical equations to replace numerical simulations of the lake dynamics 

in GLOF process chain modeling, an alternative method must be found to calculate 

overtopping volumes and determine discharge hydrographs for the overtopping waves 

(Chapter 3 presents a first attempt at this).  
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The avalanche simulation seems to be the step of the GLOF process chain that 

carries the greatest uncertainty, and much of that uncertainty is carried into the lake 

model. We do not currently have the means to know precisely how the avalanche 

behaves, and so it is equally impossible to say how well the lake model reproduces the 

avalanche characteristics as it enters the lake. Because the lake model is so heavily 

influenced by the avalanche characteristics, any attempt at quantifying the uncertainty 

due to the methods used for the lake model is very difficult. More simulations are needed 

to gain a better understanding of the magnitudes and sources of uncertainty in the 3D lake 

model (see Section 5.4.1).  

Understanding and communicating uncertainty of these results is especially 

important because the downstream inundation simulations that have been produced from 

the results of this work are currently being adapted to create official hazard maps for the 

city of Huaraz. These results may also help inform decisions about implementing an early 

warning system (EWS) as well as providing justification for implementing an improved 

lake safety system. While an EWS is a less expensive alternative to a large construction 

project to lower the lake level, it is only able to give people sufficient warning to 

evacuate. If implemented with an effective evacuation plan, it can save lives. However an 

EWS cannot protect against damage to property and infrastructure. For this, additional 

measures are needed to control the lake level, and the results of the lake-lowering 

scenarios may be used to evaluate mitigation alternatives.  It is important to clarify that 

the work proposed here is not a risk analysis. This research can only demonstrate what 

may happen if a GLOF were to occur, but this analysis of the physical processes in the 

GLOF chain of events can lay the necessary foundation to enable a risk assessment.  

In communicating uncertainty, the first priority is clear communication. There is 

little doubt that there is a significant GLOF hazard from Lake Palcacocha; the important 
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question is rather what flood magnitudes are likely if a GLOF does occur. A conservative 

approach has been taken, and the worst-case scenarios have been presented to local 

authorities to represent the potential hazard in Huaraz due to a GLOF at Lake Palcacocha. 

For the lake modeling results, this means that the results from the avalanche source 

simulations have been used. It is possible that the differences between the boundary 

condition methods (especially in the small and medium scenarios) could be significant 

enough to influence the optimal amount of lowering when the lake-lowering scenarios are 

evaluated. However, it is more likely that the maximum amount of lake lowering will be 

limited by cost and engineering feasibility so that uncertainty in the lake model would 

have a minimal influence on the optimum lake level. Even with the uncertainties in the 

lake model, the following can be concluded with reasonable confidence: 1) In the event 

of a GLOF, the current conditions at Lake Palcacocha are likely to produce significant 

overtopping discharges, and 2) Lowering the level of Lake Palcacocha may reduce the 

hazard potential for Huaraz but cannot guarantee the prevention of overtopping.  

 

5.2 PROJECTING FUTURE LAKE CONDITIONS AND GLOF HAZARD AT ARTESONRAJU 
GLACIER 

Chapter 3 addressed the need to have a future-oriented outlook when evaluating 

GLOF hazards. Glacial hazards are heavily influenced by the warmer temperatures 

brought about by climate change, and new lakes are still emerging and continue to grow 

as climate change persists. Therefore, new methods are needed for evaluating future lake 

conditions to ensure that any actions to mitigate GLOF hazard may be robust to the 

variable circumstances brought about by climate change. The research question for this 

chapter was:  
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Research Question #3: What will emerging glacial lakes look like in the future, and how 

can we determine the level of hazard that they may pose?  

 

This question has been answered by using geophysical measurements of current glacier 

conditions to make projections of the future bathymetry for a fully-formed lake. The 

volume of the lake when it reaches its fullest extent was projected to be approximately 10 

million m3 (± 6/7 million m3). To assess the hazard potential of the fully formed lake, 

simplified methods were used to simulate the upper-watershed portion of the GLOF 

process chain, from avalanche to overtopping of the terminal moraine. The estimated 

overtopping volumes ranged from approximately 0.13 million m3 for the small avalanche 

scenario to 1.8 million m3 for the large avalanche scenario. Although no conclusions can 

be made about downstream GLOF impacts and hazard potential from the research in 

Chapter 3, it is reasonable to conclude that there is the potential for an avalanche-

generated wave to produce significant overtopping volumes. Therefore, the emerging 

lake at Artesonraju could potentially be dangerous if it is allowed to reach its full extent.  

 

Chapter 3 presented a novel application of existing technology to project future 

lake depths and volumes. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) was used to project the future 

lakebed characteristics that may be expected as the lake grows. The truly innovative 

aspect of the research in Chapter 3 is that it uses those projections to anticipate potential 

future hazard conditions. GLOF modeling with a hypothetical future lake extent is 

something that has rarely been done before. Previous studies that modeled GLOFs based 

on future lake extent (e.g., Frey et al., 2010; Nussbaumer et al., 2014) have only 

simulated downstream debris flows while ignoring the upper watershed processes that 

were the focus of Chapter 3.  
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The new method for calculating overtopping volumes from avalanche-generated 

waves (adapted from the tsunami runup equations) that was presented in Chapter 3 could 

potentially fill in a key missing link in the simplified methodologies used to assess the 

GLOF process chain. This method is promising, but it needs further validation before it 

can be used for reliable assessments of the GLOF process chain. One limitation of this 

method is that it does not address the issue of possible breaches of lake-damming 

moraines due to wave-induced erosion. However, the major shortcoming of this method 

is that it does not produce discharge hydrographs. If this method proves to give 

reasonable enough estimates of overtopping volumes so that it can be used in place of 

hydrodynamic simulations, a method for converting discharge volumes to hydrographs (a 

necessary input to downstream inundation simulations) must be developed.  

The research in Chapter 3 demonstrates the possibility of using simple analysis 

methods for a first-order assessment of GLOF hazard without investing a significant 

amount of time and resources. This type of approach can be used to determine the 

likelihood for a glacial lake to produce a high-magnitude GLOF and prioritize sites for 

more detailed studies. The work in Chapter 3 also shows that it is possible to take an 

anticipatory approach to GLOF hazard assessment. If these methods are accepted by 

Peruvian technical specialists and authorities, it may be possible to evaluate and 

implement measures to reduce GLOF hazard before lakes become dangerous. This type 

of preemptive approach to lake safety systems could be more economically efficient 

while also preventing the possibility of a time lag between when a lake becomes 

dangerous and when a lake safety system can be implemented. In the case of Artesonraju, 

a tunnel could be constructed in the lateral moraine to control the lake level before the 

lake reaches the tunnel location. Construction would be easier (potentially reducing 

costs), and the lake would never be allowed to reach a dangerous level.  
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Chapter 3 demonstrates that it is possible to extrapolate the results of field studies 

to project future lake conditions and hazard potential for emerging lakes. Furthermore, if 

the simplified modeling techniques for representing the GLOF process chain can be 

validated, this could prove to be a useful tool in promoting proactive approaches to risk 

management, especially in developing countries with limited resources.  

 

5.3 CLIMATE INDICES 

Chapter 4 sought to bridge the gap between science and policy in climate-resilient 

development by promoting simple yet robust methods of climate data analysis that are 

relevant to public investment projects (PIPs), as proposed by Research Question #4:  

 

Research Question #4: How can the gap between science and policy in the context of 

climate change and adaptation in Ancash be breached by simplifying methodologies for 

vulnerability analysis without losing validity of results? 

 

To be effective, the simplified methodologies must be grounded in good science 

and quantitative analysis. Therefore, analysis of precipitation data was undertaken as part 

of an effort to develop climate indices that quantify changes in climate variables with the 

objective of improving understanding of climate change by examining trends and 

variability in precipitation patterns. However, long-term records of meteorological data 

are very scarce in the Sierra of Ancash, and not all PIPs may have access to the data 

required for a thorough analysis of climate trends and variability. Thus, a simple 

approach was used: people’s perceptions of climate change may be used as a proxy for 

gauged precipitation data. The validity of this approach was evaluated through 
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comparison of a study of climate change perceptions by Vergara Rodriguez (2011) to an 

analysis of historical data at the same geographic location, a weather station at 

Cachicadan. Of five specific hypotheses about the character and reliability of the rainy 

season that were tested, only one appears to be categorically true (Table 5.1): the 

hypothesis related to droughts. The local people surveyed indicated that droughts have 

increased. Dry spells during the rainy season appear to have increased both in duration 

and frequency, which may imply that droughts have become more frequent. Most of the 

hypotheses formulated from people’s perceptions appear to be incorrect when compared 

with historic data analysis, indicating that people’s perceptions of change do not 

represent the actual trends and variability seen in historical data.  

 

Table 5.1- Assessment of the five specific hypotheses for Chapter 4 about the character 
and reliability of the rainy season 

# Statement True/False 
1 The amount of precipitation in the rainy season has 

decreased 
False 

2 Variability in precipitation has increased for all months of 
the year 

Partially true,  
only in rainy months 

3 The start of the rainy season has been delayed in recent 
years compared to several decades earlier 

False 

4 Dry spells during the rainy season and transition have 
become more frequent and of longer duration in recent years 

True 

5 Rainfall intensities have decreased in recent years compared 
to several decades earlier 

False 

 

If we can develop an effective methodology for the technical aspects of climate 

change vulnerability analysis, then it will not only promote advancement of the state of 

knowledge about climate change and impacts, but it will also lay the foundation for better 

adaptive capacity in decision-making and policy contexts. A solid foundation of data 
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analysis is the first step towards promoting climate-resilient development, and this work 

shows that it is possible to draw a number of conclusions from basic precipitation data (if 

the data are available for sufficiently long periods of record). With this knowledge, links 

may be made to impacts on PIPs, and this could enable more efficient use of the water 

resources of the region.  

 

5.4 FUTURE WORK 

This dissertation provided a solid foundation for an improved understanding of 

the high mountain glacial watershed systems of the Sierra of Ancash. Yet, the scope of 

this work was limited, and there are countless research activities that could build upon 

this work and strengthen our knowledge about the impacts of climate change on water 

security in the Cordillera Blanca. This section describes future work that would be a 

natural continuation of the research in this dissertation.  

 

5.4.1 Three-Dimensional Lake Modeling 

The simulations at Lake Palcacocha show that 3D hydrodynamic modeling can be 

a useful tool in understanding the dynamics of avalanche-generated waves, especially at 

sites where there are no observations in the field to assist with calibration. However, 

additional simulations are needed to fully assess the added benefits of 3D models over 2D 

models and to determine the sensitivity of the model to boundary conditions and initial 

conditions. With detailed comparisons of a variety of 2D and 3D simulations, the optimal 

balance between model complexity and accuracy may be determined. It is known that the 

2D SWE are overly dissipative and do not represent wave propagation and overtopping 

effectively (Somos Valenzuela et al., 2016). However, it is not clear whether this is due 
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to the shallow water approximation or the 2D nature of the model. The following 

comparisons may help to determine what level of model complexity is needed to 

effectively simulate avalanche-generated impulse waves:  

 

• 2D SWE vs. 2D non-hydrostatic 

This comparison will help to determine the significance of vertical 

accelerations in the generation and propagation of avalanche-generated 

waves.  

 

• 2D vs. 3D (both non-hydrostatic) 

This comparison will determine whether a 3D model is necessary to 

accurately represent the dynamics of avalanche-generated waves.  

 

The models can be compared by calculating the difference in maximum wave 

heights in the middle of the lake (before runup). The dissipation of energy for each model 

may be determined by the attenuation in wave height as the wave propagates across the 

lake and during runup. Finally, the overtopping volumes and hydrographs should be 

compared for each model to determine the sensitivity of these key model outputs to the 

type of model.  By separately comparing 2D vs. 3D and hydrostatic vs. non-hydrostatic 

models, it will allow us to determine which of these two simplifications most influences 

the results. It may be the case that the difference between the 2D and 3D models is 

negligible if both are non-hydrostatic, but it also may transpire that a 3D non-hydrostatic 

model is necessary to fully capture the dynamics of avalanche-generated impulse waves.  

The largest source of uncertainty in the Palcacocha lake model is the 

representation of the impact of the avalanche with the lake. To better understand this 
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process, additional simulations may be run with slight variations on the two types of 

boundary conditions presented in Chapter 2. To get a more direct comparison between 

the boundary conditions, the inflow hydrographs should be the same for each method. 

The inflow hydrographs measured from the avalanche source method may be used as 

inputs to the mass-momentum source so that an absolute difference between the boundary 

condition methods may be determined; this may be determined by comparing wave 

heights, overtopping hydrographs, and total overtopping volumes.  

The uncertainty in the avalanche parameters is still the greatest overall source of 

uncertainty, and the avalanche characteristics have a large influence on the lake 

dynamics. More research on the dynamics of ice-rock avalanches is needed to be able to 

reduce this uncertainty. However, analysis of sensitivity of the lake model to the inflow 

depth and hydrograph may help to understand how much the avalanche characteristics 

influence the results further downstream. Various simplified inflow hydrograph shapes 

could be used to determine how much the peak flow and duration of the avalanche might 

influence overtopping. The height and width of the inflow area could also be varied to 

determine the effect of avalanche height and width. These simulations may help to 

quantify the uncertainty in the lake model. This may, in turn, make it easier to determine 

a potential range of outcomes that could facilitate economic and vulnerability analyses.  

 

5.4.2 Analytical Overtopping Calculations 

As discussed in Chapter 3, further validation of the new method for calculating 

overtopping volumes from avalanche-generated waves is needed before it can be 

considered a reliable method. 3D hydrodynamic simulations should be run at a variety of 

glacial lakes to determine how waves behave with different bathymetric conditions and 
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runup geometries. In the absence of data from field observations, these 3D simulations 

must serve as the best available data for comparison to the analytical calculations of 

overtopping volumes proposed in Chapter 3. The runup and overtopping calculations are 

quite sensitive to the lake depth near the moraine and the slope of the terminal moraine. 

Therefore, it is important to evaluate how these calculations compare to 3D model results 

with a variety of lakebed geometries. The following bathymetric characteristics may test 

how the model behaves in extreme circumstances: deep lakes with a bowl-like shape 

(Lake 513 is a good example of this type of lake), lakes with abrupt changes in slope of 

the terminal moraine (e.g., lakes with vertical dam structures), and lakes of varying 

freeboard heights.  

The lake dynamics remain a difficult step in the GLOF process chain to simulate, 

and GLOF process chain modeling could be greatly assisted if it is possible to replace 

hydrodynamic lake models with simplified calculations of the wave and overtopping 

characteristics (i.e., a combination of the Heller et al. (2009) method for wave generation 

and the method presented in Chapter 3 for calculating overtopping volumes). If this is the 

case, it will be necessary to develop a method for approximating the shape of the 

discharge hydrograph. Before hydrograph shapes can be approximated, more information 

is needed on the potential ranges of peak flow and flow duration that may be expected 

from overtopping waves. A large number of 3D simulations may help us understand what 

factors influence the shape of overtopping hydrographs, and these may be used to 

develop empirical relationships between wave characteristics and moraine geometries 

and the peak flow and duration of the overtopping hydrograph. It may be possible to 

adapt some of the concepts of the synthetic unit hydrograph to establish protocols for 

determining the hydrograph shape. Even if it is not feasible to completely replace 

hydrodynamic lake simulations with simplified calculations, the new method for 
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calculating overtopping volumes could still be a useful tool for first-order GLOF hazard 

assessment.  

The simplified analysis methods in Chapter 3 could also be used as part of a 

hierarchy of levels of analysis. A preliminary analysis of all glacial lakes in a geographic 

region can be done with remotely sensed data and satellite images to identify lakes that 

have characteristics indicative of potential GLOF triggers and filter out lakes that are not 

likely to produce a GLOF4. A first-order model of the GLOF process chain (i.e., the 

methods in Chapter 3) could then be undertaken for all the lakes identified in the previous 

step as potentially dangerous. The lakes that might produce significant flood volumes 

could be selected for further study and identified as high hazard or very high hazard, and 

the lakes for which preliminary modeling studies indicate that a significant GLOF is 

unlikely could be demoted to a low or medium hazard level. This type of hierarchical 

GLOF hazard assessment would be an efficient use of time and resources and would 

ensure that sites are prioritized based on their real hazard potential. 

 

5.4.3 Climate Indices 

Chapter 4 provided a thorough analysis of precipitation trends and variability at 

one site, something that has never been done before in the Sierra of Ancash. Yet, for this 

work to be more broadly applicable, the analysis must be repeated at other sites. This 

work on climate indices has been presented to several local government agencies in 

Ancash, and the hope is that these methods for climate data analysis can be repeated for 

other locations where long-term data are available, resulting in a regional climatic 

                                                
4 This study has been undertaken for the Cordillera Blanca by a Peruvian student intern at The Mountain 
Institute under my supervision and with the assistance of graduate students at the University of Texas at 
Austin.  
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characterization that can be used to develop guidelines for PIP formulators. If this can be 

done, then it may be possible to develop standard protocols to account for climate change 

in the analysis of risk and vulnerability of PIP proposals. 

Long-term records of climate data in the Sierra of Ancash are scarce, and access 

to these data is even more limited. Nonetheless, there are a few sites in the region for 

which long-term precipitation records are available. Precipitation data analysis carried 

out at multiple locations would allow us to draw more general conclusions about climate 

change and precipitation patterns in the Sierra of Ancash and to determine if the trends 

and patterns of temporal variability observed at Cachicadan are localized or if they hold 

true for the whole geographic region. It is well known that precipitation in the Sierra of 

Ancash is highly spatially variable, but the exact nature of this spatial variability is poorly 

understood. Data analysis at additional weather stations could help characterize this 

spatial variability in precipitation.  

There are many additional analyses that could give added value to the work on 

climate indices. One specific feature that could be further investigated is the length of the 

rainy season. The end of the rainy season could be determined in a similar way to the 

method for determining the start date of the rainy season. The date of the end of the rainy 

season could be defined as the date on which the accumulated precipitation for the water 

year surpasses a certain percentage of the annual total precipitation (for the water year). 

This can only be determined on a post factum basis, but it would be useful for analyzing 

historical patterns and trends. In this way, it may be determined if the rainy season has 

become shorter or if there is more variability in the timing of the rainy season than there 

used to be (as indicated in the studies of Vergara Rodriguez, 2011; 2015).  

The usefulness of a drought index was discussed in Chapter 4, and the 

development of such an index for the Ancash region could be done in future work. The 
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first step in developing a drought index would be to look at “normal” precipitation 

patterns throughout the year. This could be done through analysis of probability density 

functions (pdfs) for precipitation over different time periods (i.e., different lengths of 

time and times of the year). From these pdfs, an optimal time span for analyzing 

precipitation in this region may be determined (e.g., days, weeks, months). This analysis 

of pdfs could be a precursor to a percent of normal type of drought index. Ideally, a 

drought index for this region would consider frequency and duration of dry spells as well 

as shortfalls in total precipitation. The assessment of dry spells in Chapter 4 focused on 

the maximum length of dry spell for each season, but this ignores all dry spells in a given 

season that were not the longest. If a frequency-duration curve were determined for all 

the dry spells during the rainy season, it may contain additional information that could be 

useful in developing a drought index.  

The final step in applying the precipitation data analysis of Chapter 4 to PIPs is to 

develop standard protocols for incorporating quantitative analysis of climate change into 

analysis of risk and vulnerability for these projects. With the major findings from the data 

analysis, indices may be developed to quantify possible changes and ranges of variability. 

For example, a frequency analysis of dry spell duration may make it possible to 

determine a standard length of dry spell (at a given persistence/confidence level) that 

should be considered for all agricultural projects. Similar guidelines may be developed to 

quantify the expected value and uncertainty for other aspects of precipitation that may 

have implications for public investment projects. If these guidelines are based on solid 

analysis of historical data, they may provide precisely the type of tool that is needed for 

climate change vulnerability assessment in the context of development projects.  
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5.5 FINAL REMARKS 

The research in this dissertation has investigated climate change and water 

security in the Sierra of Ancash and improved our understanding of several specific 

aspects of climate change impacts on high mountain glacial watershed systems. The 

three-dimensional lake model in Chapter 2 is an improvement over the typical lake model 

used in GLOF process chain simulations. The 3D hydrodynamic model can give us a 

better understanding of the likely outcomes than models that require extensive calibration 

(e.g., 2D SWE models). Chapter 3 presented innovative ways to use field data at glaciers 

to project future conditions of emerging lakes and perform simple GLOF hazard 

assessments. Chapter 4 demonstrated that it is possible to extract a lot of information 

about trends and variability of precipitation patterns through straightforward analysis of 

climate data; the precipitation data analysis also showed that perceptions of climate 

change may not be a reliable way to account for climate change in PIP proposals. These 

advancements in the state of knowledge about climate change impacts in the Sierra of 

Ancash are just one piece of the puzzle needed to promote sustainable development that 

is resilient to climate change.  

The second objective of this research was to bridge the gap between scientific 

research and local planning and policy. This has been attempted by: 1) adapting the 

research to fit the needs of the people, and 2) developing simple analysis methods that are 

grounded in solid research methodology. The research findings will be presented to local 

institutions in the Sierra of Ancash in a straightforward way so that the applications for 

decision-makers are easily understood. A thorough understanding of the potential impacts 

of climate change combined with the transfer of this knowledge to decision-makers and 

technical personnel in government agencies could make great strides in promoting 

adaptation solutions geared towards mitigating the impact of climate change on water 
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resources in the Sierra of Ancash. If this is successfully accomplished, the technical 

methods developed with this dissertation can be used to promote a progressive and 

proactive mentality to climate change adaptation rather than the reactive approach that 

has traditionally been used in Ancash. 
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Appendix A: GPR Radargrams 

Radargrams for all GPR transects measured at Artesonraju Glacier are presented 

in the following figures. Each figure shows an image of the z-scope radargram and an 

inset map of the glacier showing the location of the transect.  

 

2012 Radargrams  

 

Figure A.1- Radargram for 2012 Transect 1, taken with the UT GPR unit 
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Figure A.2- Radargram for 2012 Transect 2, taken with the UT GPR unit 

 

 

Figure A.3- Radargram for 2012 Transect 3, taken with the UT GPR unit 
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2013 UT Radargrams 

 

Figure A.4- Radargram for 2013 UT Transect 1, taken with the UT GPR unit 

 

 

Figure A.5- Radargram for 2013 UT Transect 2, taken with the UT GPR unit 
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Figure A.6- Radargram for 2013 UT Transect 3, taken with the UT GPR unit 

 

 

Figure A.7- Radargram for 2013 UT Transect 4, taken with the UT GPR unit 
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2013 UGRH Radargrams 

 

Figure A.8- Radargram for 2013 UGRH Transect 1, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 

 

 

Figure A.9- Radargram for 2013 UGRH Transect 2, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 
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Figure A.10- Radargram for 2013 UGRH Transect 3, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 

 

 

Figure A.11- Radargram for 2013 UGRH Transect 4, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 
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Figure A.12- Radargram for 2013 UGRH Transect 5, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 

 

2015 Radargrams 

 

Figure A.13- Radargram for 2015 Transect 1, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 
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Figure A.14- Radargram for 2015 Transect 2, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 

 

 

Figure A.15- Radargram for 2015 Transect 3, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 
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Figure A.16- Radargram for 2015 Transect 4, taken with the UGRH GPR unit 
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Appendix B: Validation of Overtopping Wave Equations at Lake 
Palcacocha 

A summary of the results of the 3D hydrodynamic simulations at Lake Palcacocha 

from Chapter 2 is given in Table B.1. The input parameters used to calculate approximate 

overtopping volumes according to the adapted tsunami runup method are summarized in 

Table B.2. Table B.3 gives a summary of the results of the analytical overtopping 

calculations, and the results from the two methods are compared in Table B.4. The 

overtopping volumes calculated with the analytical equations are approximately 30% less 

than the FLOW-3D overtopping volumes.  

 

Table B.1- Maximum wave heights and overtopping volumes from the FLOW-3D 
simulations at Lake Palcacocha (results from Chapter 2) 

  Max. Wave Height, 
empirical equations* (m) 

Max. Wave Height, 
FLOW-3D simulations (m)  

Overtopping 
Volume (106 m3) 

Large Avalanche 
Source 

42 47.8 1.8 

Large Mass-
Momentum Source 

42 46.4 1.64 

Medium Avalanche 
Source 

21 30.1 0.5 

Medium Mass-
Momentum Source 

21 -- 0.15 

Small Avalanche 
Source 

9 19.6 0.15 

Small Mass-
Momentum Source 

9 -- 0.014 

* Heller and Hager (2010) 
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Table B.2- Input parameters used to calculate overtopping volumes at Lake Palcacocha 
from the adapted tsunami runup equations described in Section 3.2.3 

Still water depth near the moraine (d) 5 m 
Freeboard (f) 8 m 
Length of the moraine crest (l) 200 m  
Moraine slope (b) 45˚ 
Distance to maximum wave height (X1) 300 m  
Maximum wave height: small avalanche (m) 19.6 
Maximum wave height: medium avalanche (m) 30.1 
Maximum wave height: large avalanche (m) 47.8 

 

 

Table B.3- Results of the runup and overtopping calculations at Palcacocha using the 
adapted tsunami runup equations of Synolakis (1987) and the input 
parameters in Table B.2 

Avalanche 
Size 

Maximum 
wave height, 
Hm (m) 

Free surface 
elevation at x=0, 
h(0, tmax) (m) 

Theoretical 
runup height, 
Â (m) 

Total overtopping 
volume, VO (m3) 

Large 47.8 48.7 238.0 1.12 x 106  
Medium 30.1 27.5 133.5 3.45 x 105 
Small 19.6 16.2 78.1 1.13 x 105 
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Table B.4- Comparison between FLOW-3D overtopping results and the analytical 
calculations from the adapted tsunami runup equations 

Scenario Wave Height (m) Calculated Overtopping 
Volume (analytical 
equations), 106 m3 

Simulated Overtopping 
Volume (FLOW-3D), 106 
m3 

Large Avalanche 
Source 

47.8 1.12 1.8 

Large Mass-
Momentum Source 

46.4 1.04 1.64 

Large Empirical 
Equations* 

42 0.81 --- 

Medium Avalanche 
Source 

30.1 0.35 0.5 

Medium Empirical 
Equations* 

21 0.14 --- 

Small Avalanche 
Source 

19.6 0.11 0.15 

Small Empirical 
Equations* 

9 0.013 --- 

* Heller and Hager (2010) 
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Appendix C: Matlab Script for Analytical Overtopping Volume 
Calculations 

 
% Wave Runup and overtopping calculations 
 
H = 19.6; %maximum wave height in the middle of the lake 
d = 10; %water depth next to the terminal moraine 
beta = 30; %slope angle of terminal moraine in degrees 
X1 = 300/d;  
X0 = cotd(beta); 
w = 200; %width of the lake (m) 
f = 5; %freeboard height (m) 
 
R_ht = d*2.831*(cotd(beta)^0.5)*((H/d)^(5/4)); 
 
gamma = ((3*H)/(4*d))^0.5; 
alpha = pi/(2*gamma); 
tmax = (X0 + X1 - (0.366/gamma)); 
 
 
eq_int = @(k) ((2/3).*k.*(1./sinh(alpha.*k)).*exp(i.*k.*X1)).*(exp(-
i.*k.*(X0+tmax))./(besselj(0,(2.*k.*X0))-i*besselj(1,(2.*k.*X0)))); 
eta_2 = integral(eq_int,-Inf,Inf); 
eta = 2*eta_2; 
 
% a, b, and c are lengths of the triangle that represents two-dimensional 
% overtopping volume (total volume will be area of the triangle x lake 
% width) 
a = sqrt((real(eta)-f)^2+(f/tand(beta))^2); 
b = sqrt((R_ht-real(eta))^2 + (R_ht/tand(beta))^2); 
c = (R_ht - f)/sind(beta); 
 
p = (a + b + c)/2; % 1/2 perimeter of the triangle 
A = sqrt(p*(p-a)*(p-b)*(p-c)); % Heron's formula for area of triangle 
V = A*w; % Total overtopping volume 
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Appendix D: Existing Climate Indices 

 
The following indices are summaries of some of the references mentioned in Chapter 5 
(not a comprehensive list of all the existing climate indices). Indices highlighted in blue 
are the 10 key indices recommended by Peterson et al., 2001.  
 
CLIMDEX/ETCCDI Indices 
Indices in bold are ones identified in this dissertation as most likely to be applicable 
in the Sierra Ancash 
 

Table D.1- Core Precipitation Indices (from ETCCDI, 2009 and Peterson et al., 2001) 

Name of Index Abbreviation Explanation 
Monthly maximum 1-day 
precipitation 

Rx1day  

Monthly maximum consecutive 5-day 
precipitation 

Rx5day  

Simple daily precipitation intensity 
index 

SDII Total precipitation divided by the number of wet 
days (days with precipitation > 1 mm) for a given 
period 

Annual count of days when 
Precipitation ≥ 10 mm 

R10mm  

Annual count of days when 
Precipitation ≥ 20 mm 

R20mm  

Annual count of days when 
Precipitation ≥ nn mm 

Rnnmm nn is a user defined threshold 

Maximum length of dry spell CDD Maximum number of consecutive days with 
precipitation < 1mm (dry days) 

Maximum length of wet spell CWD Maximum number of consecutive days with RR ≥ 
1mm 

Annual total Precipitation when daily 
precipitation > 95p 

R95pTOT Annual total of precipitation on days when the daily 
precipitation exceeds the daily precipitation amount 
corresponding to the 95th percentile of precipitation 
on wet days for the period 1961-1990 

Annual total Precipitation when daily 
precipitation > 99p 

R99pTOT Annual total of precipitation on days when the daily 
precipitation exceeds the daily precipitation amount 
corresponding to the 99th percentile of precipitation 
on wet days for the period 1961-1990 

Annual total precipitation in wet days PRCPTOT Total annual precipitation 
*Fraction (%) of annual total 
precipitation due to events exceeding 
the 1961-90 95th percentile 

*R95T  

*One of the 10 key indices in Peterson et al. (2001) but not one of the ETCCDI/CLIMDEX indices 
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Table D.2- Core Temperature Indices (from ETCCDI, 2009 and Peterson et al., 2001) 

Name of Index Abbreviation Explanation 
Number of frost days  FD Annual count of days when daily minimum 

temperature < 0oC 
Number of summer days  SU Annual count of days when daily maximum 

temperature > 25oC 
Number of icing days  ID Annual count of days when daily maximum 

temperature < 0oC 
Number of tropical nights  TR Annual count of days when TN (daily minimum 

temperature) > 20oC 
Growing season length  GSL Year for growing season is defined as 1st Jan to 

31st Dec in Northern Hemisphere (NH), 1st July 
to 30th June in Southern Hemisphere (SH). 
Annual count between first span of at least 6 
days** with daily mean temperature > 5oC and 
first span after July 1st (Jan 1st in SH) of 6 
days** with daily mean temperature < 5oC 

Monthly maximum value of daily 
maximum temperature 

TXx  

Monthly maximum value of daily 
minimum temperature 

TNx  

Monthly minimum value of daily 
maximum temperature 

TXn  

Monthly minimum value of daily 
minimum temperature 

TNn  

Percentage of days when daily 
minimum temperature < 10th 
percentile 

TN10p Percentage of days when the daily minimum 
temperature is less than the calendar day 10th 
percentile daily minimum temperature 
centered on a 5-day window for the base 
period 1961-1990 (recommend use of 
bootstrapping procedure from Zhang et al. 
2005 to calculate base period percentiles) 

Percentage of days when daily 
maximum temperature < 10th 
percentile 

TN10p Percentage of days when the daily maximum 
temperature is less than the calendar day 10th 
percentile daily maximum temperature centered 
on a 5-day window for the base period 1961-
1990 (recommend use of bootstrapping 
procedure from Zhang et al. 2005 to calculate 
base period percentiles) 

Percentage of days when daily 
minimum temperature > 90th 
percentile 

TN90p Percentage of days when the daily minimum 
temperature is greater than the calendar day 90th 
percentile daily minimum temperature centered 
on a 5-day window for the base period 1961-
1990 (recommend use of bootstrapping 
procedure from Zhang et al. 2005 to calculate 
base period percentiles) 

Percentage of days when daily 
maximum temperature > 90th 
percentile 

TN90p Percentage of days when the daily maximum 
temperature is greater than the calendar day 
90th percentile daily maximum temperature 
centered on a 5-day window for the base 
period 1961-1990 (recommend use of 
bootstrapping procedure from Zhang et al. 
2005 to calculate base period percentiles) 
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Warm spell duration index***  WSDI Annual count of days with at least 6 consecutive 
days when the daily maximum temperature > 
90th percentile 

Cold spell duration index  CSDI Annual count of days with at least 6 consecutive 
days when the daily minimum temperature < 
10th percentile 

Daily temperature range  DTR Monthly mean of the difference between the 
maximum and minimum temperature for 
each day 

*Intra-annual Extreme Temperature 
Range 

*ETR Difference between the highest temperature 
observation of any given calendar year and the 
lowest temperature reading of the same calendar 
year 

*One of the 10 key indices in Peterson et al. (2001) but not one of the ETCCDI/CLIMDEX indices 
**Peterson et al. (2001) use periods of 5 days in their definition 
*** Peterson et al. (2001) use a slightly different definition based on the maximum period (greater than 5 
consecutive days) when the daily maximum temperature is more than 5˚C above the normal daily maximum 
temperature for the baseline period of 1961-1990 
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Appendix E: Results from Studies of Perceptions of Climate Change 

 

Table E.1- Perceptions of changes in temperature. From Vergara Rodriguez, 2011 
(Conchucos) and Vergara Rodriguez, 2015 (Aquia, Rio Negro, Waraq, and 
Yanamayo) 

 
Conchucos  Aquia Rio Negro Waraq Yanamayo 

Total for all 
locations (%) 

Increase  
(% of responses) 91 84 96 89 95 91.15 
Decrease  
(%of responses) 3 13 2 10 1 5.31 
No change  
(% of responses) 6 3 2 1 3 3.34 
No response  
(% of responses) 0 0 0 0 1 0.20 

 

 

Table E.2- Perceptions of changes in quantity of precipitation. From Vergara Rodriguez, 
2011 (Conchucos) and Vergara Rodriguez, 2015 (Aquia, Rio Negro, Waraq, 
and Yanamayo) 

 
Conchucos  Aquia Rio Negro Waraq Yanamayo 

Total for all 
locations (%) 

Increase  
(% of responses) 2 11 10 11 34 12.99 
Decrease  
(% of responses) 93 63 81 74 47 73.05 
No change  
(% of responses) 5 21 8 15 16 12.25 
Irregular compared 
to 20/30 years ago  
(% of responses) 0 5 1 0 2 1.51 
No response  
(% of responses) 0 0 0 0 1 0.20 
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Table E.3- Perceptions of changes in precipitation intensity. From Vergara Rodriguez, 
2011 (Conchucos) and Vergara Rodriguez, 2015 (Aquia, Rio Negro, Waraq, 
and Yanamayo) 

 
Conchucos Aquia Rio Negro Waraq Yanamayo 

Total for all 
locations (%) 

Increase  
(% of responses) 15 17 12 26 37 20.94 
Decrease  
(% of responses) 74 54 65 34 24 52.43 
No change  
(% of responses) 8 27 22 40 33 24.03 
Varied compared 
to 20/30 years ago 
(% of responses) 3 2 1 0 4 2.19 
No response  
(% of responses) 0 0 0 0 2 0.41 

 

Table E.4- Perceptions of changes in drought frequency and intensity in Conchucos (from 
Vergara Rodriguez, 2011) 

Increase (% responses) 81 
Decrease (% responses) 7 
No change (% responses) 11 
Don't know (% responses) 1 
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Table E.5- Perceptions of changes in seasonality of the rainy season (from Vergara 
Rodriguez, 2015) 

 
Aquia Rio Negro Waraq Yanamayo 

Total for all 
locations (%) 

Out of step compared to 30 
years ago (% of responses) 42 57 42 62 51.44 
Shorter rainy season  
(% of responses) 19 18 19 2 13.99 
Longer rainy season  
(% of responses) 2 3 3 7 3.86 
No change  
(% of responses) 23 15 36 21 23.12 
Irregular compared to 30 
years ago (% of responses) 4 7 0 6 4.49 
Other  
(% of responses) 10 0 0 2 3.10 

 

 

Table E.6- Perceptions of changes in seasonality of the dry season (from Vergara 
Rodriguez, 2015) 

 
Aquia Rio Negro* Waraq Yanamayo 

Total for all 
locations (%) 

Out of step compared to 30 
years ago (% responses) 30 12 15 20 19.43 
Shorter dry season  
(% responses) 2 1 3 4 2.51 
Longer dry season  
(% responses) 48 57 35 44 46.46 
No change  
(% responses) 10 22 39 23 22.81 
Irregular compared to 30 
years ago (% responses) 3 8 8 7 6.45 
Other/no response  
(% responses) 7 0 0 2 2.33 
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Table E.7- Drought, as defined by the local population (from Vergara Rodriguez, 2015) 

 
Aquia Rio Negro Waraq Yanamayo 

Shortage of water (% of responses) 39 32 29 25 
Shortage of water for crops or irrigation 
(% of responses) 4 2 5 2 
Shortage of water and dry grass  
(% of responses) 0 2 1 0 
Shortage of rainfall (% of responses) 29 49 47 47 
Shortage of water and rainfall  
(% of responses) 0 4 6 3 
Shortage of rainfall in the summer  
(% of responses) 2 0 0 0 
Decrease in water (% of responses) 6 1 0 0 
Dry plants and grass (% of responses) 8 5 4 2 
Production shortage/famine/bad years 
(% of responses) 4 1 0 0 
Shortage of grass (% of responses) 4 1 0 0 
Summer/dry season (% of responses) 3 0 0 4 
Heat (% of responses) 1 0 0 3 
Water in crisis (% of responses) 0 0 0 2 
Dry (% of responses) 0 0 0 1 
Don't know/no opinion  
(% of responses) 0 0 8 5 
No response (% of responses) 0 3 0 6 
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Table E.8- Months that are part of the rainy season according to local surveys. Numbers 
indicate the percentage of participants who indicated that a given month is 
part of the rainy season (from Vergara, Rodriguez 2015). 

 
Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 

Aquia  
(% of responses) 26.14 50.00 73.86 90.91 92.05 94.32 95.45 69.32 31.82 
Rio Negro 
(% of responses)  33.71 66.29 92.13 96.63 95.51 98.88 95.51 61.80 19.10 
Waraq  
(% of responses) 41.10 80.82 94.52 95.89 95.89 95.89 93.15 75.34 24.66 
Yanamayo  18.56 71.13 89.69 91.75 92.78 92.78 92.78 78.35 28.87 

 

 

Table E.9- Months that are part of the dry season according to local surveys. Numbers 
indicate the percentage of participants who indicated that a given month is 
part of the dry season (from Vergara Rodriguez, 2015). 

 
Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. 

Aquia  
(% of responses) 11.36 25.00 48.86 59.09 47.73 18.18 11.36 
Rio Negro  
(% of responses) 11.24 51.69 92.13 96.63 92.13 51.69 21.35 
Waraq  
(% of responses) 8.22 52.05 94.52 97.26 80.82 42.47 8.22 
Yanamayo  
(% of responses) 10.31 55.67 92.78 94.85 91.75 72.16 20.62 
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